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FOREWORD
The H2-O 2 SPace Shuttle auxiliary power unit (APU) program is a NASA-Lewis
effort a_med at hardware demonstration of the technology required for potential
use on the Space Shuttle. This program was conducted under the direction of
Harry M. Cameron, Project Manager, NASA-Lewis Research Center. It was a follow-
on effort to two study programs conducted under Contracts NAS 3-14407 and
NAS 3-14408. The results of these studies were reported in the following NASA
Contractor Reports: NASA CR-2001, -1994, -1995, -1996, -1997, -1993, and 1928.
Design activity under this program was reported In NASA Contractor Report CR-121214.
The requirements of NASA Policy Directive NPD 2220.4 (14 September 1970)
regarding the use of $1 units have been waived in accordance with the provisions
of para. 5d of that directive by the Director of Lewis Research Center.
Distribution of this report is provided in the interest of information
exchange. Responsibility for the contents resides in the author or organiza-
tion that prepared it. Acknowledgement is given to the following major
contributors:
D. V. Allen Program-Management
W. L. Andersen APU-T System Testing
D. A. Bailey Control Design
E. L. Oickason Final Report
E. N. Harris
W. C. Sainio
Program Management
APU-T System Analysis and Final Report
D. S. Wfmpress Subsystem Testing
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SUMMARY
An H2-O2 auxiliary power unit (APU)was designed and developed to meet
NASAspecifications for an alternate Space Shuttle APU. The program objectives
were to develop the technology for the design of an H2-O2 APUwhich would have
low specific propellant consumption and be capable of utilizing the cryogenic
propellants as a heat sink for the APUand the hydraulic system. The develop-
ment passed through a logical sequenceof analysis, design, fabrication, test,
and updating of the computer simulator model. The program objectives were
met with an APUreference system that incorporated necessary propellant con-
ditioning valves and heat exchangers, combustor, turbine and gearbox assembly,
and electronic propellant flow control system providing 400-shp output to two
hydraulic pumps. The experimental test APU(APU-T) that incorporated all
significant flight APUfeatures demonstrated the viability of a hydrogen-oxygen
APU. The test unit accumulated approximately 10 hr test time with 145 hot
starts. Extrapolations of performance at 350 to 380 hD demonstrated a specific
propellant consumption (SPC) of about 2.2 at 400 hp under space simulation.
The APU-Tsystem was a close-coupled experimental test version of a refer-
ence system designed in the program; it was schematically the same, but was
altered TOreduce development costs. Flight-type componentswere used, except
for the gearbox. Also, a nitrogen buffer labyrinth seal replaced the reference
system turbine face seal; an external lubrication system, functioning after
shutdown, obviated heat soakback protection; and the recuperator was designed
for ground tests where internal pressure was vacuumand external pressure was
ambient.
Development _roblems were solved during component, subsystem, and system
tests. The main problem that occurred in system tests that did not occur
in componentor subsystem tests was spark plug melting. It was encountered
only whenthe turbine was installed in the system tests. The problem was
eliminated, but reoccurred near the end of the test program. The test pro-
gramwas terminated before the solution to the plug melting problem could
be demonstrated.
Componentand system performance compared favorably with predictions.
The combustor provided near 100-percent efficiency and stable combustion over
the range of test chamber pressures. It had the ability to operate over a
_ide range of O/F ratios and chamberpressures. The turbine efficiency was
about 44 to 48 percent or about 4 to 8 points lower than expected, probably
because of excessive honeycombseal leakage. Using smaller cells in the
honeycombwould reduce this leakage. The cooling capability of 400 hp for
the hydraulic system was about 4700 Btu/min. Turbine speed was controlled
within I percent of the meanduring steady-state and transient operation.
During 100-hp load steps, the turbine inlet temperature was controlled within
40 R. No temperature spikes or overspeed conditions occurred during startup
and shutdown. The proper propellant conditioning wasobtained with hydrogen
inlet temperature to the combustor controlled within 15 R and hydrogen inlet
temperature to the hydraulic oil cooler controlled within 10 R.
A computer simulator was developed to verify the effects of control
options and control parameters, and the effects of system configuration changes
on transient APU performance. The simulator is operational on the NASA-LRC
computer and may be utilized to make future changes, including power scaling.
I
1NTRODUCT ON
Two study programs performed for the NASA Lewis Research Center under
Contracts NAS 3-14407 and NAS 3-14408 showed a hydrogen-oxygen auxiliary
Dower unTt (APU) system to be an attractive alternate to the Space Shuttle
baseline hydrazine APU system for minimum weight. In addition to providing
low specific propellant consumption relative to hydrazine, an APU system
using cryogenic hyd#ogen has the capability to meet many of the heat sink
requirements for the Space Shuttle vehicle, thereby greatly reducing the
amount Of water or other expendable evaporant that must be p[ovided with the
baseline APU for cooling.
A;Research was awarded Contract NAS 3-15708 in April 1972 to design,
build, and test a cryogenic hydrogen-oxygen fueled 400-hp APU suitable for
the Space Shuttle orbiter. The primary objective of the program was to
demonstrate the APU technology required for a long-life, reusable, hydraulic
and electric APU. The initial APU system configuration, which was based on
work done in the previous studies, incorporated a recycle loop driven by a je+
pump to maximize the amount of available cooling, and several heat exchanger
bypass pops for propellant conditioning. A steady-state digital computer
program was formulated and a large matrix of flight conditions, power settings,
and des gn variables was examined. These design studies showed performance
predict on uncertainties associated with the jet pump operation over a wTde
range of conditions. Then a new reference system was studied in which the jet
pump was replaced by a new heat exchanger called the regenerator, which also
maximized the amount of available cooling.
An APU flight-type reference system was designed to meet NASA specifica-
tions and coneained necessary propellant conditioning valves and heat exchangers,
combustor, turbine and gearbox assembly, and an advanced design, electronic
propellant flow control system to provide 400-shp output to two hydraulic _um3s.
A design report, ref. I, covers the desig n requirements and the solution to
meet those requirements.
A test system also was designed to be a close-coupled experimental test
version of the reference system. Designated the APU-T, it incorporated all
significant reference system design features as well as additional options to
be investigated and included instrumentation to allow investigation and develop-
ment of the technology required to develop a flight-qualified APU design. Many
components were flight-type, which had appropriate dynamic characteristics
and received sufficient evaluation to provide reasonable assurance of being
qualified for flight application with some modification. The test system
assembly was packaged with emphasis on accessibility. Special features were
added to the control for turbine calibration and system development. In
addition, some cost-saving modifications that would not affect the technical
objectives were made.
This report covers the final reference system design, but is principally
concerned with the test results of the APU-T system that was tested both at
ambient pressure and space simulation.
3
REFERENCESYSTEM
Reference System Description
The reference system (see fig. ]) consists of a propellant feed and
conditioning subsystem, turbopower subsystem, and control subsystem. The
propellant feed and conditioning subsystem begins at the outlet of the high-
pressure propellant tanks and contains all heat exchangers and the combustor.
The turbopower subsystem contains a two-stage partial-admission pressure-
modulated 430-hp turbine, a zero- to 4-g lubrication system, and a zero-g
gearbox with multiple output pads to accommodate two hydraulic pumps and an
alternator. The control subsystem contains the electronics required to control
primary system functions as well as secondary functions incident to system
operation and safety and the valves required for control.
The cold hydrogen is first heated in a hydrogen preheater by hydrogen from
the recuperator. Secondly, it flows through a regenerator where it receives
heat from the reentrant hydrogen flow that has been the sink for hydraulic
pump case drain waste heat. Out of the regenerator both hydrogen streams are
now between 400 and 460 R, controlled by the preheater bypass loop. One
stream flows through the hydraulic cooler; the other through the lube cooler
and the recuperator. The last pass is through the hydrogen-oxygen temperature
equalizer where the oxygen is conditioned to be close to the hydrogen tempera-
ture. Except for the flow bypasses, one around the recuperator, the other
around the preheater that act as flow dividers, the hydrogen describes a single
path through the propellant conditioning system.
The preheater bypass loop flow is controlled to maintain the lube oil
temperature below the maximum permissible operating temperature, but above the
congealing temperature, and preferably in the range between 650 and 700 R. As
shown on the temperature schedule (inset in fig. I), when the lube oil temper-
ature is 650 R, the hydrogen temperature out of the first preheater pass will
be controlled by an appropriate preheater bypass flow rate to 450 R. As the
lube oil temperature increases (usually at low power output), the hydrogen
temperature will be controlled down to 400 R (but not lower, to avoid local
congealing).
The preheater bypass loop flow increases with higher hydraulic and lube
cooler heat loads. In those cases, most of the preheating will occur in the
regenerator. The bypass flow also will increase with increasing hydrogen
fluid temperatures. This is the case with a thermally pressurized super-
critical tank supply.
The recuperator bypass loop flow is controlled by the hydrogen temperature
downstream of the temperature equalizer, attempting to maintain 750 R combustor
inlet. At nigh power levels, the engine operates more efficiently and insuf-
ficient heat is available in the recuperator to attain this temperature even
at zero bypass. Computer simulation shows, however, that with 55 R hydrogen
inlet and full power, combustor inlet temperature wil be no lower than 680 R.
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Each bypass loop is controlled by a three-way modulating valve. Toe two
valves are electronically coupled in the control to prevent undesirable
interaction.
Two redundant pressure regulators are employed in the oxygen circuit, since
a single one sticking open may result in an overtemperature. They are both
l_cated downstream of the temperature equalizer in order to maintain super-
critica_ pressure and avoid two-phase flow in the equalizer, An accumulator i3
located downstream of the regulators in order to provide more equal stiffness
in the hydrogen and oxygen control system, compensating for a somewhat slow
pressure regulator response (I00 msec). A shutoff valve is located between
the combustor and the control valve. Retention of oxygen at approximately
500 psig between the two valves effectively prevents backflow. The hydrogen and
oxygen control valves are electrically linked in the control. An exciter is used
to energize the combustor spark plug during start and whenever t_e turbine tem-
perature is below 900 R, the set point, and the system is turned on. The com-
bustor delivers hydrogen-rich combustion products to the turbopower subsystem.
The turbine is a two-stage supersonic axial-flow design. The design speed
is 53 000 rpm with a turbine inlet temperature (TIT) of 1950 R using V-57 alloy
turbine wheels. (The test system turbine is designed so that ]t can be retro-
fitted with Astroloy wheels and operated at 70 000 rpm and 2060 R TIT.
The electronic control functions can be divided into primary and secondary.
The primary control functions are to hold the TIT, rpm, and equalizer outlet
temperature constant by modulation of the hydrogen bypass and control valves.
The secondary control functions are start-and-stop sequences, overspee_ (rpm)
and overtemperature (TIT) limits. It also effects automatic shutdown when
lube pressure and temperature limit bands are exceeded; hydrogen s_pply
pressure is too low; when the difference between the temperature and over-
temperature thermocouple exceeds the specified band; and when an overspeed is
sensed. The system specifications are summarized in table I.
TABLEI
SUMMARYOFSYSTEMSEPCIFICATIONS
Peak power
Minimumpower
Output pads
Turbine speed
Turbine inlet temperature
Hydrogen inlet temperature to APU
Hydrogen inlet pressure
Oxygen inlet temperature to APU
Oxygen inlet pressure
Design life
Cooling capability at 400 hp ('heat
sink for hydraulic system)
Potential cooling with integrated
tank pressurization 400 hp
Estimated dry weight
400-hp gearbox shaft output
0-hp gearbox shaft output
2 pumppads at 5000 rpm
I generator pad at I2 000 rpm
63 000 rpm +I percent steady state,
_5 percent transient
1960R
55 to 560 R
575 psia
275 to 560 R
900 psia
1000 hr hot operation (900 cycles)
and 2000 hr on inert gas checkout
(600 cycles)
5000 Btu/min
15 000 Btu/min
280 Ib
DESCRPTIONOFAPU-T
APU-T
The APU-T is a close-coupled experimental test version of the reference
system and is schematically the sameas the reference system to allow the
investigation and demonstration of the technology reeuired for a flight-type
APU. Special design features and control options are included.
Provisions in the controller permit operation at moderate rpm, TIT, and
combustor pressure. The capability to improve system efficiency by increasing
the combustor inlet temperature from 750 to 900 R also is provided. The APU-T
system is protected through automatic shutdown in the event control values are
exceeded or component failures occur that are not critical or would not cause
shutdown of the flight system.
The APU-T (see fig. 2] utilizes flight-type a components except as listed
below:
(I) The turbine bearing seal is a labyrinth seal with externally
supplied nitrogen buffer gas. To avoid seal dev_lopment, the
flight-type face seal was not used.
(2) An external lube oil pump supplies the turbine and gearbox.
(3) Provision to prevent heat soakback at shutdown is included in the
reference turbine design, but The development of a heat sink/
barrier was not carried through into the AmU-T turbine. Instead,
the APU-T lubricant flow is from an external source and can be
maintained after shutdown.
(4) The gearbox is not designed for zero-g flight capability, is not
flight weight, and has two pump pads, but no alternator pad.
(5) The recuperator is designed for ground test in which internal
pressure is reduced to vacuum and the external pressure is ambient.
The APU-T components generate energy losses and these are partially
recovered in the heat exchangers with some losses occurring because of radia-
tion and convection, as illustrated in fig. 3. The concept of the recuperator
is depicted where turbine exhaust energy is utilized in the cycle hydrogen
flow as a means of cooling component heat loads. The operation of the APU-T
test system is identical to the reference system with the hydrogen inlet
aFlight-type components are similar in size, weight, and dynamic characteris-
tics and have received sufficient evaluation to provide reasonable assurance
that they are capable of being qualified for the required flight application
with only minor modifications.
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temperature to the combustor controlled to 750 R and the hydrogen inlet
temperature to the hydraulic oil cooler controlled to 460 R. Additionally,
turbine speed is controlled to 63 000 rpm with a TIT of 1960 R.
The APU-T shown in fig. 4 is packaged for ease of component and instru-
mentation accessibility and installation, without strict regard to weight
and volume. The controller is not included in the package because it is
located in the control room and is connected to the APU-T by an umbilical
cable.
The APU-T assembly is composed of the following two major subassemblies:
(I)
(2)
Turbine-gearbox-pump assembly, which contains the combustor and oxygen
flow control valve, the oxygen shutoff valve and accumulator, and the
oxygen regulators. All of these components are mounted on the gear-
box support structure.
The heat exchanger assembly, which includes all heat exchangers and
bypass valves, and a separate support structure.
The above two subassemblies were combined into the complete APU-T by brazing
three interface joints: the oxygen line, the hydrogen line, and the turbine
exhaust duct.
The entire assembly mounts on a base structure serving as both a test stand
and a structure to support the assembly during transit and handling by forklift.
Joints in the hydrogen and oxygen circuits in the entire APU-T are welded
or brazed. Some mechanically sealed joints exist in the turbine, valves, and
certain instrumentation connections. Two hydroformed bellows are used in the
duct between the turbine discharge and the recuperator to allow for thermal
expansion. All other piping expansions are compensated by loops and bends in
the piping. Each heat exchanger is mounted by a single fixed point, with other
support points flexible to allow for expansion. All components are mounted for
a l-g, l-direction environment. The APU-T components and piping are located so
that there is adequate access for instrumentation. Descriptions of the test
setup and instrumentation are in a subsequent section, APU-T System Tests.
APU-T Propellant Feed and Conditioning Subsystem
Combustor.--The hydrogen-oxygen combustor delivers a controlled flow of
hot gas to the turbine atuniform temperature and pressure as demanded by the
APU system power level, it uses inputs of gaseous hydrogen and oxygen condi-
tioned by the APU system heat exchangers. The combustor was designed to
provide efficient combustion of fuel-rich gaseous hydrogen-oxygen mixtures
for the following requirements:
(1) Good mixing within a short distance
(2) Wall temperatures compatible with common high-temperature
structural materials
(3) Operation over a turndown ratio of at least 10:1
11
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Figure 4.--APU-T Assembly.
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(4) Operation over an oxidizer-to-fuel ratio range of 0.4 to 0.9
(5) Reliable ignition at startup
(6) Capability of immediate relight in the event of flameout
These requirements were met with a prototype combustor (fig. 5) built in
several pieces and bolted together to facilitate examination, modification,
and assembly. Results of combustor testing were reported (ref. I). For com-
pleteness, the prototype design and test results are summarized in this section.
723_7-6
Figure 5.--Hydrogen-Oxygen Combustor (Prototype Test Unit).
The APU-T combustor design is shown in fig. 6. Oxygen is fed into an
annular manifold in the head of the combustor surrounding the spark plug
cavity; tnen it is metered through eight nozzles that are arranged in a
circle in the injector head and that discharge parallel to the combustor
axis. A ninth oxygen passage leads from the oxygen manifold to the spark
plug cavity.
t3
Combus tOE
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Figure 6.--Sectiona View of the APU-T Hydrogen-Oxygen Combustor,
Hydrogen is fed into a larger annular manifold in the combustor head
immediately downstream of the oxygen manifold. "From there, approximately 40
percent of the flow is directed into the cooling jacket (described later) and
the remaining 60 percent passes through the eight annular openings that surround
the oxygen jets. Thus, the combustor burner has eight annular hydrogen-oxygen
jets with the hydrogen on the outside. The oxygen is completely consumed before
it can contact any hot metal parts.
The comb usted gas mixture resulting from the main burner has a mixed tem-
perature of approximately 2650 R, which is too high to be allowed to contact
uncooled wails. Therefore, the combustion chamber is surrounded by a copper
liner that has an extended heat transfer surface of expanded metal fins brazed
on its o.d. The previously mentioned cooling hydrogen flows past these fins
and maintainsan allowable wall temperature on the copper liner. After the
cooling hydrogen has passed through the fins, it is injected into the combusted
gas stream to provide additional mixing and further cooling.
This type of combustor is inherently capable of operation over wide pres-
sure and oxidizer-to-fuel ratio ranges. The combustion zones are identical
in principle to the common gas burner jet except that the oxidizer is the inner
jet in this combustor. The length of the jet increases as the oxidizer-to-fuel
ratio range is increased, just as a gas stove jet increases when the gas (inner
jet) flow is increased. Chamber pressure has no effect upon the length of the
jet, so combustor operation essentially is independent of chamber pressure
throughout the desired region of operation.
I
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The combustor is made entirely of type-347 corrosion-resistant steel
except for the copper liner assembly. The prototype test unit, built in
several pieces and bolted together, was reworked to the design as shown in
fig. 6 and welded together so the combustor body and manifold were a one-piece
assembly. In the APU-T system performance tests, the combustor temperature
was controlled to a fixed value of 1960 R.
On startup, ignition was obtained from a spark plug in which oxygen gas
was fed through the annulus between the electrode insulator and the spark plug
body into the combustor. The oxygen was ionized by the spark causing the jet
issuing from the spark plug to ignite and form a pilot light for the remaining
jets in the combustor during startup. The spark was terminated when the
turbine inlet temperature reached 900 R.
During APU-T system tests, problems occurred with this ignition design.
Essentially, the combustor spark plug and the threaded area around the plug
experienced damage during initial tests. It was concluded that the spark plug
was breathing hot products of combustion because of combustor pressure fluctua-
tions. The electrode end of the plug became hot enough to initiate a fire fed
by the oxygen supplied to the plug. Thus, the combustor design was modified
to that shown in fig. 7 so that a separate tube fed oxygen to the spark plug
rather than the combustor oxygen manifold. Also, two valves were used to
sequence gaseous oxygen or hydrogen to the spark plug. A short gaseous nitro-
gen purge separated the flow of gaseous hydrogen and oxygen. Gaseous oxygen
was injected during lightoff and then gaseous hydrogen was injected through
the spark plug to cool it and prevent it from breathing hot combustion products.
CombJStOr
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Figure 7.--Sectional View of the Modified APU-T Hydrogen-Oxygen Combustor.
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ISpark plug tip melting reoccurred near the end of APU-T system tests after
about 9 hr-successful operation with the modified design of fig. 7. A design
modification was made and Ts shown in fig. 67. The test program was terminated
before the validity Of this solution described in the section, Analysis of Test
Results, Combustor, could be demonstrated. :
The H2-O 2 ignition system, which provides spark plug ignition of the com-
bustor, is shown in fig. 8. The ignition unit consists of a commercial capacitive
discharge ignition system cycled by a multivibrator and controlled from the H2-@ 2
APU-T controller. The ignition current to the spark plug is sensed using an
induction coil around the high tension lead and the signal provides an _nput to
the H2-D 2 APU-T controller to confirm sparking.
The ignition system is cycled at a rate of 30 Hz and is powered from a
12-Vdc SuDply, 5-A maximum. Typical open circuit secondary voltage at 30 Hz
is 50 000 V. The capacitive discharge unit is of solid-state construction using
silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) switching.
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Figure 8.--H2-0 2 APU-T Igniter Schematic.
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System heat exchangers.--Six heat exchangers are used in the Subsystem
H2-O 2 APU: the lubricating oil and hydraulic coolers, the preheater and the
regenerator, the recuperator, and the equalizer. Becasue of economic con-
siderations, the lubricating and hydraulic oil coolers are identical, and the
preheater and the regenerator are identical. The heat exchangers (fig. 9)
are designed for 1000 start-stop cycles, with the heat transfer design points
described below.
Lubricating and hydraulic oil cooler: The lubricating and hydraulic oi
coolers cool the lubricating and hydraulic oil with hydrogen which has been
conditioned to acceptable temperatures by the preheater and the regenerator.
The heat transfer design point for the cooler is shown in table 2.
The lube/hydraulic cooler is a tube and shell multipass crossflow heat
exchanger. In both applications, the overall flow direction is c0unterflow
The hydrogen inside the tubes makes a single pass through the heat exchanger
and the shell side fluid flows across the tube bundle four times.
TABLE 2
LUBE/_aYDRAULIC COOLER HEAT TRANSFER DESIGN POINT
Fluid
Flow rate, Ib/min
Inlet temperature, R
Outlet temperature, R
Inlet pressure, psia
Core pressure drop, psid
Effectiveness
Duct diameter, in.
Total heat transferred, Btu/min
Cold side
Hydrogen
1. 026
4OO
758
6OO
O. 098
0.953
1.0
1282
Hot side
M IL-H-83282
52
775
733
200
I.70
0.112
1.0
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Figure 9.--System Heat Exchangers.
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Preheater and regenerator: A single heat exchanger design is used for
the preheater and regenerator applications. The preheater warms up The cryogenic
hydrogen to an acceptable temperature so that, after passing through the regen-
erator, the hydrogen represents an acceptable heat sink for the hydraulic oil.
The heat source for the preheater is hot hydrogen from the recuperator. The
regenerator cools the hydrogen after it has absorbed the hydraulic heat load
so it is at a suitable temperature to cool the lube oil. The heat sink in the
regenerator is the hydrogen outlet from the preheater. The heat transfer design
point for the preheater/regenerator design is the regenerator operating condition
shown in table 3.
The preheater/regenerator is a tube and shell mult pass crossflow heat
exchanger. In the preheater configuration, the overall flow direction is counter-
flow, whereas in the regenerator application, the unit s operated in parallel
flow. The hydrogen inside the tubes makes a single pass through the heat
exchanger, and the shell side hydrogen flows across the tube bundle six times.
One header plate is fixed, and the other incorporates a sliding joint that
eliminates thermal expansion problems.
TABLE 3
PREHEATER/REGENERATOR HEAT TRANSFER DESIGN POINT
FIuid
Flow rate, Ib/min
Inlet temperature, R
Outlet temperature, R
Inlet pressure, psid
Core pressure drop, psid
Effect iveness
Duct diameter, in.
Total heat transferred, Btu/min
Cold Side
u
Hydrogen
I.026
88
400
600
0.O756
0.468
1.0
Hot Side
,i
Hydrogen
I.026
755
420
6OO
0.0867
0.502
1.0
1237
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Temperature equalizer: The hydrogen-oxygen temperature equalizer functions
to bring the temperature of the two propellant flows to nearly the same level
at the inlet to the propellant flow control valves so that the turndown rate is
reduced, thereby facilitating system control. A vented buffer zone is provided
between the hydrdgen and oxygen passages, thus precluding mixing of the two
fluids in the unlikely event of a leak in one of the fluid passages. The heat
transfer design point for the temperature equalizer is shown in table 4.
The temperature equalizer is an annular plate fin heat exchanger. Three
concentric finned passages are provided. The inner passage carries the oxygen,
and the outer the hydrogen. The middle passageseparates the two fluids and
is vented, thus providing a buffer zone between the two highly reactive fluids.
The heat exchanger is constructed of stainless steel except for the heat transfe_
fins, which are copper. This fin material was seTected from thermal performance
optimization considerations.
TABLE4
TEMPERAT_RE/EOUALIZERHEATTRANSFERDES_q POINT
Gold side
Fr uid
Flow rate, Ib/min
Inlet temperature, R
Outlet temperature, R
lqlet pressure, psia
Oxygen
6.034
30O
662
575
Core pressure drop, psid
Duct diameter, in.
Total heat transferred, Btu/min
1.50
0.5
569
Hot si oe
Hydrogen
8.422
708
589
507
8.16
1.0
2O
Subsystem recuperator: The recuperator operates with hydrogen on the cold
side and turbine exhaust gas on the hot side. It provides sufficient heat input
into the cycle for propellant thermal conditioning and improves cycle thermal
efficiency by recovering waste heat from the turbine exhaust. The design point
for the recuperator (table 5) was established by system analysis.
The recuperator is a box and U-tube design. The exhaust gas from the
turbine flows in a single pass through the shell side of the heat exchanger.
This minimizes the pressure drop in the exhaust gas stream. The hydrogen flows
in cross counterflow through the tubes of the unit. This flow arrangement
allows the box structure to be lightly pressure-loadeG by the exhaust gas and
the high pressure hydrogen is contained within the tubes of the heat exchanger.
TABLE 5
RECUPERATOR DESIGN POINT
Fluid
Flow rate, 10/min
Inlet temperature, R
Outlet temperature, R
Inlet pressure, psia
Core pressure drop, psid
Effectiveness
Duct diameter, in.
Cold side
Hydrogen
8.43
503
I122
600
1.8
0.717
1.0
Hot side
Hydrogen-steam
(60-40 by mass)
14.47
1366
785 a
16.8
1.86
0.673
4.0
Total heat transferred, Btu/min 18 059
aMinimdn allowable outlet temperature -- 700 R
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APU-TTurbopower Subsystem
Turbine.--The turbine for the -T system and the reference system is a
two-stage, pressure-compounded, axial-impulse turbine rated at approximately
430 shp at 63 000 rpm. Aerodynamically, both designs are identical, with the
APU-T turbine mechanical design simDlified to eliminate a development effort
and increased cost. The significant design features of the APU-T turbine are
discussed below.
The pertinent physical and design characteristics of the turbine are sum-
marized in table 6. Expansion through the turbine occurs with partial-admission
supersonic stages.
The hot gas from combustion of hydrogen and oxygen expands through the
six axisymmetric first-stage nozzles into the first rotor blades (fig. 10a).
Leaving the first-stage w_eel, the gas enters an interstage plenum prior to
expansion through 24 two-dimensional, second-stage nozzle channels. At the
second-stage nozzle entrance, the gas is at an intermediate pressure and
expands to the outlet pressure level before flowing through the blades of the
second-stage wheel (fig. lob). After leaving the second-stage wheel, the gas
enters the discharge _lenum through a channel, thus providing some diffusion
recovery of the rotational energy in the medium.
TABLE 6
TURBINE DESIGN PARAMETERS
Effective nozzle throat area, so in.
Nozzle exit area, sq in.
Nozzle type
First Stage Second Stage
0.1517
0.2335
Axisymmetric
0.6300
0.6930
Two-dimensional
No. of nozzles
Admission, percent
Bucket height, in.
Axial chord length, in.
No. of blades
Pitch diameter, in.
Nozzle angle, deg
Bucket inlet angle, deg
Bucket exit angle, deg
6
29
O. 265
O. 350
85
5. 566
16.0
23.0
21.7
24
60
0.330
0. 350
85
5.631
16.0
23.0
21 .7
22
a. First-stage turbine wheel
i
b. Second-stage turbine wheel
_igure 10.--First-and Second-Stage Turbine Wheels.
_ne mechanical design of the turbine included consideration of the turbine
aerodynamics, thermal management, stress analysis, and metallurgical problems,
all of which influenced tne final configuration. Important parameters influenc-
ing the mechanical design were close tip clearance (0.010 in.), use of a
hydrogen-rich working fluid, avoidance of neat soakback after shutdown, and
long-life requirements including many starts and stops.
It was initiaIIy intended that the APU-T turbine would be the same as the
reference system tur_ine, but because of budgetary problems and the desire to
avoid a development effort, the APJ-T turbine mechanical design was simplified.
The resulting design is illustrated in figs. 11 and 12. The APU-T turbine
major design changes from the reference system turbine were a change in the
turbine bearing se_l and removal of the heat soaKback thermal barrier.
Early in the design of the reference system turbine, the use of carbon-face-
type seals was considered to prevent oil from leaking into the turbine cavity.
This face seal would have required a normal development with extensive turbine
testino and several assembly-disassembly cycles. Because of the development
=osts _nvolved, this type bearing seal was replaced with a labyrinth seal _res-
surized by nitrogen gas for the APU-T turbine. In the APU-T testsp nitrogen
buffer gas was introduced under pressure in the center of the labyrint_ seal,
and i+s flow in both directions prevented oil from leaking to the outside and
hydrogen-water va_or mixture from entering the bearing cavity.
23
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\ it Turbine exhaust-torus f/
Support housing\_ _ _/ 12 Radial pins : J
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Figure 11.--Turbine Supporting S?ruc¢ure.
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In the reference system turbine design a thermal isolation package limits
the post-shutdown heat soakback from the turbine to the bearing cartridge.
This package would have required some additional normal development. Because
the APU-T turbine lubricant flow from an external source could be maintained
after shutdown, the thermal barrier was removed.
In The mechanical desTgn of the turbine, the first-stage turbine wheel
mounted to the second-stage wheel, and the two are attached to the shaft by
four studs. Centering and power transmission is accomplished by curvic coup
The four studs are loaded in tension. Each nut is supported by the turbine
wheel, thus preventing loading of the stud end caused by centrifugal force.
Lands on the studs provide support for the stud in the wheel during rotation.
The s_line coupling, bearing, and bearing spacer are held in place by a
=enter tie bolt loaded in Tension, which stiffens the rotating assembly. In
This way, the shaft effective diameter in bending is increased to approximately
ti_at Df the ball bearing inner race.
The two turbine wheels, the four studs and nuts, and the shaft are made
of CRES V-57 steel, a modified CRES A286. The central tie-bolt material is
INCO 718 stressed to about 126 000 psi. To protect it from the hydrogen
environment, a cap is welded to the shaft end. Both ball bearings are made
of M-50 tool steel and have a silver-plated 4340 steel separator.
The turbine assembly is supported from the gearbox by a support housing,
which is attached to the gearbox housing by a flange and 12 0.25-in.-dia bolts.
The bearing carrier is bolted to the support housing by six I0/32-in. screws.
Shims are provided between the bearing carrier and support housing to adjust
the axial clearance between the first-stage turbine and nozzle. The support
housing is bolted to the containment ring, which reaches through the holes in
the turbine outlet torus by means of six lugs. Because the containment ring
is cooler, it is used To provide support and guidance for the turbine housing.
The hot turbine housing is supported from the containment ring by 12 radial
pins. These pins permit radial growth of the turbine housing and at the same
time maintain the concentricity of the hot turbine housing relative to the
containment ring and the rotating assembly. Because the turbine housing
expands and contracts with temperature, all connections between it and any
cooler structure must have flexibility.
In addition to the allowance for radial dimensional changes between parts,
provision is made for their free axial growth. The radial pins in the contain-
ment ring establish the axial location for the inlet torus and leave the turbine
outlet torus free to move. When this occurs, leakage of exhaust products is
prevented by a double piston ring expansion joint. The nitrogen buffer gas
used for the labyrinth shaft seal also is directed into the space between the
two piston rings. The nitrogen gas pressure is higher than the ambient and
nigher than hydrogen outlet pressure, so nitrogen will flow outward in both
directions and prevent leakage of hydrogen to the atmosphere.
To prevent a localized hot area in the first-stage nozzle torus, the hot
gas from the combustor is introduced tangentially (fig. 13) downstream just
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beyond the last drilled nozzle. In this way. the hot gas must travel
circumferentially almost 170-deg before entering the first nozzle, providing
uniform heating of the nozzle torus. A similar feature is built into the
second-stage nozzle assembly. The annulus between the inlet of the second-
stage nozzle and the discharge of the first-stage turbine wheel permits
circulation of hot gas.
Stationary segments installed over the turbine blade tips (segmented to
provide for expansion) are fitted on the inner diameter with an abradable
material that will wear readily if touched by the rotating turbine blades.
In the sameway, the three labyrinth seal stators will wear to establish a
running clearance with the rotor. The stator of the shaft labyrinth is lined
with bronze while the two turbine seals are madeof 1/32 cell-size stainless
steel honeycomb.
The rotating assembly is built up as a separate cartridge that can be
installed or removedfrom the turbine housing. The second-stage nozzle ring
is trapped between the two turbine wheels, and it is supported for balancing
from the bearing carrier by a special assembly fixture. This fixture prevents
damageto the intermediate labyrinth seal. The rotating assembly is dynamically
balanced outside the turbine in a special balancing fixture.
The ball bearings selected for the APUare 205-size angular-contact-type
with relieved inner ring and outer land riding machined separator. The material
is M-50 for the balls and rings and silver-plated steel for the ball separator.
The nominal DNnumber is 1.575 x 106. The bearings are lubricated by directed
73814-5
Figure 13.--First-Stage Nozz e Housing.
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flow from an oil jet and cooled by the same lubricating oil and also by the
oil flowing under the bearing cores through slots cut on the shaft.
Gearbox and lubrication.--The APU-T gearbox was not designed for zero-g
flight capability and was provided with two pump drive pads, but no alternator
pad. It used many existing components to minimlze tool ing cost, because
demonstration of the gearbox component was not necessary for the attainment of
program objectlves. The gear train deslgn of aircraft-type gearing (manufactured
for the Lockheed SST-ECS compressor) was utilized because it had been designed
and tested to operate at comparable Input speeds and horsepower.
The APU-T gearbox had the following design requlrements:
(I) Two output pads for hydraulic pumps (5000 rpm)
(2) Input pad for the rotating assembly (63 000 rpm)
(3) Lubrication system suitable for laboratory unit
In addition, the slze of the two ABEX hydraulic pumps dictated the center spacing
of the two output gears. The output power from the gearbox was 400 hp.
The APU-T gearbox is a conventlonal two-stage reduction design and detailed
drawings can be found in ref. I.
The first-stage speed reduction (fig. 14) comprises an 18-tooth pinion,
three 54-tooth planet gears with carrier, and a 126-tooth ring gear. This com-
bination provides a reduction of 7:1, or an output speed of 9000 rpm. The carrier
supporting the planet gears is nonrotating. An arrangement of a cluster of three
planets around the plnlon reduces the load on the pinion gear teeth and the
radial loads on the pinion bearings. The pinlon is supported by two ball bear-
ings, preloaded in one direction by a coil spring. A quill shaft transmits
the torque from the turbine to internal splines in the pinion. The toraue from
the pinion is divided between three planet gears that rotate on bushings about
fixed pins in the carrier. The planet gears also engage the ring gear, made
somewhat flexible by its small radial thlckness and its external spline connec-
tion to the ring gear hub. Flexibility of the ring gear compensates for
inaccuracies in the gear system, assuring more equal load sharing between the
three planet gears.
The ring gear hub is pinned to the 9000-rpm pinion and held axially by
a Icx_knut on the end of the shaft. Torque from this gear is split equal ly
between the two mating gears, and the speed is reduced to an output rpm of 5000
by the tooth ratio of 53:95. By placing of the two output gears symmetrically
about the_pinion, the load on the pinion bearlngs becomes negligible. The two
shafts of the output gears are provided wlth internal spl ines for coupling to
two ABEX hydraulic pumps.
As shown in fig. 14, the housing for the gearbox is made of twoslabs
of aluminum jointed together on the vertlcal face. All bearings are installed
in steel bushings that are bolted and shrunk in the aluminum housing and line-
bored in place. The steel planet carrier Is attached to the turbine side
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aluminum housing and becomes the basis for the location of the other bearings.
It carries the high-speed planet bearings and provides support for one of the
9000-rpm pinion bearings.
The gearbox and the turbine are lubricated by an external oil supply
distributed to the gears and bearings as shown in fig. 15. Oil to the high-
speed turbine bearings is supplied from the gearbox and enters the turbine
bearing carrier via a coupling tube. In the turbine bearing carrler, one jet
lubricates each bearing, and the oil is returned to the sump by means of an
oil slinger. Oil for cooling the turbine bearings enters the tube shown at
the left of fig. 15, flows through the tube shown at the left, and flows
through the tube inside the goOO-rpm hollow pinion shaft to the high-speed
pinion, where it jets into the hollow quill shaft. From the quill shaft, the
oil enters the turbine shaft and flows through axial grooves under the two ball
bearings and ball bearing spacer to the slinger, where it is pumped out and
into the pump. Oil jets within the gearbox are provided for lubricating the
63 O00-rpm pinion, the 9000-rpm gear, and the two bearings supporting this
gear. The rest of the bearing and gears are splash-lubricated. The planet
bushings are lubricated by internal passages in the planet carrier that feed
oil to the three stationary pins.
The two ASEX hydraulic pumps are attached at the gearbox using standard
accessory pads. To prevent oil from leaking into the pad cavity, each shaft
is fitted with a carbon-face-type seal.
Hydraulic pumps.--The hydraulic pumps designated for the H2-O 2 APU
system were the Abex Model AP27V-3-02 series, in-line, axial-piston pressure-
compensated, variable-delivery design. The pumps included a solenoid valve
added to their port cap to provide depressurizat on.
For this Abex AP27V-series-type pump, the p stons are actuated by a
variable lift cam. The cam angle that controls piston stroke is varied by a
pressure compensated stroking piston. The compensator uses a pressure sensor
and a three-way slide valve to control pressure to the cam angle control piston.
The pressure compensator regulates outlet pressure within a small band for
varying demand flow rates.
The axial thrust of the piston against the cam plate during compression
stroke is balanced hydraulically. Positive piston hold-down is provided by a
hold-down plate, retainer, thrust bearing and hold-down nut. They serve to main-
tain a preset clearance between the piston shoes and cam face for starting and
with overrunning loads. Depressurization is accomplished by porting pressure
from the outlet port directly to the stroking piston, bypassing the compensator.
Pertinent design characteristics of the pumps are summarized below:
Type: Abex Model AP27V-3-02
Theoretical displacement: 4.0 cipr (max.)
Speed: 5020 rpm
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Maximum delivery at 5020 rpm: 80 gpm at 3750 psig
Fluid: MI L-H-5606
Weight: 30 113
Number of pistons: 9
Polar moment of inertia: 0.061 in.-Ib-sec 2
Required inlet pressure: 60 psia
Hydraulic fluid temperature: 395 R to 700 R
Outing pump operation, the nine pistons reciprocate in the cylinder barrel.
As the barrel rotates, the pistons reciprocate within their bores, intaking
and discharging fluid through a stationary bearing surface on the port cap. The
stroking piston is stabilized by the three-way valve in the pressure compensator
at a position that provides a pump displacement consistent with system demand.
Prior to use in APU-T system tests, the two Abex AP27V-3-02 pumps were
calibrated at hydraulic fluid inlet temperatures of 560 R and 700 R. After
approximately 9 hr of APU-T tests, the pumps were damaged during a particular
test series as shown in a subsequent subsection, Summary of Conducted Tests.
The pumps were repaired and recalibrated. The data obtained prior to testing
and after pump repair is shown in figs. 16 and 17 for the SN 109670 and
SN 109671 pumps. The pumps delivered approximately 80 gpm for an input shaft
power of 200 hp prior to repair. After repair, the delivery of SN 109670
changed slightly, particularly at the higher horsepower inputs, to require
less input power for the same delivery.
The pump calibration data was used to determine test horsepower level from
measured hydraulic flow. The calculation procedure and pertinent equations used
in the data reduction of the APU-T system tests is outlined in Appendix A.
APU-T Control Subsystem
The control subsystem for the APU is an advanced electronic fuel propellant
control (fig. 18). The subsystem meters both the hydrogen and oxygen flow to
control turbine inlet temperature and turbine speed. It controls the hydrogen
temperatures for the lube and hydraulic oil coolers to prevent freezing either
the lube oil or the hydraulic oil. It provides temperature control of the
propellants flowing into the combustor. It controls the startup and shutdown
sequence required for system operation. The elaborate monitoring system
detects faults, not only within the engine portion of the APU, but within
the controller itself and provides a safe, swift shutdown of the entire system
in the event of a malfunction.
The control subsystem comprises primary and secondary controls. The
primary controls are the dynamic control loops that position the H 2 and 02
flow control valves and the heat exchanger bypass valve used for propellant
temperature control. The secondary controls are the logic circuitry required
for system startup, shutdown, and monitoring.
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Figure 18.--H2-0 2 APU Electronic Control.
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The breadboard control functions as a flight-type controller would, but
contains certain features desirable for development that would not be incor-
porated into a flight design. For example, the combustor pressure and
temperature, turbine speed, and equal lzer outlet temperature can be adjusted
to various set points other than the deslgn values. With various set points
there is great flexibllity in Initial testing. A number of the automatic
fail-safe shutdown provislons are included only for development of the APU.
Details of the control subsystem design can be found in ref. I. The control
concept was verified prior to system tests uslng a turbine simulator (analog).
Test results are summarized In Appendix A, Control Subsystem Tests, and the
testing resulted In a subsystem capable of controlling the APU-T system.
Primary controls.--The primary controls, shown in fig. 19, include the
following:
(I) Turbine speed control
(2) Turbine temperature control
(3) Bypass controls
The logic of each of these controls is shown in the applicable partitions
of the block diagram (fig. 19). In operation, the turbine speed control compares
actual turbine speed with a reference speed, either 20 000 or 63 000 rpm. The
20 O00-rpm reference speed allows slow speed operation of the APU during initial
checkout and the 63 O00-rpm reference speed provldes the primary control during
normal operation. The turblne inlet temperature control is cross-coupled with
the turbine speed control and controls the ratio of oxygen valve area to hydrogen
valve area. A speed change commands the hydrogen and oxygen valves to move
together, either both open or both closed, to maintain a constant temperature
in the combustor. At the same time, mass flow through the combustor is con-
trolled to provide the required APU power requlrements of the turbine. The
bypass controls are cross-coupled wlth the control of the hydrogen temperature
to the inlet of both the hydraulic oli cooler and combustor. With this network,
bypass flows can be adjusted to prevent freezing either hydraulic o11 or lube
oil.
Turbine speed control: The speed control Is an Integral control that is
compensated with various dynamlc terms. The forward transfer function (fig. 19)
is the integrating control portlon of the controller. The output of this
block comes into the lowest wlns (that is, only the lowest value of several
outputs is used in the next control segment), which is compared with the power
demand out of the pressure control loop. A pressure control enables open loop
operation of the turbine by controlling combustor pressure. A variable refer-
ence from I00 to 500 psig slowly accelerates the turbine to avoid overspeed.
The pressure control Is a stralght Integral control loop. A reference pres-
sure of 500 psig is above maximum attainable combustor pressure. This moves
the pressure control loop Into a regime where it does not affect the subsystem
control. In a production H2-O 2 APU, the pressure control loop would not be
necessary.
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The output of the lowest wins is fed into a four-segment function generator
which is used to increase the gain of the loop as the control valve goes from
choked to subsonic flow. This allows the overall loop gain to remain approxi-
mately constant throughout the operating range of the APU. The output of the
function generator then feeds directly into the hydrogen ÷low control valve
minor loop. The minor loop is a positioning loop on the control valve enabling
faster total response for small control valve signals than would otherwise be
possible. Therefore, the speed control primarily opens or closes the hydrogen
valve according to whether the speed is too high c_ too low. It also cross-
couples into the turbine inlet temperature control, which is also an integral
control.
Turbine inlet temperature control: The turbine inlet temperature control
is coupled with the speed control to maintain a constant temperature in the
combustor for various turbine power requirements. That is, with a change in
the position of the hydrogen flow control valve (as determined by the speed con-
trol), the position of the oxygen flow control valve is changed simultaneously
to maintain essentially the same valve area ratio during the initial part of
the transient. Oxygen valve position subsequently is trimmed by the turbine
inlet temperature control as required. The oxygen flow control valve has a
positioning loop to provide faster closed loop response with small variations
and control position. In this way, close temperature control can be maintained
during a load transient using a temperature sensor with relatively slow response.
At the same time, the accuracy of a closed-loop control is obtained for steady-
state operation at any load condition essentially independent of ambient condi-
tions or propellant inlet temperature.
The control loop uses a lead-lag network in the feedback to compensate
for the slow response of the thermocouple and to provide stability for the
temperature control loop. The thermocouple is undercompensated at minimum
power, which results in a controlled gas temperature that is high when the
temperature of the thermocouple is low. As the thermocouple approaches steady
state, the gas temperature also approaches steady state. The opposite occurs
at maximum power; a low thermocouple temperature results in low gas temperature.
J
Bypass controls: The bypass controls are separate from the turbine speed
and turbine inlet temperature controls. They consist of the T-32 temperature
control and the T-58 temperature control, which are, respectively, the control
of the hydrogen temperature at the inlet of the hydraulic oil cooler and the
control of the hydrogen temperature as it enters the combustor. Both control
loops are integral control loops with lead-lag feedback to compensate for the
time constants in the thermocouples and the output of the two integrators that
are fed into a cross-coupling network. There is a nondynamic cross-coupling
of the bypass and series valves to provide a minimum interaction between the
control loops at the expected crossover frequencies.
The cross-coupling network is designed so that the T-32 temperature con-
trol can fully open or fully close the preheater bypass valve, independently
of the T-5B temperature control output setting. Conversely, the combustor
control can fully open or fully close the recuperator bypass valve independently
of the output of the hydraulic oil control integrator. Both of these control
loops are cross-coupled to provide an overall system that separates the vari-
ables. When the preheater bypass valve is repositioned0 it not only changes
the temperature coming out of the preheater, and thus the temperature coming
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into the hydraulic ell heat exchanger, but also the amountof temperature drop
that the hydrogen receives between the recuperator and the equalizer; therefore,
it affects the combustor inlet temperature. The same is true of the recuperator
bypass. To decrease the amount of bypass around the recuperator, the hydrogen
temperature increases at the mixing point to raise the temperature going into
the preheater as well as into the equalizer and finally into the combustor.
The cross-coupling network thus handles the requirement of two temperature
controls and takes into account the interaction of both temperatures with a
change in either of the bypass valves. Both valves move in such a way that the
hydraulic oil inlet temperature is not affected by changes in the output of the
combustor inlet temperature control.
Secondary controls.--The startup and shutdown logic shown in fig. 20
is designed primarily to prevent an oxygen-rich mixture from passing over the
hot turbomachinery. This requires that the hydrogen shutoff valve open first.
After the hydrogen pressure Is obtained and hydrogen flow is established, the
oxygen valve is opened.
For shutdown, the oxygen shutoff valve is closed. The signal that closes
the oxygen shutoff valve also reduces the command of the combustor pressure con-
trol to 50 psig. Interruption of the oxygen flow is detected by the turbine
inlet temperature sensor, and the hydrogen shutoff valve remains open until
the temperature of the overtemperature thermocouple is below 900 R; 900 R is
used because the turbine inlet temperature control point can be selected as
low as 960 R.
The startup and shutdown logic incorporates several subsystem interlocking
features and receives several monitoring inputs which assure a safe, smooth
start with minimal temperature perturbations at the combustor and the turbine.
If at startup all monitoring conditions are valid (no failures within the
system) and the startup switch is turned on, the hydrogen shutoff valve is
opened and hydrogen flows into the hydrogen side of the propellant condition-
ing system. When the hydrogen pressure reaches 300 psig, a hydrogen under-
pressure switch (located after the equalizer and before the hydrogen flow
control valve) is closed, which allows the oxygen shutoff valve to sequence
open.
As this secondary control imposes the proper startup sequence, the
primary control opens the hydrogen flow control valve fully to bring the
turbine upto speed. At the same time, the turbine inlet temperature is below
operating temperature, which would normally open the oxygen flow control valve
fully. However, to avoid overtemperature of the combustor at startup, the
turbine inlet temperature control at the output of the integrator is limited
in range to a 4-percent minimum and a variable maxlmum, which limits the oxygen
flow control valve area to 4 percent of the hydrogen flow control valve area
as long as the oxygen shutoff valve is closed. That Is, when the oxygen shut-
off valve is closed, both the minimum and maximum llmlt ratios are 4 percent,
but when the oxygen shutoff valve is open, the upper limit on the ratio
increases exponentially to 22 percent. Exponential increase of the maximum
limit ratio slowly increases thel flow to the combustor and allows the sensing
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thermocouple to reach the control point before an overtemperature occurs in
the combustor. As the combustor temperature comes up to the control point, The
temperature control automatically takes over and slowly overrides the maximum
l_mit ratio. If a failure is detected or the start switch is turned off, the
valves close in an opposite sequence. First, the oxygen shutoff valve closes.
As the temperature drops in the combustor, the temDerature control loop opens
the oxygen flow control valve, but the valve is pulled back to the minimum
position because the oxygen shutoff valve has been closed. Also, in response
to the drop in combustion temperature, the hydrogen flow control valve starts
to open to maintain turbine speed, but when temperature in the combustor dro_s
3elow 900 R, a timer is started for the hydrogen shutoff valve. After 15 sec,
the hydrogen shutoff valve is closed. At that time, the hydrogen flow control
valve will start to o_en, trying to maintain the turbine speed. It will continue
tO open until it reaches the full open Doint, at which time the turbine speed
will actually decrease and the turbine tnen will start its deceleration. The
15-sec delay before the hydrogen shutoff valve is closed permits nydrogen flow
to cool down the combustor and the turbine area. It was found during testing,
however, that with cryogenic propellant, this cool ing down period affected
the APU adversely and should be eliminated with no cooldown period prior to
valve slosure.
Monitor: The monitor philosophy of the APU system is to monitor selected
parameters and to initiate a normal shutdown upon detection of Possible fail-
ure. The parameters were selected by weighing two factors: (I) the criticality
of tne parameter, and (2) the ease of obtaining the data. Special sensors were
incorporated into the system to obtain independent measurement of the turbine
speed and the turbine inlet temperature. The difference in turbine inlet temD-
erature as measured by the two thermocouDles is accomplished by the incorgora-
tion of an amplifier and two diodes. The approach has been to set the failure
limits conservatively with the hazard of unnecessary shutdowns. That is, the
system is shut down, and then the problem is determined. The limits for shut-
down are shown in fig. 20. If one of the monitored parameters consistently
shuts down the system, the parameter limit can be changed or the monitoring
of that ;3articular point can be deleted.
_onitoring functions: A block diagram of tne failure monitoring is shown
below.
Input
signals
A
Failure
Monitor
Logic
_To shutdown logic
_Fail indicator
The four input signals are defined as _, B, 5, and 4. The nonfailure loglc
levels are defi:ned as:
<_ 1.0 6 _< 8.0
B >_-8.0 A>_-I.O
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If any or all of these logic levels are exceeded for a period of 0.02 sec,
two logic signals are provided: one to energize the failure indicator and the
other as a signal to the shutdown logic.
The control system was mechanized with the control circuits scaled
electrically so that their dynamic operating range did not exceed the failure
monitor voltage limits, In cases where this was not possible, the circuits
were bounded to predetermined maximum amplitudes with low leakage zener dlodes.
An example of this type of circuit is shown below.
- Vref iNos
T_e failure monitor continuously monitors the input parameters for continuity
and level exceedance. Some of the monitored parameters are the turbine speed
monopoles, all tnermocouple inputs, and loss of position feedback signals.
Sensors: The three types of sensors used to provide information to the
controller are (I) speed, (2) temperature, and (3) pressure.
Two speed sensors are used. The first counts the passage of the 95 teeth
of the pump drive gear, which rotates at 5020 rpm, and provides a nominal
7948-!_z signal to the controller for the primary speed control. A second
identical sensor is located so that it counts a 60-tooth disk on the turbine
shaft. It provides a nominal 63 O00-Hz signal that is use_ to detect an over-
speed condition.
Four thermocouples are used to monitor gas temperatures in the system.
These thermocouples are of a special design to combine high response with
resistance to the effects of hot hydrogen gas and a vibratory environment.
The thermocou_le joint is supported in a magnesium oxide insulation swaged
in an O.032-in.-dia Inconel tube. This design provides a time constant of
approximately 0.2 to 0.4 sec, depending on the gas flow rates.
Two pressure switches are used to provide a switched signal to the con-
troller in the event of overpressure or underpressure in the lubrication system.
An overpressure condition could occur if the oil In the oil cooler congealed
sufficiently to block the flow. The underpressure switch checks if lube oil
is flowing.
An additional pressure switch detects hydrogen underpressure. When the
hydrogen pressure reaches 300 psig, the swltch is closed allowing the oxygen
shutoff valve to sequence open.
Q
Q
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Valves: The APU-T system valves include eight valves in the fol lowing
four configurations:
(I) Four Identical hydrogen bypass valves
(2) Two identical oxygen pressure regulators
(3) A hydrogen flow control valve
(4) An oxygen flow control valve
_II but the oxygen regulators are controlled by electrlca signals from the
APU-T controller. The valves were designed to conform to reference system
specifications as a minimum, but are not flight weight.
Oxygen pressure regulator: The oxygen regulator (fig. 21) function is to
regulate oxygen pressure at the inlet to the combustor.
In the oxygen pressure regulator, a ceramlc bell-poppet valve is positioned
by a calibration spring and differential _ressure acting on a bellows actuator.
The regulator normally is full-open. As downstream pressure reaches the
regulation band, the downstream pressure, which is vented to one side of the
bellows actuator, overcomes an opposing load due to the calibration spring
plus ambient pressure acting on the other side of the actuator. The actuator
moves and allows a spring to move the ball poppet toward the closed position.
The balance of forces--downstream pressure on one side of the actuator and
the calibration spring and ambient pressure on the other--maintains the poppet
position required for regulation.
port is provided on the top Of the valve body for connecting the
regulator to ambient. If oxygen internal leakage should occur, it would be
ducted overboard (to ambient).
Two identical regulators are connected in series, with the downstream
regulator set 50 psi higher than the other. The downstream unit, therefore,
protects against an open failure of the prime unit without interfering with
normal regulation.
Performance characteristics are as follows:
Working fluid
Regulated outlet pressure, ps
Maximum flow, Ib/min (ref)
g
GO2
550 + 25
6.52
Inlet pressure, psia 878
Temperature, R 663
Pressure drop, psid 313
43
Minimumflow, Ib/min (ref)
Inlet pressure, psia
Temperature, R
Pressure drop, psid
Responsetime
Life
0.454
900
750
335
100 ms from
min. to max.
1000 hr
73814-12
Figure 21.--Oxygen Pressure Regulator.
Hydrogen bypass valve: The four identical hydrogen bypass valves (fig. 22)
in the system operate in response to electrical drive signals from the system
controller. Two of the valves control bypass flow around the recuperator, and
two of the valves control bypass flow around the preheater. The bypass flow
around these two heat exchangers is varied as required to conCro! hydrogen
temperature at the combustor inlet and at the inlets to the hydraulic and lube
oil coolers.
The valve modulates hydrogen flow by rotation of a circular flat plate in
the flow duct. The plate is attached to a shaft that is connected to the
torque motor. Application of current to the torque motor causes the valve to
move toward open. With increasing current, the valve will continue to open,
with the travel limited to 80 deg by a mechanical stop. In the closed position,
the valve does not seal leak-tight.
4
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Figure 22.--Hydrogen Bypass Va ve.
In the current APU-T, two valves are used for each of the heat exchanger
bypass circuits: one in series with the heat exchanger and one in parallel.
As one valve opens, the other closes. The two valves in each bypass loop are
linked electronically so they act like a three-way valve. The two valve sets
are also electronically coupled rn the control to prevent undesirable interaction.
In a fllght-type design, each pair of valves would be rep aced by a three-way
modulating valve.
Performance characteristics are as follows:
Working fluid GH 2
Maximum flow, Ib/min 7.83
Inlet pressure, psia 541
Temperature, R 520
Pressure drop, psid 0.8
Minimum flow, Ib/min 0.0288
Infer pressure, psia 563
Temperature, R 550
45
Pressure drop, psid 0.6
LVDT resolution +0.5 percent
of full scale
Response tlme 200 ms from
min.-to-max.
Oxygen flow control va ve: This valve (fig. 23) modulates oxygen flow to
the combustor in response to electrical control signals and maintains turbine
rnlet temperature constant with varvinq load and system conditions.
I
73814-3
Figure 23.--Oxygen Contro Valve.
The basic components of the oxygen flow control valve are: (I) a dual-
poppet assembly, (2) adc, dry-type, linear displacement torque motor
(Servotronics Part Number 99-D0201), and (3) an LVDT (Schaevitz Engineering
Type 050 MHR).
Electrical input signals from the control are fed to the torque motor,
which is directly coupled to the dual poppet valve shaft. As torque motor
current is increased from zero, the spring-loaded-closed poppet assembly is
displaced off its stop. This admits gaseous oxygen into the combustor. Gas
flow increases as current is increased until the flow reaches a maximum value
at the full open position of the dual poppets.
Poppet arrangement on a common shaft provides pressure force balancing
to minimize powe r requirements of the actuating torque motor. Because of this
balance effect, the torque motor output directly drives the poppet assembly.
Q
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Poppet position is fed back to the control circuitry by means of a
400-Hz LVDT. The LVDT case is attached to the valve case, and the movable
core is threaded to the poppet shaft. The position of the poppe_ thus is
registered within the control logic for control monitoring.
The torque motor assumes the closed valve position with zero electrical
current input. An additional magnetic closing force exists at the zero current
conditions. The separate poppet closing spring acts to force the poppets closed.
Thus, the oxygen control valve has redundant forces in the closing position in
the event of power loss.
The performance characteristics are as follows:
Working fluid
Maximum flow, Ib/min (reference)
GO2
6.62
Inlet pressure, psia 532
Temperature, R 663
Pressure droD, psid 61 .8
Minimum flow, Ib/min (reference) 0.454
Inlet pressure, psia 570
Temperature, R 750
Pressure drop. psid 535
Pressure out, Dsia 34
LVDT resolution +0.5 percent
_f full scale
Response time 40 ms from
min.-to-max.
con d it ion
Life 1000 hr
Hydrogen flow control valve: The hydrogen control valve nx3dulates hydrogen
flow to the combustor in response to electrical control signals, and maintains
constant turbine speed under varying APU loads and system conditions.
The basic components of the hydrogen flow control valve are: (I) a
dual-poppet assembly, (2) a samarium cobalt dc motor (AiResearch PN 519038),
and (3) a linear variable displacement transformer (LVDT] (Schaevitz Engineering
Type 050 MHR). The valve has been designed to meet the reauirements of the
hydrogen flow control valve specification. The control valve was originally
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designed with a torque motor, but the motor was undersized, and as a result,
the torque tube was subjected to high loads and was subject to cracking. The
development testing which led to the use of an electric motor drive can be
found in Appendix A, Control SubsystemTests. The electric motor-driven
hydrogen control valve (fig. 24) includes a slip clutch to prevent excessive
loads to the drive and a return spring whlch opens the va ve upon loss of
electrical power.
Electrical input signals from the control are applied to the electric motor
drive, which is connected to one end of a pivoted lever. The opposite end of
the lever is attached to the poppet valve shaft on which duel poppets are mounted
The normal (deenergized) position of the electric motor output shaft is
held at the midstroke position of the motor by a return spring. This position
corresponds to the mTdstroke of the poppet valves. Upon apDlication of polarized
current (corresponding to a close-valve signal) to the electric motor drive,
the valve poppets are forced against the poppet spring toward the closed posi-
tion. As current is increased, poppet movement continues until the poppet shaft
is against a mechanical stop (valve nearly closed). As current is decreased,
the valve moves back toward the central position. A change in electric motor
polarity drives the poppets toward the fu l-open position. This motion is
assisted by the poppet spring.
I
i
1
I
I
$-880}1
Figure 24.--Layout Electric Motor-Driven H2 Flow Valve.
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Poppet position is fed back to the control circuitry by meansof a 400-Hz
LVDT. The LVDTcase is attached to the valve case and the movable core is
threaded to the poppet shaft. The position of the poppet thus is registered
thin the control logic for control monitoring.
Performance characteristics are as follows:
Working fluid
Maximum flow, Ib/min (reference)
Inlet pressure, psia
Temperature, R
Pressure drop, psid
CA (reference), in.2
Minimum flow, Ib/min (reference)
Inlet pressure, psia
Temperature, R
mressure drop, psid
CA (reference), in.2
LVDT resolution
Response t me
L ife
GH 2
9.02
506
693
45.3
0.0950
0.701
575
750
540
0.00400
+0.5 percent
_f full scale
40 ms from min.-
to-max, condition
1000 hr
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APU-T SYSTEM TESTS
Test Purpose and Data Obtained
The APU-T is an experimental test version of the APU system described in
the prevTous two sections. The system was designed to investigate and demon-
strate the new technology required for the flight-type APU. The specific test
purposes were as follows:
(I) Develop and verify the operation of the control subsystem.
(2) Develop and verify proper functioning of the various components in
the system environment.
[3) Determine the performance and operating characteristics of the over-
all system and system components under various transient and steady-
state load conditions.
(4) Develop and verify the validity of the computer simulator model.
Data were taken to determine the flow pressure and temperature entering and
leaving each process. Performance was calculated from digital data. Operating
characteristics were determined from digital data and oscillograph traces at
selected stations where transients were of interest. Overall performance wag
calculated from hydraulic and propellant flow measurements. Turbine shaft
power was calculated using hydraulic Dump calibrations performed by the pump
manufacturer.
Test Facility Description
Testing of the APU-T system was accomplished at the AiResearch Mint 3anyon
facility in the layout shown in fig. 25. Photographs and schematics of the
APU-T system as it was installed in the facility are given in figs. 26 through
32. System components are listed in table 7. As reflected in the schematics,
the APU-T test system comprises the reactant circuits [fig. 27), reactant thermal
conditioning circuit (fig. 28), exhaust ejector system (fig. 28), power unit
circuit (fig. 2g), the hydraulic load bank circuit (fig. 30), the ignition system
(fig. 31), the controller (fig. 32), and the data acquistion system. In all
significant aspects, these circuits are identical with those described for the
reference system. Descriptions supplementing those of the reference system
follow.
Reactant circuit.--The reactant circuit is shown schematically in fig. 27.
As shown in the figure, the circuit includes gaseous hydrogen and oxygen supplies,
and liquid nitrogen and hydrogen supplies. In operation, the hydrogen tank was
filled from a 2500-psig tank trailer furnished by the hydrogen supplier. When
LH 2 operation was required, the gas from the hydrogen tank, regulated to 560
psig, was cooled to LH2 temperatures (typically 50 R). Cooling of the flow was
accomplished in two heat exchangers: the flow was precooled by LN 2 in the first
exchanger and finally cooled to LH2 temperature by LH2 in the second.
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View of hydraulic pumps in
the test setup
View of recuperator and exhaust
in test setup
View of hydrogen supply to APU-T View of oxygen supply to APU-T
Figure 26.--APU-T System Installed In Test Facility.
F-21E72
52
View of test cell and LH2
and LN 2 tanks
Hydrau Ic load l_ank
Oontrol console and electronic control
r
Digltal and analog data acquisition
equ ! pment
F-2 "_542
Figure 26.--APU-T System Installe_ In Test Facility (Continued).
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+28 V
12 volt
ignitor box
Control
circuit
Marotta
3 way
Sol.
I.,,
® T®
-i,lso,.r Xso,.!va Ives
To spk plu
combus tor I _ Cap
I • off
Micro sw i tc_._
Indi cator
lights -
(opt ional)
Ign itor
box
12 V relay
Operation:
Turn on oxygen
when relay closes
Turn on hydrogen
when relay opens
One Sol. valve mus___.._tbe closed
before other valve opens.
g
s-94909
Figure 31.--Spark Plug Gas Supply Circuit Schematic.
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TABLE 7
EQUIPMENT LIST
ltem i 02 storage tank
P2 storage tam_
02 sn_tof _
42 shutoft
i 02 shutoff
6
7
0
7
20
29
34
35
37
38
a2
a4
_5
46
48
49
54
56
61
63
6_
65
Name
67
7 _
72
73
7h
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
8_
B5
B6
B?
88
89
9O
91
92
93
96
97
98
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H2 shutoff
02 regulator
'_2 regulator
02 re'ief valve
42 relief valve
Come,star head
02 con:rol valve
42 corcrol valve
Ignition exciter
_2 "egula[or
O_ aCCu_ula tar
APU-T :ortrolle-
Turbire analog
Hydraulic ICa_ selector
H 2 Cruck
H 2 truck shutc_f
Bypass valve
P'eqeater
_ecbperator
C2/LN 2 heat exchanger
O2/LN 2 hea_ e_changer shutoff
valve
O2/LN 2 "_eat e_changar bypass
va've
0 2 venturl
H2 v_tuc4
Lub-icatirg ol cooier
Hycraulic oi; cooler
Equalizer
Regenerator
Turbine Dower unit
Thermocoupla, cortrol
Oxygen check valve
Fly.heel
Purge valve (H 2 side)
Purge valve (C 2 sde)
Check valve (H 2 line)
Check valve (O 2 llne)
Check valve I;_ _u'ge)C_eck valve purge)
Relief valve. H2
Case drain return valve
Case drain :o cooler valve
0 I tOOTer fIO,_ va _ e
0,1 COO le_ meter valve
GO2-LN 2 heat exchange_
LN 2 fill valve
GC 2 ve_t valve
GC 2 shutoff valve I
02 dump valve
C2 dunp va;ve (lab oper)
02 filter
H2 filter
LH2o_ydraJIic ol heat e_changer
_ypass
_ydraulic pump S_utoff valve
1
Description
Manual
Marual
Re1_ote
Remote
P4 SK65202
PN 3_372
393;5_ (2 -equired)
RN
PN
[Part of analog)
'PW 35_376-I (4 recui red)
NASA V5
NASA V6
159550-'
_59550-_
_N _59580-1
PN _59570-_
581190-I
DSW-787 (2 required}
3C21_8 (crissaire)
OSw-788
8 gpm (N.O.)
8 gpm (N.O.)
8 gpm {N.0.)
Needle valve (8 gpm)
Existing dewar
On test tel wall
NASA
NASA
gpm at O°F
1
Item I Name1OI a LH2 pump inle_ shutoff
IO2 a
103*
I O_ a
; O_ a
106 a
I O'] a
O8 a
109 a
II0 a
I,I a
1,2 a
113 a
! I_ a
115 a
I17 a
t '8 a
ll9 a
_27 a
_2B
I_
130 a
13U
:35
m36
142
I_7
5O
tg_
54
_55
m57
5B
"59
160
161
;65
166
167.
t 68
)69
_70
"71
_72
173
LM2 tank _ill shutoff
LM2LM2 pum_PUmPoutletvarveLh2 ta_k ve_ valve
I L_ 2 tank pressure control
LH_ tank safety _sc
LH 2 tank relie _ valve
I H2 vent stack
LH 2 _um_ relief
LH 2 pump safety c;sc
, LH 2 tank p_essore cont-ol
N2 reguTator "
N 2 regulator
LH 2 tark pressure shutoff
N 2 shutoff
L_ 2 tank
Vac_u_ pump
_acuu_ _acket b_rst d;$c
LH 2 fill connection
Yacuum jacketec li_e
LM2 o_mp chilldown valve
C_i lldowr p, lot valve
N 2 regulator
GHzLN 2 heat exchanger
GH2LN 2 shutoff valve
G_2LN 2 bypass valve
GH2LN 2 fi _1 valve
Gd2LH 2 neat exchanger
3_ 2 ve_t valve
GH2 shutoff valve
8yd-au_i_ load valve
Rydraulic load valve
_ydrauiic load valve
hydraulic loac orifice
Mydra_llc load O_ _ice
Hydraulic load orif ce
Hydraulic load orifice
_yd_ u'ic load ori flce
_yCrauiic #Oa_ cr_fice
_ydraulic oil/water hea: exchanger
Hydraulic o,I filter
_ydra_l C oil filter bypass
Pressurized reservO=r
N2 fill valve
O;I Fill valve
Vacuum vent valve
Low-press_re relief vatve
High-Dressure relief valve
E_ualizer vacuum valve
Lubricating ol sum_
Lubr;ca:ing pump
Lubricating rel;ef valve
Lubricating oll fl Iter
Mydraullc o I/H20 _eat e_change,
bypass valve
_ydrauii¢ oil/H20 heat exchanger
series valve
Lubrlcating oll _ressure mode valve
Lubricating SCavenge _ump
Ejector ccntrol valve
Stea_ sh_cof¢ /St stage
Steam shutoff 2md stage
Steam ejector
Exhaust stack
Steam plart
Oescriptio_
_ASA CE 53689 75 cu :t
NASA
NASA
I
I g:_m at j000 _psi
gpm at )OO0 6psi
gpm at ]000 _psi
9p_ at JDO0 _ps:
gpm at _OOO _sl
gpm at 33OO _ps;
gpm
45 _psl
I
.Q
All numbers from I to ;75 were used; omissions indicate i_ac¢ive numbers.
a LH 2 System not _sed,
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When checkout on GH 2 was required, the heat exchangers were bypassed. Flow
measurement was accomplished with a metering venturi located upstream of the
heat exchangers and the bypass.
Reactant thermal conditioning circuit.--From the reactant circuits, the
propellant entered the reactant thermal conditioning circuit (shown in fig. 2B)
where the various heat transfer functions were performed to heat the cryogenic
temperature propellants to a usable temperature and to cool the hydraulic and
lube oil. This system is the same as that used in the APU reference system as
described in detail under the headings: APU-T Propellant Feed and Conditioning
Subsystem and Reference System.
Exhaust ejector system.--Space conditions were simulated in the turbine
exhaust system and recuperator using a facility steam eJector. The ejector
system circuit is included in fig. 28. A two-stage ejector was used with
independent controls on each stage. Thls permitted the setting of exhaust
pressure at the predicted value for space operation at any set of _PU-T operat-
ing conditions. The system also was suitable for operation with ambient pressure
exhaust.
Power units circuit.--The conditioned propellants entered the combustor
and turbine through the H 2 and 0 2 control valves, as shown in fig. 29. The
power unit of the APU reference system is described in the sections entitled:
APU-T Propellant Feed and Conditioning Subsystem and APU-T Turbopower Subsystem.
Hydraulic load bank circuits.--Operation of the APU-T at selected power
levels was accomplished by imposing various hydraulic loads in the hydraulic
(oad bank. To impose a given load flow, it was decided to use one of three
branches in the hydraulic load bank by operating the appropriate solenoid bank
from the control console. Flow rates corresponding to the selected power set-
ting were preset using the hand-operated valve in the selected branch. Upon
loss of electrical power to the controller, a 200-hp load would be applied to
the turbine to prevent overspeed. A portion of the flow was hydrogen-cooled
by the APU-T cooler to demonstrate the cooling function in the APU-T system.
This flow included the pump case drain flow plus a portion of the pump discharge
flow.
Cavitation of the Dumps was prevented by holding their inlet pressure at
80 psig using a pressurized reservoir.
To simulate system operation on hot oil, the hydraulic oil was preheated
to about 660 R prior to running the APU-T. Preheating was accomplished by
introducing steam into the facility hydraulic oil cooler water, and circulating
the oil through the cooler/heater with the preheat pump. After the oil reached
the desired temperature, the steam supply and the circulating pump were shut
down, and the test was started. During the test, further heating of the
hydraulic oil occurred in the pumps. Oil temperature was manually controlled
by varying the faci ity oil cooler water flow.
Ignition system.--Combustion was initiated by injecting ionized oxygen
into the combustor using the modified automotlve-type spark plug described in
the previous section under the heading, Combustor. High voltage was supplied
to the plug using an automotive-type electronic ignition system.
Spark was supplied to the combustor _ during startup only. Application
of current to the plug was sensed in the controller by the use of an induction
coil around the high-tension lead. Spark was supplied only when the H 2 control
valve inlet pressure was above 300 psia and the turbine inlet temperature was
below 1200 R. During this period, oxygen was supplied to the spark plug. When
the spark was terminated, the oxygen flow was replaced by hydrogen to prevent
breathing of combustor gases into the spark plug. A nitrogen purge was applied
between the hydrogen and oxygen flows. The system providing these functions is
defined in fig. 31.
Controller.--The electronic controller for the APU-T system is described
in the previous section under the heading, APU-T control subsystem. The system
is basically the same as that used for the reference system, except that certain
features were added for development use. Options were provided in the controller
so that turbine temperature and speed and hydrogen control valve inlet temper-
ature could be selected by a dial setting. Also, a limit could be set on the
combustor inlet pressure at any value between 100 and 400 psig. The controller
inputs and outputs are given in fig. 32. The control instrumentation locations
in the system are identified by flags that appear on the schematics of figs. 27
through 30.
Data acquisition.--The instrumentation data acquisition and reduction
system consists of an acquisition subsystem located in the remote test facility
at Mint Canyon and a data reduction subsystem located at both the Torrance and
the Mint Canyon facilities. Transmission of raw data in digital format between
the remote facility and the Torrance reduction facility is manual. A raw data
tape and the appropriate test data sheet provide the input for the computer
data reduction operation. The final output from the computer is available at
the Torrance facility, which is in easy access to the engineering project groups
requiring the reduced data. The data flow from this system is shown in fig. 33.
Data acquisition subsystem: Outputs of sensors located on both the test
article and the support test equipment are signal-conditioned by the appropriate
equipment located in the test control room. The ouput voltages from the signal
conditioners (i.e., voltages proportional to the measured variable) provide
the inputs to one or more of the three data recording systems accordlng to the
requirements listed in table 8. The recording systems are described below.
(I) Visual displays. The displays numerically provide those parameters
that enable the test operator to ascertain the state of the test.
The visual display also includes parameters not recorded on the data
acquisition system. Such parameters are displayed using pressure
gages, indicators, and other devices.
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TABLE B
SUMMARY OF RECORDED DATA
'Ii_alcS_a
:v¢_ fluid
I
RPNE I G_2
"$_ I SC2
_°6@ GC 2
PP67 C'" l
_r_7 G_2
_PE9 C_t2
E_5 _2 2
iq
ST-_ J CO2
S_? SO.
ST7 GC 2
5-27 _'2
"Z'31 I "T'_:2
ST35 I S_2
ST]? I Cb/
ST_I G_ 2
Srz,S GM2
ST L'7 G_ 2
S'51 a-2
S-56 Ch 2
S_SB C_.
$'5B GH 2
SP62 _2 - _C
i
S162i _2 - _0J
SP6_ F_2 * M25
ST65 1
• _2 _ H20
S_66 _2 " _2 C
S16E "IZ - if20
SI,l_ _ N.A.
_2 N.A.
S'57 ! _'2
SP60 _ _ ,
I •
d_i{s
i
I psig
I
oR
ps_u
p_,c
oR
Fs '9
{
oR
pc ,S
-oR
oR
0 4
o_
o_
eE
o_
o_
p_
CR
psi_
ps 5
o R
_z
oR
oq
_,g
Rarge
c-_oOc
_-8oQ
I _-lcco
C"I_OC
$CO-lOCC
, O-EO_
40-503
60-550
4D0-7_0
500-_C0
_00-80C
5C¢-_o0
500-I$0C
5C0-_200
]O0-_CO
C-600
300-_0C
O-SCO
500-Z130
500- I6_0
-1] [o _5
5CC-IGOC
_-BcoD
500-_00
i 50_-tCO0
O-SOO
0-500
Cper.
Rdm_e
I 85C-I09D
500-900
60C-800
_Bo-_5e *
3OC-600
850-950
1S0"5)0
80_-ICO0
700-95C
_50-600
=0-550
BO-5S_
_O-700
600-8C0
_00-800
$00-90C
_O0-120¢
_00-1200
]00-800
$O0-60C
300-9oc
17oo-21oo
-13 Io +2,
1200-160J I
-I 3 LO "_i
7C0-1600
7OOC-8OOC] -, o
500-800 c
$OC-lCOO
50-_0C i
i
/
SPgl I _2' H2 i_. _c u_c 9-30 0-30
SP_O ! _2 psig 0-It _-7
'. Rot pressures o _ _OO ps _ a "abet Model 217 or eCa_v_]ert,
_ressure _ram_ducer w_l! be usec.
2. For h_gher _ress_res a Tabe_ Model 206. Or equ;valemt, _il_
], Srd la_ "/C.
Jsed Ir --'| | Recordi_: Met_oc
• I -- " •
co_ :-ol Turb;n©/ AInU-I _e_er
+e-_......_ea_bo.T.,' e,,. ... O'_''_',.p,, ,o= V,..o.'/_,O-,IOo,_]t} "
i
- x
I
x
. _ +_
x
x
w
x
x x
x
x
x
_x _x
x
i
c
I
I
I "l
Turbine Out
Syetem 0_
Turbine Speed
"u*oine Bearin 9
-H2 Circui_
hote 2
NOte 3
_cle 2
No_e 2
No_e 2
_ote 2
Ncte
_ote N
No_e 2
NOte
NOte
N_le w
NOte
Note u
Note
Note
NOte 2
No_e
Note Z
No_e
Note
Note
Note
Note
$K63258 (3 _e_'d)
Special T.C Insl_l_. (_)
I Note w
_. LSK3_931-B, or equ*vienc
5. For abso]_te pressures i Taoer Se.ies 2_, Dr eCaivlteq:.
"Turbine a_alo 9 o_:p_t.
e
4
g
e
|
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TABLE 8.--Continued
_e_a
S_a.
NO.
LPT
L_2
LT2
LQ2
L_S
t16
LQ6
SD3L
S_35
S05_
SD5_
SD5_
SDSC
STT_
sPIE
SPIS
ST I_
S_.'9
i Max.
Flu _ U_i[$ Range
_yd Oil asig 3-(_000
_ Oil _sig 0°200
_yd _ i I OR Z*OO-BO0
"_yd 3il :gpm O-ZO:)
_aler ! OR 5OD-SSC
laIer OR 500 -60C
waler ; 9pm
_2 ps ;_ 0-203
_..A.
N.A, q
h.A.
N.A.
N.A.
_y_ O.l o_ 5OO- 760
_yC C i I ps 4 0°200
Nvc 0_I _sl 0-I00
_ 3il OR tO0- 700
"_'!_ 3il 9pro 0-I0
_..A.
S_1_1_2 . Hz0I°r
s",3!
o,$'lJ H 2 h 0
$T13 m2 • _'20 l°R
SQ.83 kube Oil Bpr
St_, Lube 0 i1 t OK
$_-85 ) Luoe Oil ! _o"
STg6 ILube 3il
ST'_ tube Oil
S:'_6 Lube Oil
ST 7 Lube O, I
SoI_ L_be 0_1
sNB8 IN.A.
s_B8 N.A.
500-2200
500-2ZO0
SO0-Z200
SOO-22OB
5OO-2_00
_O0-Z20o
0-10
500-850
O-IO
o_ 50C-B_O
I°_ 500-B50
Ips,g o-1oo
Io_ 500-85o
ps 9 ¢-TO0
Irp_ o-6ooo
ift-lb C-30
1
Cper,
Range
)500-_0C(
' 5c°tSo
) _oo-75c
; C-170
500-55C
500-600
5O-IO0
5o¢-260
50-_5_
50-! O0
C00-700
I003-_200
;i12 121 I
10oc-_200 i
i
1000-2200j
3-S
500-650
3-5
SOO-8SO
51o-8so
4O-6B
510"76C
0-6o
t,500-5200
5-15
!
C.or_crol T_e_e/
Sys_er, &e
Test
+
+
o
o
o
o
INS_RLM{N'ATION n¢'{_
I. For pressures 0 _0 200 psi9 a T_be_ e_odel ZI7 or equ valent,
pr=ss_re tr_rsducer _i11 be _sed,
2. _or h gher pressures a Tabe_ _odtl 206, or equvllent, will
be used.
3- S_d too T/C,
APL-T
Syster
Tesi
r
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Recordln,' Metbo_
Di S to1
Taoe
x
x
x
x
x
x
+
+
+
wpe Visual
St-,p
or
Hetee,
C*l_ !
I
Hydraulic
C;r¢_it
H_d Ck_
_eter
Cooler
x
Co_t-o_ Valve
Posit_o_s
Bypass Calve
Pos;ti_n
Case Dr_i_
IAna'og HyC input
DJ//_'/Toru$
Nozzle "e_p
Lube 31)
x
ox
I No:eH°_eIrst'umentulZ, _
Note 3
_u-_ r{ _eter
Note ]
'_ote 3
"_-bFne _eLer
NCtC I
Ro:e 3
qate
qo:e )
qoLe 3
_uro_ _eler
Turbine Meter
Note )
Turbine _eler
Note 3
_, LSK 31931-8, or eQulvaTe_.
5. Fo_ a_solute p-essures a Taoer Series ZSw, Cr equivelen_.
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(2) Digital data acquisition system (DDAS). DDAS obtains steadv-state
data for reduction by the offsite computer. The DDAS samples each
of its parameters in turn, coverts them to binary-coded decimal,
and stores then in sequence on an incremental magnetic tape. The
sample rate for the 50-channel DOAS is one sample per channel per
second; that is, any particular parameter will be measured once per
second. Constants may be entered on the tape to identify the test
tyDe or run number. This information is SuD_lemented by 0arameters
on the test data sheet such as barometric pressure. The output from
this system is a raw digital tape; no computatTons or further
processing is done at the test site.
(3) Anaio_ data aceuisition system. Those parameters requiring cont nuous
recording for the purpose of transient analysis are recorded on an
analog freauency-multiDlexing magnetic-tape recorder. The data thus
recorded can be processed offline by an oscillograph recorder at the
remote site for time-transient analysis. The basic da_a is still
retained on the tape, so further data reduction is allowed as neces-
sary (i.e., freauency analysis). In addition to the data parameters,
a voice track is recorded to enable time correlation between the
test and the recorded data.
Data reduction subsystems: These subsytems provide processing of both
the analog and digital data. The analog data reduction has been mentioned, and
a variety of other techniques ex;st within the facilities to process the data.
9igital data Drocesing is performed off-line at the Torrance facility.
The three functions performed on the raw data are: (I) conversion to engineer-
ing units, (2) calculations, and (3) output of the engineering data in the
required format. The basic program consists of the following operations:
(I) Read routine--reads the raw data from the data acquistion tape.
(2) Conversion routine--converts the raw data to engineering data.
(3) Calculation routine--computes the engineering data into the desired
indirect data.
(4) Output routine--Arranges both the engineering and the indirect data
into the proper format for engineering analysis. The tabulated format
is that used in the design analysis computer program.
Test procedures.--The system was prepared for testing in accordance with
the pretest checklist in fig. 34. This list defines the facility and APU-T
conditions to be set during the test. The fully automatic startup was initiated
by actuating the controller start switch. This was generally done under a 40-hp
nominal load. Then the unit was allowed to run for 2 to 3 min. For the majority
of power levels tested, this time was adequate for data sampling and stabiliza-
tion. At the low power levels near 50 hp, about 4 to 5 min were reauired. Power
settings were selected by actuating switches on the control console that opened
and closed The required solenoid valves in the load bank. Power setting changes
I
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were almost instantaneous due to the fast action of the solenoid valves. Shutdown
was completely automatic when the start switch was closed. The controller closed
the 0 2 shutoff valve and monitored the H 2 control valve to apply a _5-sec G_2
purge at a 50-psig turbine inlet pressure. The purge time was reduced to I or
2 sac when cryogenic propellants were used to 9revent thermal-shocking the unit.
The pretest checklist was used as a guide for the post-test procedures.
When hot hydraulic oil was required, the oil was preheated before testing
to minimize the time required for heating the oil with the pumps du_ing the run.
The Dump inlet temperature was manually controlled by varying the facility oil
cooler water flow.
The steam ejector was manually controlled. Generally, the ejector was
operated only while the APU was running. This prevented condensed steam in
the exhaust system from entering the pressure taps.
At the start of the test program, special checkout procedures were used
before attempting the first run. The unit was driven at a reduced speed
using ambient temperature GN 2 to verify proper functioning of the instrumen-
tatTon. Emphasis was placed on the turbine speed pickups end other control
instrumentation. For the first hot start,-the speed was limited to 20 000 rpm
by an adjustment on the controller provided for this Durpose. Turbine inlet
temperature and speed were gradually increased from test to test until design
conditions (TIT = 1960 R, rpm - 63 000) were reached. There was a delay in
the TIT rate to eliminate temperature spikes during lightoff.
Summary of conducted tests: The APU-T system tests, conducted from
9 September 1974 through 7 February 1975, accumulated 597 min total run time
and 145 hot starts during the 5 months of testing.
The test conditions included the following: (I) operation with hot and
ambient hydraulic fluid, (2) local and simulated attitude operation using
the system ejector system, (3) operation with H2 cooled to LN2 and LH 2 tem-
peratures, and (4) operation at progressively higher power levels a_proaching
the design maximum of 400 hp. A chronology of the testing is summarized in
table 9, which lists test conditions, the date of the test, and Dertinent
remarks.
The tests covered Dower ranges from 40 to 380 np at both sea level and
space simulation. The range of hydrogen temperatures to the test unit was
from ambient to cryogenic (LH 2 temperature). Tests were conducted with both
ambient and hot oil.
Test results.
Transient data: Performance during transient operation was predicted
in ref. 1 as an aid to develop the control system. The turbine speed was
to be controlled to 63 000 rpm and turbine inlet temperature (TIT) was to be
controlled to 1960 R. Excellent control of these parameters was obtained
as shown in figs. 35 through 41, which are oscillograph traces during various
load changes. The main modification to the control concept was a delay in the
TIT rate to eliminate temperature spikes during lightoff.
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TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF APU TESTS
Czte
9-9-7 _.
t¢ 9-I0-_4
9-' _ -74
tC 9-I 7-?L
9- 7 -TU
t: 9-2G-7 t'
5-23 -7 _'
to 9-24-7q
9-25-7z_
to ' 0-3-7_,
t o-'; 5-7_
C-2S-7 z. tc
'}-7- 7:.
I _ -8-7_
i i-I i -TL_
I II-I 2-7_
I ' -25-7t,
i 1-26-74
1 ' -27-74
to _ 2-4-7z*
' 2-_.-7L Lo
12-12 7_
_2-_6-7_
i 2-I 7-7 c.
12 -_ 8-7_
i 2-18-7t_
: 2-_8-7',
12 -I 9-74
} 2-I 9-7 _,
1 -B-TS
i -8-75
1-9-75
'-10-75 to
1 -13-75
1-'5-75
i -_ 5-75
_-'5-75 :o
1 -z0-75
1 -21 -75
1-23-75 tc
I -24-75
-5-75
2 -6-75
2 "7-75
Bur
NO,
} to 6
7 to'9
20 to &2
J'3 to 55
56 :o 89
93
9} to _33
:o 95
96 to Io5
I
I_6 to 1'5
I'6, ;17
il!9_
t2D
12_ , "22
23 to 129
30 to It* 3
i :4
%5
t46
147
_48
lt_9, }50
151
152, 153
i _54
; 155 to 155
_60
161 to 169
'70
17' :O t79
_eo
18; to _St_
to 185 to _87
I
'83 to 192
I I Accum
run
:ime,
Ever tS
f i_'°
I to6
? _u 28 ]
I
I
29 to _5 77
_.6 :o _,_ _'6
_£ tc =25 183
133 tc _"5 196
i
146 to 169 225
! 23_
t70 to 219 i 2_7
i
22C tc 222 271
I
223 to 243 279
i2a_ to 261 287
! 262 to __P-_ 295
285 to 3(26 306
309 307
-310 to 369i 355
i,
I
[ 370 to 379:369
396 to _'_ 38_
385
_l 5 to 439 _OO
!
&_6 :o _59 &}2
_60 to 67G 433
_79 to 481 _3_
482 tc h93 hh7
Sl_ to 516 "59
519 to 533 467
535 to 5Gor,68
56_ to 557 i 5o7
598 to 609 522
GIC to 634 528
635 to 669 5_0
670 to 7051 585
706 to 70_! 597
I
;_'bient
Po_,er, pressure,
hp DSid
aO to 300 '!3,_
_O _c 330 13.4
qc t= 303 i 13.h
_C tc 3_S '3._
_0 :o 330 13.4
_C t_ 3C'0 13.q
•00 to 300 13._
IO0 to 300 0
(
i i
hC to 300 13,&
hO to 30C i 13"
i
I
_0to300I13.gard0
ICO to 300i 0
_0 to 200 i 0
hO to 300 tl. l
_0 to 300 0
200, 300 11._
100 to 300 0
_0 to 383 0
40 to 200 ! 0
0
40 to 200 0
C
I
hO to 300 0 a_d 13,_
I
.0 to 300 _3.4
_0 to 230 l],h
_C to 20D 13._
I
Amb; ert
;V_b en_
4mbert
and Lk 2
Lh 2
Am.b;ert
_b,en:
LN 2
Lh 2
Lh 2
LN 2
LN_.
LN2
LN 2
LN 2
LN2
LN 2
LV 2
LH 2
LH 2
LH 2
LH 2
LH 2
L'_ 2
LP 2
32 Hvd-au I c
ter'pera : #re terrperature
Arabi err
_E; on:
;_rnb,ant
Ambi emt
Ambi e#t
_b, ent
_blent
/_'_bierr
LN 2
LN;_
Ambient
Ambient
_bient
_b ant
At_bie_t
Ara_ient
At_;ent
¢_ble_t
_mb_er_
4m'b'ent
Amb;ent
Ambient
_mblent
b_b i en:
_b;e_t
Amblert
_b, ent
Arlble_t
&-blert
kc_b ent
_mb_ent
HO t
Hot
HOt
Pot
&_bientl
POt
MO t
_rbi emt
;_nbi ent
Amblent
btnt_;e_t
_b,e_t
Amblent
Amp; eel
Re_ark_
_Peck_ut rur_
Tcrb me ro*;overs _th G42 at
roorl te_pe-atu-e
Io, t_al hot :ests; TIT ard fur l
_,ne speed gradually k_c-eased
fro_ test to test
Design condit;ons o _ TI-,= 1960
anc rpm " 63,C00 reached; _irst
automate sta-:s
CPeckout runs; experi_en:_t_on
_ith control valves; spark plug
fouling problems
Steady state and tramsient _e--
rorm_nce; fi-e f'O _ spar_plug at
e_d Of run
F;re from spark _I_£ term hater
tests
C_eckout RJh)
Modif;catlo_s to spark plug 9as
supply system; attempts at
perfor,Mnce
Checkout ruts
Perfo-_ance run at sea love'
Performance run - alttude S _u-
lation
Lost _AS
Performance tests _ th _Ot _ydra-
_lio Cluid
Perforna_Ge tests wlth hot hydra-
_heckout runs
Performance tests; sO_,e data
lost; reestablish:rig and staoil-
iz_ng load bank charac=erist,cs
_Cbeck hydrau]c load bark for
ilea_s
Performance run
Performance r_e
Perfor_nar_e runs
Parfo_l_ance rJr
C_eokout runs
FirSt test at LH 2 t e_peratJre
Unsuccessful attempts to -u_ at
hi gher power
Shutdow_ at _03 hp
mot system problems prevemted
300 hp operat;o_
Successful operatiom at b.gh
)ower leve Is
Shutdowns cccJr"n@ i r_edetely
after sLa?t
Verify 300 hp operat,on; oil
leak eric of r_
Chamber pressure ru_-ing h:gh #or
a glvem _ycraul;c :low; h_draulic
pumps damaged
Shakedown _it_ rebJ;It pumps;
_erforman_e data obta; ned; spark
plu_ tip burned off
Checkout runs to determine cause
of s_rk plug b_r_outs; testng
terminated
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The transient performance for the APU-T _ests was recorded on an
osci(lograph to determine the response and control characteristics during
startup, shutdown, and load changes. The data in figs. 35 through 41 was
representative of the many tests conducted.
Figure 35 shows an automatic start With zero applied load. The turbine
design speed of 63 000 rpm was reached approximately 1.25 sec after lightoff.
Full hydraulic pressure was available 0.25 sac from lightoff. Steady-state
turbine inlet temperature was reached 5 sec after ligh&off.
Similar results were obtained during a startup to a power setting of
40 shp (fig. 36). Turbine design speed was attained about 2.5 sec after
lightoff. Steady-state turbine inlet temperature occurred 3 sec later;
it was purposely delayed to avoid temperature spikes during lightoff as
previously mentioned.
A seGuence from 40 to 300 shp in load steps of approximately 100 h_
is shown in figs. 37 through 39. During this entire sequence, including the
load steps, turbine speed was controlled within I percent of the mean speed
of 63 000 rpm. Except for the immediate changeover in horsepower levels
there was a standard deviation of 64 rpm or about 0.1 percent of the mean,
and TIT was controlled to a mean of 1947 R with a standard deviation of 3 9.
At the exact time when horsepower changed, TIT varied by about +40 R.
This excellent control of turbine speed and TIT was clearly demonstrated
at the higher horsepower levels, as shown in fig. 39. At high power levels,
the propellant valves were unchoked and thus, to obtain the same percent changes
in propellant flow as at low power levels, they had to move farther. Thus, at
300 shp, the fluctuations were larger than at 200. These larger valve movements
were indicated by the values SD35 and SD34, indicating hydrogen and oxygen valve
position, respectively.
Figure 40 Shows approximately a 160-hp stepdown from 200 to 40 hp.
with the power step increases, power level was changed without exceeding
allowable turbine inlet temperatures or turbine speed.
As
During shutdown, fig. 41, there was smooth decay in both turbine speed
and TIT. No spikes or overspeed conditions occurred.
The combustor chamber pressures (SP62) were fairly steady at any particular
power setting, as shown by the transient data oscillograph output. At high
power levels, near 300 shp for example, the variation in chamber pressure was
about _I-_/2 percent from the operating pressure, or about _4 9sia.
The performance of the propellant conditioning system shown in fig. 42
is for a typical test run (run 170) conducted with gaseous hydrogen cooled
down to LH2 temperature. The data is shown from startup through power levels
of 58, 96, 202, and 295 hp. inlet hydrogen to the system was rapidly cooled
down and reached fairly steady values in about I min. The control of hydrogen
temperatures Out of the equalizer and the regenerator was excellent. The
hydrogen inlet temperature to the combustor was to be controlled to 750 R,
and at the higher power levels it was controlled within 15 R. Both hydrogen
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streams out of the regenerator were to be approximately equal with the hydrogen
inlet temperature to the hydraulic oil cooler, which was controlled to 460 R.
Over the entire power range, the hydrogen inlet temperature (ST351
was about I0° higher. Thus, the propellant conditioning system objectives
were accomplished, with excellent control of hydrogen temperature.
Steady-state data.--Data from the entire test series were examined and
the test events listed in table 10 were selected as th@ most stable points
for steady-state analysis. The data correlations obtained from these events
are Dresented later in this section.
computer program was written to aid in data reduction and analysis.
This program presented test data in both engineering units and a format
identical to that used in SSAPU performance predictions (ref. 2). An
example of the computer output for run 180, event 631, conducted at 305 hp,
is shown in table 11. For the first part, the data in engineering units
has _ressures in Dsig, temperature in degrees Rankine, and flow in gDm.
The symbols are defined in table 8. The definitions for the calculated
values are included in Appendix B. The other parts of the format give
overall and component Derformance in a form that can be compared easily
with predictions. The key station pressures end temDeratures also are
tabulated. In these parts, pressure is in psia.
Combustor: In the APU-T system tests, combustor inlet temperatures were
controlled to 750 R and turbine inlet temperature was controlled to a nominal
setting of 1960 R. Thus the combustor propellant flows essentially were fixed
at a nominal oxidizer to fuel ratio of 0.65. During actual operation, the O/F
ratio varied from 0.60 to 0.67 because of changes in test conditions.
Ignition of the hydrogen-oxygen propellants was obtained using a spark
plug in which oxygen gas was fed into the annulus between the electrode
insulator and the spark plug body. During combustor operation after light-
off, the spark plug was cooled with gaseous hydrogen.
For steady-state operation, the combustor characteristic velocity C*
was determined for the range of combustor chamber pressures experienced
during the system tests. This data, with the C* efficiency calculations,
is eresented in fig. 43. The characteristic velocity varied from 8000 to
9000 ft/sec and C* efficiencies were nominally 108 percent. Chamber pressure
did not have an appreciable effect on combustor performance. This result
was consistent with test results of the prototype combustor.
A significant problem experienced in the test program was spark plug
burnout. Design modifications and changes to the test procedure resulted
in no plug failure occurrences for the majority of APU-T system tests.
Near the end of the test program, however, the spark plug tips began to
melt, but insufficient time remained in the test program for a detailed
investigation or corrective action. A discussion of the spark plug burnout
problem can be found in the section titled, Analysis of Test Results, and
it includes possible solutions that could not be checked out experimenta ly.
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TABLE 10
TEST EVENTS SELECTED FOR STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
Run
No.
9O
117
11B
120
122
131
136
144
145
147
148
149
151
Event
131
133
138
143
230
235
241
25!
255
260
273
276
3O8
315
366
374
378
386
394
400
406
412
420
424
432
442
449
464
467
469
474
Hydraulic
flow, gpm
7.97
48.94
66.99
126.65
34.82
71.02
129.52
29.17
67.17
129.67
10.43
41 .62
129.37
8.72
6.39
10.43
29.72
71.67
130.37
22.47
29.42
70.52
13.62
88.92
31.62
29.52
13.08
76.22
139.07
28.32
13.92
Pump shaft
power, hp
47
140
183
320
I07
193
327
94
183
328
52
123
327
49
44
52
95
194
330
78
94
191
59
228
99
94
58
205
351
92
59
H 2 temp,
R
286
272
224
198
542
539
537
545
542
539
498
375
213
463
417
414
318
224
196
421
315
218
353
223
227
287
385
207
177
205
223
Hydraulic oil
temp, R
579
58O
584
592
580
588
605
585
588
605
687
705
703
679
688
694
715
738
744
695
722
689
732
773
665
588
722
740
750
770
Pared ient,
psia
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
0
0
0
13.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13.4
0
0
0
0
0
I
O
8O
TABLElO.--Continued
TEST EVENTS SELECTED FOR STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
Run
No.
154
160
151
163
170
!80
187
Event
501
510
525
529
534
541
548
573
579
585
593
597
631
688
692
695
698
705
Hydraulic
flow, gpm
13.08
29.47
13.07
Pump shaft
power, hp
58
94
58
H 2 temp,
R
51
49
6O
Hydraulic oi
temp, R
30.22
74.92
13.12
13.03
117.92
96
202
58
58
299
53
50
63
56
52
117.72
74.82
29.72
13.33
120.17
31.72
11.39
31.47
II .38
74.22
299
202
95
58
3O5
98
52
98
52
197
52
46
5O
48
53
56
58
5O
53
46
743
574
590
578
593
584
I ! Pambient
I Dsia
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
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Figure 43.--Combustor Characteristic Velocity During System Tests.
Turbine: Overall turbine efficiency for the design characteristics of
table 6 was predicted. In figs. 44 and 45, overall efficiency predictions
were plotted as a function of: (I) overall pressure ratio for fixed turbine
speed at several back pressures, and (2) shaft power for fixed turbine speed
at several back pressures. Turbine performance as illustrated by these figures
was used to predict overall reference system performance as presented in ref. 2.
For example, at sea level, 400-hp power requirements, predicted turbine efficiency
was 54 percent at an overall pressure ratie of 22. For space operation at the
same power requirement, the predicted turbine efficiency was 51 percent at an
overall pressure ratio of 37.
For the APU-T system tests the calculation procedures for the turbine
efficiency are presented in Appendix B. Different methods were used to
calculate turbine performance from: (I) the AT across the turbine, (2) the
measured shaft horsepower and, (3) calculated shaft horsepower from heat
rejection. Turbine efficiency calculated from these three methods, respec-
tively, was in the engineering data reduction (Appendix C) calculations 117,
11_, and 119: Gearbox losses were calculated from heat rejection to the lube
oil.
All of these calculations were not exact because of measurement errors
and the difficulty to assess component performance from system tests. In the
heat rejection method (I19), for example, calculated efficiency increaseO with
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F gure 44.--Turbine Efficiency vs
Pressure Ratio.
Figure 45.--Turbine Efficiency vs
Developed Power.
run time at any particular power level. This was a result of measured
temperature starting to stabilize. The AT method had large errors at low
power levels Decause of nitroge_ buffer gas leakage into the turbine exhaust
torus. TemDerature measurements in the torus were lowered and, therefore,
the measured AT across the turbine was too high and resulted in a high
calculated turbine efficiency. At high power levels, the propellant flow
was significantly higher, reducing this cooling effect.
Taking the calculations at 300 gearbox shaft horsepower as representative
of turbine performance from run 117, reading 241, and run 170, reading 579, an
efficiency range of 47 to 48 percent was calculated by the AT method, a range
of 44 to 45 percent was calculated from measured shaft horsepower, and a range
of 35 to 40 oercent was calculated from the heat rejection method.. Because
the calculation from heat rejection was dependent on stabilization time, it was
the least accurate of the three methods.
$earbox loss calculated by heat rejection to the lube oi_ was 5 to 6 hp,
which is compatible with the 44 to 45 percent turbine efficiency calculated
from measured shaftpower, but does not compare favorably with the 28 hp gearbox
losses measured during gearbox dynBmometer tests. On the other hand, gearbox
losses back-calculated based upon AT-calculated turbine efficiency of 47 to 4_
percent correlate more closely with the dynamometer tests; that is 18 to 25 hp
compared to 28 hp. Accordingly, the range of 44 to 48 percent efficiency as
calculated from measured shaft power and_Twas used for the APU-T turbine
efficiency. This range of efficiencies was plotted versus overall turbine
pressure ratio for the available steady-state points at different turbine
back pressures in fig. 46, The turbine efficiency was about 4 to 8 points
lower than predicted over the range of pressure ratios tested. The lower per-
formance was traced to first-stage turbine seal leakage.
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Heat exchangers: APU tests were run with ambient temperature oxyqen
(except for a few runs) and with hydrogen temperature varied from ambient
temperature to 50 R. In terms of heat exchanger performance, the most interest-
in_ tests were those run at liquid hydrogen temperatures near 50 R, because in
these cases the heat exchangers had to work the hardest. Tests made at LH 2
temperatures were from run 154 to run 192.
The time for the system temperature to stabilize was fairly long, as
shown in fig. 47. At high power levels of 200 and 300 hp, heat excha_cer
temperatures stabilized in about 140 sec. This was determined from hydraulic
oil temperatures at both the inlet and outlet of the hydraulic oil co_ler for
test runs where the power level was reached rapidly on APU i_nition. MOST tests
that were conducted at low power levels immediately after APU ignitior did not
nave sufficient run time for temperatures to stabilize. The exceptTon was run
154, where the APU was run at approximately 55 hp for about 9 min. In this run,
the inlet temperature measurement to the hydraulic oil cooler was incorrect,
so only outlet temperatures were available. The data was not smooth; oscilla-
tions occurred about 3 min into the run. With the exception of the data a_
425 sec into the run, it appears that at a low power level of 55 nO, temperatures
stabilized in 4 to 5 min or about twice as long as the higher power levels.
Therefore, care was exercised in selecting steady-state data to obtain heat
exchanger performance to ensure that system temperatures had stabilized.
The steady-state data shown in figs. 48 through 55 were for tests conducted
at bot_ ambient back pressure and space simulation for power levels from 58 to
300 hp. Hydrogen temperatures were not directly measured for several heat
exchanger locations as indicated by the star symbol in these figures. For Dur-
poses of heat transfer calculations, the temperature assumed at these locat!ons
was that measured immediately upstream or downstream in series with the flow.
The temperature distributions were fairly similar at both ambient back pressure
and space simulation for any particular power level. The heat transfer
increased from space simulation to ambient back pressure because of increased
propellant flow.
The equalizer performance was below predicted performance with oxygen
temperatures into the combustor about 50 to 60 R lower than hydrogen. The temp-
erature across the equalizer showed a rise both on the oxygen and hydrogen sides,
which is aa impossibility. To raise the oxygen temperature about 170 R for the
tests would require only an 11R decrease in hydrogen temperature because of
the difference in Cp's of the gases. This is probably within the band of the
hydrogen temperatures measured. Thus, only oxygen measurements were used for
the equalizer heat transfer.
For a better understanding of the performance of the heat exchangers, the
heat transfer as Btu/min was plotted in figs. 56 and 57 at the various horse-
power settings of run 170, which was conducted at ambient back pressure and with
ambient hydraulic oil. For ease of presentation, only cold side values were
used in the plots. Run 170 was used because the entire power level was traversed
in this test and possible variations from run to run in data thus were elimi-
nated. The data was compared with computer predictions (ref. 2) for hot
hydraulic oil, therefore the heat transferj particularly in the hydraulic oil
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Figure 57.--H2-0 2 APU Heat Exchanger Data.
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cooler, was expected to be different. However, in general, the heat exchanger
performance was in good agreement, with values in the preheater and regenerator
heat transfer almost identical to predictions. In the recuperator, the heat
transferred was about 35 percent more at the low power of 58 hp and 20 percent
more at 300 hp. The lube oil cooler transferred about one-half predicted value
or about 500 Btu/min independent of the power level as expected. The hydraulic
oil cooler had about 25 percent less heat transferred than the original computer
predictions to a maximum of 1800 Btu/min at 300 hp.
To obtain comparisons with hot hydraulic oil operation, data at 300 hp and
about 200 hp were used. Major differences with ambient hydraulic oil oDeration
occurred mainly in the hydraulic oil cooler and lube oil cooler, with minor
variations in the preheater, regenerator, and recuperator performance as shown
in figs. 58 and 59. With hot hydraulic oil, the lube oil cooler transferred
about 300 Btu/min or 60 percent of what it did with ambient hydraulic oil. On
the other hand, the hydraulic oil cooler transferred about twice as much heat
than with ambient hydraulic oil operation to a maximum of 3700 Btu/min at 300 hp.
As stated above, the equalizer performance was below predicted. The
equalizer was unable to raise the oxygen temperature within 25 R of the hydrogen
temperature as desired. Instead, oxygen gas stabilized about 50 to 60 R lower
than the hydrogen temperature of 750 R.
It was previously mentioned that for the plots of figs. 56 through 59,
cold side temperatures were used for ease of presentation. The hot side values
also were calculated and compared favorably with cold side values as shown in
table 12 for the 300-hp setting in run 180, as an example. The total heat
transferred with hot hydraulic oil at approximately 300 hp was 29 500 Btu/min
as calculated from the cold side and 30 300 Btu/min as calculated from the hot
side, or less than 3-percent variation. For comparison, the predicted total heat
transfer at 315 hD (case 59, ref. 2) was 25 600 Btu/min. For fair comparisons of
test data with computer predictions, variations in inlet H 2 and 02 temperatures
and flows and bypass flows in the preheater and recuperator would have to be
accounted _or. Thus, in the discussion entitled: Test Data Comparison with
Analysis, test data were simulated in the H2-O 2 APU system analysis computer
program.
Overall performance: In the APU-T system tests, steady-state data was
obtained from power ranges, of approximately 45 to 350 hp both at sea level and
space simulation operation. Correlations of propellant flow (H 2 and 0 2 ) versus
hydraulic flow rate were made in figs. 60 and 61 and compared with predictions
for all of the steady-state data available from the entire test series. Data
with both steam ejectors off and on was presented in figs. 60 and 61, respect-
ively. The data was run at a range of H 2 temperatures from ambient to cryogenic.
Propellant flow was fairly linear as predicted, but higher. Considering the
many test points used in the plot at various operating H 2 temperatures, the
data correlation was excellent. In figs. 62 and 63, combustor chamber pressure
also was plotted versus hydraulic flow for the two altitude simulations. That
data also was fairly linear as predicted, with chamber pressures running slightly
h gher than expected.
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TABLE 12
COLD SIDE AND HOT SIDE HEAT TRANSFER
RUN 180, EVENT 631, HP = 305
Preheater-cold side
hot side
Regenerator-cold side
hot side
Hydraulic-cola side
Oil cooler hot side
Lube oil-cold side
Cooler hot side
Recuperator-cold side
hot side
Equalizer-cold side
hot side
Flow,
Ib/min
7.537, H 2
3.676, H 2
7.537, H 2
7.537, H2
7.537, H2
89.48 (oil)
7.537, H 2
12.095 (oil)
5.750, H 2
12.492
(combusted
H2-O 2)
7.537, H 2
4.891, 0 2
T. R
In_
53
1084
364
615
469
743
496
550
5O7
1427
733
518
Tou t , R
364
366
469
496
615
668
507
526
&Q Btu/min
7971
9100
2653
3016
3713
4361
281
125
1263
909
749
688
15102
13900
97
70 2C _0 _g _0 103 TZC 1&3 l{C
_y_raul c flow gpm
Figure 60.--H2-0 2 APU ProDel lant Weight Flow at Ambient Back Pressure,
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Figure 61.--H2-02 APU Propellant Weight Flow at
Space Simulation.
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The close agreementof pumpperformance before and after repair, as shown
in figs 60 end 62, indicates that performance anomalies incident to pumD damage
were confined to the run in which the damagewas detected. Because of the
linearity and small data scatter shown in the curves of figs. 60 through 63,
overall APU performance was extrapolated, both to lower and higher power levels
than tested, with a high degree of confidence. For the overall APU performance
in terms of specific propellant consumption shown in figs. 64 and 65, test data
was extrapolated to a low power setting of 30 hP and to a high power setting
of 400 hp. The specific propellant consumption was higher than predicted
for the two altitude simulations. This would be expected from the previous
correlations of propellant flow and chamber pressure, Both at sea level and
space simulation, the APU appeared to be operating about I0 percent higher
than predicted in specific propellant consumption at the high horsepower
levels. At the low horsepower levels, there was more data scatter, but agree-
ment with predictions at ambient back pressure in particular (fig. 64) was
excellent.
The close agreement between predictions made prior to APU-T system tests
in ref. 2 with different operating flow rates and temperatures, and APU system
tests demonstrated the validity of the predictive techniques employed.
The lowest power level reached in the tests was about 45 hp. To throttle
back the APU-T to a lower idle power level, the electronic stops would have to
be set at their minimum level. Then propellant flows would be reduced until
changes in turbine inlet temperature or turbine speed were observed.
The APU-T back pressures for typical test runs at both 13.4 psia ambient
pressure and space simulation are shown in fig. 66. Test results compared
favorably with predictions. It is particularly interesting to note that in
the spate simulation case the two steam ejectors were fully opened and no
changes in vatve areas were made during a run. Thus, predicted back pressures
were attained without ejector flow manipulation.
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Figure 64.--H2-O 2 APU Overall Performance at Ambient Back Pressure.
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ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
Combustor
As evidenced from results of component and APU-T system tests, the
hyOrogen-oxygen combustor provided efficient and stable combustion over a _ide
range of chamber pressures. Combustor operation, at the fixed oxidizer-to-fuet
ratio in the system tests, was essentially independent of chamber pressure.
For t_e majority of tests, no problems with combustor ignition were experienced.
In some of the early system testing, problems were encountered with spark plug
fouling that prevented lightoff or, in some cases, caused a hard lightoff.
This problem was corrected by inspection and replacement of spark plugs when
they appeared to be fouled. The spark plugs used were automotive-type and
were used in the interest of cost reduction. The main problem that did occur
in the APU-T tests was melting of the spark plug tip.
In the prototype combustor tests and the control subsystem tests, no
problem occurred with the spark plugs. Jn the APU-T system tests with the turbine
installed, a spark plug tip was melted:in the initial tests. Melting was caused
by a leak that appeared to develop at the spark plug seal. The combustor was
repaired and modified to better position the seal concentric with the plug
axis. However, the melting reoccurred. Analysis of the hardware and test data
indicated that the cause of the burnout was not the:same as the one previously
experienced because the spark plug seal was virtually intact. It was concluded
that the spark plug was breathing the hot products of combustion of oxygen and
hydrogen from the combustor which mixed with the oxygen in the plug and burned.
The electrode end of the plug then became hot enough to initiate an oxygen fire.
To prevent a reoccurrence, the combustor was modified from its original design.
A separate line was used to feed propellant to the spark plug rather than
directly from the combustor oxygen manifold. Additionally, two valves were
used to sequence gaseous oxygen or hydrogen to the spark plugs. Gaseous oxygen
was injected during lightoff and then gaseous hydrogen was injected through
the spark plug during steady-state operation. This was done to provide cooling
and prevent combustible mixtures within the plug. A nitrogen purge was injected
between oxygen and hydrogen flows.
The above changes were satisfactory for the majority of APU-T system
tests conducted after the modifications were made. Near the end of the system
test program, however, the spark plug tips began to. melt, as shown in fig. 67.
The spark plug gas supply valves were checked for leaks or improper sequencing
and found to be in satisfactory condition. Several checkout runs were made
to ensure proper gas supply to the plugs. Plug tip melting still reoccurred.
After testing had been terminated, the combustor was disassembled for
inspection. Inspection showed melted areas on the spark plug boss. Also, it
was observed that the oxygen inJectors were not concentric with the hydrogen
injectors as in the original assembly. The oxygen injectors were distorted
and discolored by heating.
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Figure 67.--Spark Plug Burnout Damage, Showing
Melting of Plug Tips.
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The case to liner gap indicated in fig. 68 as H 2 exit gap, also had
increased about 50 percent because of distortion of the combustor case. This
causes the primary zone temperature to increase and subjects the spark plug to
a higher temperature environment. The rationale for this is as follows:
(I) The hydrogen delivered to the combustor bypasses the primary zone
through the cooling jacket (40 percent of total hydrogen flow).
(2) The total combustor hydrogen flow Is composed of the sum of the
primary and bypass flows. The total flow is fixed by the power
demand and the turbine inlet temperature.
(3) Therefore, an increase in the bypass flow causes a decrease in flow
in the primary zone. This results fn a change in O/F ratio that
gives a higher primary zone temperature.
The increase in the case to liner gaD, found during inspection of
the combustor, causes an increase in the bypass flow because the
gap area controls flow.
The design primary zone average temperature is 2660 R, which is about
500 degrees below the melting point of the plug. If the primary zone flow were
reduced by about 30 percent, the average gas temperature would exceed the
melting temperature of the plug. Local temperature could exceed the average.
Therefore, it is concluded that the distortion of the case and associated 50-
percent increase in flow area can explain the plug melting problem and the
distortion of the injectors.
The spark plug melting problem is summarized as follows:
(I) No spark plug problems occurred during combustor development or
subsystem testing.
(2) When the turbine was added for the system tests, plug melting
problems were first encountered.
(3) The problem was caused by an oxygen fire within the plug. The fire
was fed by hydrogen breathing into the plug because of pressure
fluctuations in the combustor. These fluctuations were created by
the control valve modulation required to hold a constant turbine
speed.
(4) The problem was solved by eliminating the oxygen supplied to the
plug during steady-state o_eration. Oxygen was used for startup
only.
(5) Spark plug tip melting reoccurred near the end of the program after
about 9 hr operation.
(6) Inspection of the combustor revealed that the injectors and the area
surrounding the spark plug had been exposed to high temperature.
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(7) Distortion of the combustor case caused a reduction in hydrogen flow
through the primary zone of the combustor. This increased gas
temperature around the injectors and plug tip.
The test program was terminated before an attempt could be madeto demon-
strate the solution of the plug problem. The following two modifications are
required:
(1) The combustor case should be reinforced in the region of the cooling
jacket exit, asshown in fig. 68. This will prevent the jacket exit
area from changing because of case distortion. The required primary
zone hydrogen flow can be properly metered then to prevent hTgh
temperatures. Also, the liner exit lip should be fluted to maintain
concentricity between the liner and the case. The modifications are
defined in fig. 68. The existing copper lip was fluted when the
combustor was disassembled for repair at the start of the system tests.
This was done by coining the existing lip to form the flutes. However,
some of the flutes were worn away because of vibration and relative
movement between the lip and case. Therefore, the lip should be
fabricated from steel to minimize wear.
(2) Oxygen should be supplied to the spark plug continuously during
startup and steady-state operation. This will eliminate the need
for the sequencing valves to supply the nitrogen purge and hydrogen
to the plug. The supply pressure to the plug and the injectors
should be increased to prevent ingestion of the combustion gas
during pressure fluctuations. The areas of the injectors and the
spark plug exit must be decreased to obtain a higher supply pressure.
Also, the spark plug metering orifice should be removed to provide a
high pressure in the plug.
The injector dimension modifications to double the injector velocity head
follow. These are recommended for the next build. Also listed are the flow
conditions consistent with the combustor design summary of page 6-3 in the
APU Design Report (ref. I).
Injector dimensions
._.___j' =
°2
t
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O_ Injector
Existing
Recommended
Total Velocity Injector
area head, velocity, DI,
in.2 psid ft/sec in.
0.0169 24 335 0.052
0.012 48 456 0.043
H2 Injector
Existing
Recommended
Total Velocity Injector
area, head, velocity, D2, D3,
in.2 psid ft/sec in. in____.
0.057 26.6 1380 0.125 0.157
0.040 53.2 1905 0.125 0.148
The existing spark plug gap is O.051-in. with a 0.10-in. dia electrode.
The required gap with the control orifice removed and full 02 manifold pressure
in the plug is prohibitively small (0.0038-in). Therefore, the electrode
diameter should be reduced to increase this small gap width. The following
table compares the existing and recommended spark plug jet characteristics.
Spark plug jet characteristics
|
ol-- 1J
Electrode
Q
Existing
Recommended
Jet
Are_, Flow, velocity,
in.- Ib/sec ft/sec
0.0083 0.008 71
0.00157 0.010 335
Gap,
in.
0.15
0.010
DI,
in.
0.130
0.060
D2,
in.
0.10
0.040
I08
Turbine
The APU-Tcalculated turbine efficiency was about 4 to 8 points lower
than the predicted value of 52 to 53 percent over the range of pressure ratios
tested. In the first hot runs of the APU-T, it was determined that the knife-
edge labyrinth shaft seal in front of the first-stage rotor was leaking gas.
Although measurementswere not taken to establish the amount of leaked gas, it
appeared to be excessive. Calculations based on measurementsafter the test
runs gave between 2.2 to 4.3 percent leakage of the total turbine flow. The
design value was below I percent. The port that vents this leakage to the
recuperator outlet was capped. By inference, the identical labyrinth seal
between the first and second stages was also leaking.
There ere multiple effects on turbine performance because of increased
leakage:
(I) The leaking gas does not go through the wheels, therefore its work
is totally lost.
(2) T_e leakage decreases the flow through the second-stage nozzle, end
thus changes the pressure distribution and work output s of the stages,
reducing overall efficiency.
(3) The leakage flow increases the flow deviation angle of the nozzle
jets, which increases the incidence loss.
As an order of magnitude, l-percent flow leakage would have caused a loss
of I percent in turbine efficiency. Based on calculated leakage, the lower
turbine performance, therefore, was primarily a cause of seal leakage and this
contributed to the higher specific propellant consumptions than predicted.
To decrease flow leakage and thus improve turbine performance, the use of
smaller cells in the honeycomb is recommended.
Heat Exchangers
The APU-T system heat exchangers performed as predicted with the exception
of the equalizer. The equalizer had been performance-tested in component tests
(Appendix A) and found to be deficient in meeting design requirements. The
departure from design requirements on the oxygen side was attributed to an
inadequate braze joint of the buffer fins to the surface of the plate. This
created increased buffer zone resistance and caused the oxygen outlet temper-
ature of the equalizer to be about 50 R lower than the hydrogen outlet of 750 R.
In general, test data agreed with predictions over the entire horsepower
range, even though test and predicted inputs varied. Simulations of test con-
ditions were made and are reported in greater detail in a later discussion, Test
Data Comparison with Analysis. A comparison at a power level of 305 hp is shown
in table 13. The agreement of the computer simulation with date obtained on
both the hot and cold sides of the heat exchnagers was excellent.
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TABLE 13
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF RUN 180, EVENT 631, HP = 305
Heat exchanger
Preheater
Regenerator
Computer
simulation
7917
2678
_Q Btu/min
Hydraulic oil cooler
Lube oil cooler
Recuperator
Equalizer
3362
401
13404
-244
Test
data
7971
91 O0
2653
3016
3713
4361
281
125
15 102
13 900
_g
-200
Side
Cold side
Hot side
Cold side
Hot side
Cold side
Hot side
Cold side
Hot side
Cold side
Hot side
Cold side
Hot side
The cooling capabilities of the hydrualic oil cooler and lube oil cooler
also were examined. The APU system specifications for the hydraulic system
were a heat sink capability of 5000 Btu/min at 400 hp. Testing with hot
hydraulic oil operation was only conducted to the power level of 300 hp with
hydrogen cooled to LH 2 temperatures. In fig. 58, the hydraulic oil cooler and
lube oil cooler transferred about 4000 Btu/min at 305 hp. Extrapolating this
data to 400 hp would indicate a heat sink capability for the hydraulic system
of 4700 Btu/min.
System Analysis
The APU-T system was analyzed using a digital computer simulator. The
simulation was capable of calculating either steady-state or transient solutions
to the system and sizing and evaluating component performance for the complete
system operating range.
The APU-T control design shown schematically In fig. 69 was mechanized in
the simulator to verify stability and predict transient performance, The simu-
lation has the capability of calculating the pressures and temperatures at each
of the engine stations shown in the figure.
I
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A detailed writeup of the computer simulator was given in ref. I. The
following is a brief description of the computer program and its main functions.
The simulator is constructed by the use of a main subroutine that reads
the control data cards. The data cards are of two types: (I) data to be used
during a solution, and (2) solution types (bypass, no-bypass, design point,
off-design). The mode for data (to be used during a solution) is used to
define boundary conditions or to scale particular components within the system.
Solution-type data are used to select the dependent relationships to be
satisfied and the independent parameters to be manipulated to satisfy the
dependent conditions.
The steady-state solutions are obtained by the use of the boundary
specified by various _ata cards and the required conditions for the particular
solution desired. The main subroutine then dimensions the matrix required for
the solution and establishes the particular independent variables and dependent
relations to be used during the solution. The next step is to call a sub-
routine that solves a set of algebraic equations using a modified Newtonian
technique (NEWTON). This, in turn, calls an external subroutine, which is
specified in its argument list to determine the algebraic relationships between
the various independent and dependent variables. The dependent relations are
writCen in a form that allows NEWTON to drive the dependent vector to the
origin.
The two primary uses for steady-state solutions were: (I) initial design
performance of the system, and (2) to set the initial conditions for a transient
solution. The transient options of the APU simulator were developed for the
controls analysis work. The options were used to identify the control transfer
functions of the APU. The control verification and the dynamic performance
parametric studies were used to establish the sufficiency of the various control
systems and to study the effects of various components on the APU performance.
The valving (six valves) of the APU-T system was constrained in such a
way that there were only four independent forcing variables in the system. The
preheater bypass valve and the preheater series valve were programmed as com-
plementary; that is, the area of the preheater bypass plus the area of the pro-
heater series valve was a constant at 0.477 sq in. The same arrangement was used
for the series and bypass valves relating to the recuperator.
The four independent engine variables were: (I) oxygen flow control,
(2) hydrogen flow control valve, (3) preheater bypass valve, and (4) recuperator
bypass valve, as shown in fig. 69. The four independent variables allowed con-
trol of four engine relationships. The four parameters selected were turbine
speed, turbine inlet temperature, the temperature of the hydrogen as it enters
the hydraulic oil cooler, and the temperature of the hydrogen as it enters the
combustor.
The simulator was used to predict the steady-state performance of the
system and to provide data to size the valves and heat exchangers. The cases
were run and specific propellant consumption as a function of power level was
predicted (ref. 2).
_12
The system simulator provided data for scheduling T32 (hydrogen temperature
at the inlet to the hydraulic oil heat exchanger) as a function of the lube oil
temperature. This schedule was necessary for two reasons: (I) the temperature
of the hydrogen on both sides of the regenerator is about equal as it exists,
because of the parallel flow design, and (2) at high altitude the hydrogen flow
decreases because of the increased pressure ratio across the turbine. The total
effect is to reduce the hydrogen cooling available to the lube oil. To improve
cooling, the temperature is reduced from 460 to 400 R from the regenerator as
the lube oil temperature rises from 650 to 700 R. This effect comes into
operation only at a long-duration idle at high altitude.
The final use of the steady-state operation of the simulator is to select
an operating point that will be used for the starting point of a transient.
The steady-state solution provides the initial conditions for the differential
equations that describe the dynamic portion of the system. The valve positions
that result in the steady-state solution provide data needed to initialize the
differential equations in the control.
The first use of the transient capability of the computer simulation was
to identify the control transfer functions for the APU. The method used to
identify the transfer functions was to start from steady-state and to step one
of the control valves 5 percent, then plot data on the control parameters.
Then a rate of steepest descent technique was used to adjust the parameters of
a differential equation of the proper form to yield a minimum error.
The control system design was based on the transfer functions that were
derived. The control system was mechanized on the computer in the sam form
as the hardware was to be built. This enabled the system performance with
the control system to be predicted. The primary information derived was the
stability margin of the control system during large transient disturbances.
The primary disturbance is a load change of the hydraulic system.
Test Data Comparison With Analysis
The APU-T system test heat exchanger performance end overall performance
was compared with computer predictions in the previous sections. The APU-T
predicted performance was taken from the computer runs tabulated in ref. 2 as
computer cases 56B, 57B, 58B, 59, 60, 61B, 62B, 63B, 64, and 65. The first
five cases were run at 0 psia ambient pressure, the last five, at 14.7 psia
ambient pressure. The computer predictions compared favorably with test results.
These computer cases were not an exact simulation of APU-T test conditions,
although they were close. For instance, tests were made with ambient oxygen
instead of cooling it to 300 R as run in the computer cases. Also, the equalizer
outlet temperature was ?50 R for both hydrogen and oxygen for the majority of
computer cases, whereas in the APU-T tests, the oxygen outlet temperature was
50 to 60 R lower at 690 to 700 R. Hydraulic oil and lube oil temperatures also
were different in the APU-T tests as well as ambient pressure (0 psia simulation
and 13.4 psia for sea level operation). Therefore, an attempt was made to
simulate more closely the APU-T test conditions.
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An exact simulation of the APU-Ttests would have required major
modifications to the computer program to account for different componentper-
formance than originally programmed. Simple modifications were madeto the
computer program so that all of the following test conditions could be input:
(I) Hydraulic oil inlet temperature at the hydraulic oil cooler
(2) Lube oil inlet temperature at the lube oil cooler
(3 Hydrogen inlet temperature on the cold side at the hydraulic oil
cooler
(4 Hydrogen and oxygen initial temperatures and pressures
(5 Ambient pressure
{6
(7
_ydrogen inlet temperature to the combustor
Test power level
Computer simulations were made primarily for temperature comparisons at
each of the stations in the APU to determine how closely heat exchanger perform-
ance was predicted. The test results from run 180, event 631, at a power level
of 305 np, was the first case simulated in table 14. Test temperatures and test
heat transfer were also shown in this table for ease of comparison. The agree-
ment with test results was excellent. Simulations also were made for the heat
transfer data from runs 154, 160, and 170 previously shown. These computer runs
are shown in tables 15 through 22. Unfortunately, the hydraulic oil inlet
temperature to the hydraulic oil cooler was incorrect so this value had to be
guessed in the simulatLons. Nevertheless, the overall agreement with test
results was fairly good over the power range from 58 to 300 hp. The agreement
was better at higher power levels as a result of more stabilized temperatures.
The good agreement between test and computer-predicted temperatures at the
various SSAPU stations showed that the heat exchangerlperformance could be
closely simulated. These simulations indicate that overall heat exchanger
performance for the complete system operating range could be predicted with a
high degree of confidence by use of the computer program.
To utilize the simulator for scaling the APU up or down in power, the
components would have to be resized to meet system requirements. The sizing
of the components would require that the nonlinear effects of the components
be used, including major second-order component effects within the system.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results from 10 hours of system tests including 145 hot
starts, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(I) The hydrogen-oxygen APU design developed under this program would
be capable of furnishing Shuttle hydraulic power and performing
hydraulic system cooling in a satisfactory manner consistent with
currently known Shuttle requirements. However, the power level
would have to be scaled down. The computer simulator model will be
useful in the construction of a scaled-down prototype APU.
(2) The overall performance was near the computer simulator model
predictions. Specific propellant consumption was 2.25 Ib/hp-hr at
95 percent power and 4 Ib/hp-hr at I0 percent power with space-simulated
turbine exhaust conditioning, and 5.2 Ib/hp-hr at 10 percent power
and ambient turbine exhaust conditions.
(3) System startup to full power can be accomplished in about I to 2 sec,
and the controller can perform the entire start sequences automatic-
a11y.
(4) The electronic controller maintained turbine speed within the I per-
cent specified limit during steady-state operation.
(5) The electronic controller maintained turbine inlet temperature within
40 R during steady-state operation and within 80 R during power
transients of 150 hp.
(6) The electronic controller through the preheater bypass valve main-
tained the hydrogen temperature into the lube and hydraulic coolers
between 860 and 920 R as required to prevent congealing or freezing.
(7) The electronic controller through the recuperator bypass valves
maintained the combustor inlet temperatures near the 750 R set point.
The following recommendations are made for future APU improvements:
(I) The honeycomb seals on the turbine should be redesigned to reduce
seal leakage.
(2)
(3)
The combustor case should be redesigned to be less subject to
distortion, and the spark plugs should be redesigned to prevent
spark plug cavity breathing and the resultant overheating.
The oxygen pressure regulators should be replaced by electronically
controlled pressure regulators to increaseresponse time. This will
permit elimination of the oxygen accumulator from the system.
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APPENDIX A
SUBSYSTEM TESTS
Combustor Tests
A series of development tests were conducted to verify the APU-T combustor
design. The main objective was to obtain efficient combustion of a fuel-rich
hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture within a minimum L*. To verify combustor design
performance and meet performance objectives, the development effort consisted
of:
(I) Configuration development - injector_P, flow distribution, opera-
tional checkout
(2) Ignition development
(3) Gas stream temperature profile determination
(4) Chamber wall thermal mapping
(5) Performance mapping -steady-state limits, lightoff limits
The hydrogen-oxygen combustor used in the development was as shown in
fig. 6. The combustor was fabricated entirely of Type-347 corrosion-resistant
steel except for the copper liner assembly. This prototype unit was built in
several pieces and bolted together to facilitate examination, modification, and
assembly. The only hardware modification required during testing, however,
was to reduce the spark plug gap from 0.035 in. to 0.015 in. to obtain a spark
at the higher operational pressures (200 to 300 psia before ignition). After
these componen_ development tests, the prototype unit was reworked and welded
together for use in APU-T system tests.
Pressure measurements were taken to determine injector pressure drops,
lighfoff limits and combustor chamber pressure. Thermocouples were installed
on the combustor walls to determine if design requirements were exceeded.
Thermocouples were also located in the combustion chamber to determine gas
stream profiles. An addition, the copper liner and combustion chamber, were
coated with a thermal paint as an indication of maximum temperatures reached
during testing. Instrumentation was recorded primarily on an oscillograph
tape.
The combustor met all design performance requirements. Combustor test
results were reported in ref. I; some of the key results are summarized below.
Li_htoff limits.--The combustor was ignited and performance-tested
over a range that exceeded the specified operational envelope of
the test plan. Originally, the combustor was fitted with a spark
plug with 0_035-in. electrode gap. Using this plug, it was found
that the combustor failed to ignite at unlit chamber pressures in
excess of 240 psia. A review indicated that a gap of 0.035 in. was
too great; therefore, a spark plug with a O.Ol5-in. gap was used
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instead and successful ignition was achieved under ell conditions
attempted. A summary of these conditions is presented in fig. 70,
which shows successful ignition at points completely surrounding the
APU operational envelope. The typical design points plotted were
taken from a compilation of system computer runs.
Characteristic velocity (C_).--The characteristic velocity as deter-
mined by the test data is shown in fig. 71. Characteristic velocity
was determined by the equation:
PAtg
C* -
W
A# = AgfTR
where A = geometric area of throat, sq. in.
g
= influence factor correcting for change in throat
fTR area caused by metal temperature change during
firing
This was _lotted against a background curve of theoretlcal C* proviCed
by NASA for propellant inlet temperature of 530 R.
Gas stream temperature profile.--The gas stream profile was mapped
by means of four thermocouples located 4.25 in. downstream of the
injectors as shown in fig. 72. During the test sequence, the injector
head and copper liner were rotated through five circumferential
positions to provide for 20 temperature data points under each test
condition. The location of each of these data points with respect
to the injectors is shown in fig. 73. These results showed that
the combustor and cooling gases were well mixed by this point.
Combustor exhaust temperature.--Combustor exhaust temperature data
were obtained as shown in fig. 74. The measured values compared
favorably with theoretical exhaust temperature.
Heat Exchanger Tests
Prior to installation in the APU-T test system, the H2-02 APU heat
exchangers (See fig. 9) were sujected to standard production acceptance tests.
Performance tests of only the temperature equalizer were conducted using water
as the test fluid_ Although the slightly tapered construction of the heating
equalizer cylinder should have promoted intimate contact, the efficiency of
the brazed buffer fin joints was unknown. For the other heat exchangers,
the performance prediction was not in question.
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The tests conducted are summarizedas follows:
Component
Temperature equa
Pressure Hetium mass Isothermal
proof spectrometer pressure
pressure leakage drop Performance
izer X X X
Preheater, regenerator X X X
Lube oil coolers X X X
Recuperator X X X "
Performance test.--Performance of the temperature equalizer was as shown
in fig. 75. The achieved performance was approximately 15 percent below pre-
dicted. This was illustrated in the qhA curve. For the purpose of analysis
and comparison, the entire buffer zone resistance was built into the oxygen
side. It is believed that because of incomplete brazing, there was increased
buffer zone resistance. The entire shift in the _hA curve is attributed to
the oxygen circuit.
Acceptance tests.--Analysis of acceptance test data indicated that the
heat exchangers met requirements with the exception of the equalizer. Isother-
mal pressure drops were slightly below predictions for the hydraulic and lube
oil coolers (a maximum of 15 percent in the hydrogen circuit for one unit)
and closer to predicted for the preheater, regenerator, and recuperator.
Neither difference was sufficient to significantly affect _hA predictions.
I
Turbine-Gearbox Tests
The turbine-gearbox tests were conducted to assure that the unit was
adequately lubricated, properly assembled, and capable of operation throughout
the SSAPU speed range. The tests were scheduled to be conducted before the
turbine was brazed into the APU-T system so that operational problems could
be corrected without affecting the APU-T test schedule.
For the tests, the turbine-gearbox assembly was mounted on a 0 to 6000
rpm dynamometer test stand. The dynamometer drive was connnected to one of
the pump drive pads with a splined quill shaft; the other pad was covered.
Lubricant was supplied to the turbine-gearbox from the same facility equipment
that was later used for the APU-T system tests. Three accelerometers were
mounted on the unit to measure self-induced vibration. The test setup is shown
in fig. 76.
For the lube oii flow verification, lube oii was flowed at I00 psi through
each of the five inlet circuit ports, A, B, C, D, and E on fig. 76, to assure
each had sufficient flow for lubrication. Orifices on the inlet were adjusted
as required to obtain the desired flow distribution with results as shown in
tables 23 and 24. Various orifices were used in circuit E (inlet to the
a
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Circuit
A
Des ignat ion
PA-86964
Gear box
back
Gearbox
front
Shaft
Turb ine
TABLE 23
LUBE OIL FLOW
Lubricated
part
Outboard
pinion
Pump dr ive
gear
Inboard pinion
planet journals
sun gear
Turbine shaft
(cool ing)
Turbine bearings
Flow ratep gpm
Predi'cted Measured-
0.16
0.20
I .07
2.22
0.24
3.89
0.13
0.II
0.46
2.23
0.30
3.23
TABLE 24
OPERATING CAPABILITY TEST SCHEDULE
Input speed,
rpm*
500
I000
15O0
2000
2500
3000
3500
40OO
4500
5000
5253
Turbine speed,
rpm
6274
12 547
18 821
25 094
31 368
37 642
43 915
5O 189
56 462
62 740
65 915
Dwel
Total
I time,
min
23
7
13
6
5
17
5
.
7
5
4
79
*Measurements within +3 rpm
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turbine bearings) to determine the optimum (minimumbearing temperature chanqe
and maximumheat rejection) lube oil flow at nominal SSAPUoperating speed.
Results of these tests as shown in fig. 77 indicated that the optimum lube
flow was 0.7 gpm. Therefore, the choke orifice at port E was removed.
For the subsequent operating capability tests, self-induced vibration
and audible noise were observed during an excursion through the SSAPUturbine
speed range; the nominal turbine speeds and the dwell times at each are
tabulated in table 24. Noexcessive accelerations or audible noise Wasobserved,
and measured turbine bearing and lubricating oil temperatures and flow rates
assured adequate turbine-gearbox lubrication for the subsequent APU-T system
tests. A gearbox loss of 28 hp wascalculated from the dynamometertests(fig. 78).
3nanges in the turbine-gearbox incident to the turbine-gearbox test
program which were incorporated for the APU-Tsystem tests are described below.
Port designations correspond with those shownon fig. 76.
Port A--Port A, originally a part of Port D, was added to separate
_urbine flow from gearbox flow for individual measurement.
Port B--Port B, originally a single inlet dividing into separate
jets to lubricate each pump drive gear, was made into two ports,
each connecting to the gear through a separate removable bayonet
with its own oil filter and jet, permitting individual measure-
ment of lube oil flow to each gear and easy removal for cleaning
if necessary.
Port E--Port E, the turbine oil inlet, originally contained an
O.033-diameter orifice before dividing into the rear and front
bearing flow passages. This orifice was removed to increase flow
to the bearings.
Control Circuit Tests
Earn circuit board was tested to verify that its functional characteristics
were acceptable. The chassis mounts also were checked for proper functional
characteristics. Typical procedures were as follows:
AI. The AI board contains the thermocouple amplifiers for the turbine
inlet temperature, plus overtemperature comparators. This card
required a calibration to compensate for any initial errors. The
circuit card was connected to a breakout box and the appropriate
power sources were connected. An equivalent millivolt source was
used to simulate the thermocouple signals. The test results are
tabulated below.
Temperature TIT (control) TIT (overtemperature)
I000 R (2.500 V) 2. 495 V 2. 500 V
2000 R (5.000 V) 4.991V 4.994 V
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F-2 1532
Figure 78.--Turbine/Gearbox Mechanical Drive Test Setup.
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A2.
A3.
A4.
The A2 card contains the thermocouple amplifiers for lube oil, T32,
end A/T158" The test and calibration procedures were the same as thosefor Results were:
Temperature T32
350 R -0.406 V
400 R 0.055 V
460 R 0.659 V
500 R 1.086 V
Temperature T_B
600 R 2.021
700 R 3. 052
800 R 4.049
900 R 5.044
Temperature Lube Oil
600 R 3.021
650 R 3.523
700 R 4.025
750 R 4.520
The A3 card contains the turbine inlet temperature control loop.
This card was tested slmilarly.to the two previous clrcuit cards.
Power sources were connected and adjusted to simulate condition
signals with the following results:
TIT set point Adjust pot setting
964 R 0.0000
465 R 5.000
1959 R I0.000
The A4 card contains the precision ±5 V ±0,I percent power supplies
used in the computation and control loops, and the modulating power
source for all of the LVDT's and RVDT's for angular and positional
feedback loops. These circuits were calibrated to within accep-
table limits.
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A5. The A5 card contains the turblne monopole signal conditions.
Tabulated below are the test results.
Ncontro I (rpm) Vou t
10 000 0.797
20 000 1.593
40 000 3.182
63 000 5.008
N (rpm) V
overspeed ou____t
I0 000 0.796
20 000 1.591
40 000 3.181
63 000 5.005
68 000 5,396
A6, A7. The A6 and A7 cards contain the position control for the bypass
valves. The boards were tested and performed to expected limits.
A8, A9. The A8 and Ag cards contain the position control for the H2 and
0 2 flow control valves. The boards also contain the combusfor
pressure transducer signal conditioner. To calibrate the
transducer, the actual device to be used was connected to the
circuit card and calibrated.
AIO. The AIO card is used to provide signal condltloning for the RVDT's
and LVDT's. The final board calibration was performed at the
test facility to obtain the proper match between signal conditioner
and transducer.
All - At6. These cards contain circuits that did not require calibra-
tion, but each was tested to verify Its performance. The cards
provlded for start-stop loglc, hydrogen and oxygen control loops,
instrumentation interface, buffer amplifier, and failure monitor.
Chassis.--The chassis subassemblies provided solenoid drivers, spark
detector and relay drivers, tI5-V regulated power supplies, and the power
amplifiers necessary to drive the flow control and bypass valves. All of
these subassemblies were tested prior to chassis installation.
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Control Subsystem Tests
The control subsystem test series used a turbine analog in place of the
turbine and a dummy turbine inlet torus to permit extensive testing and evalua-
tion of the combustor and its control system. The turbine analog was a black
box with turbine performance and inertia built into it. The control subsystem
test setup is shown in fig. 79, which includes a closeup view of the instru-
mentation used. Combustor inlet pressure and temperature were input and
hydraulic loads were simulated to check turbine response characteristics.
The tests were run with the combustor, and turbine inlet (simulated by the
dummy torus) pressure and temperature were sensed and fed into the turbine
analog.
The test series had two principal objectives:
(I) Check out the control circuit and prove that it would control the
turbine inlet temperature to acceptable levels for all operating
conditions; if it would not, develop improvements that would assure
control.
(2) Calibrate the turbine inlet thermocouples used for the control
system.
The objectives of the test series were met; that is, turbine inlet tem-
peratures were controlled to acceptable levels, and the thermocouples were
calibrated. However, improvements in the hydrogen control valve were made
after the torque motor had failed repeatedly to meet resDonse requirements.
Replacement of the torque motor with a samarium cobalt dc motor improved
response and assured control system stability during demonstration tests.
Test setup.--The control subsystem test setup is shown in fig. 80. This
setup reflects improvements in the controlsubsystem developed during the con-
trol subsystem tests, a principal test objective. These improvements are
described later under Test Results.
There are seven forcing functions for the controller:
(I) H 2 inlet temperature
(2) Turbine load
(3) H 2 inlet pressure
(4) Turbine exhaust pressure
(5) 02 inlet temperature
(6) 0 2 inlet pressure
(7) Heat load
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Only the turbine load was simulated in the turbine analog to check out
the control subsystem.
The other forcing functions were elimlnated for the following reasons:
(1) Hydrogen and oxygen inlet temperatures: Propellant inlet temperatures
throughout this range were not expected to have significant effect
upon the turbine inlet control circults.
(2) Hydrogen and oxygen inlet pressures both have negligible effect on
the system because they are regulated within a few psl. Interactions
between the oxygen pressure regulators and the accumulator were
included in the test system, and the results were closely examined
for possible interactions.
(3) Turbine exhaust pressure: The effect of exhaust pressure changes
was included in turbine load input.
(4) Heat load: Reflected only in H 2 inlet temperature.
The test matrix in table 25 was used to simulate steady-state loads from
0 to 400 hp and transient operating conditions.
Control subsystem testing and results.--Prior to the hot testing with the
combustor, the torus nozzles were flow checked by flowing hydrogen through the
setup. A total effective area of 0.15 sq. in. was obtained by adjusting the
size of nozzle openings. The NASA V6 hydrogen venturi was used for the
calibration.
The two control subsystem thermocouples were calibrated against the average
temperature indicated by the six thermocouples inserted through the torus
discharge nozzles. The flow around thermocouple ends was choked so no heat
transfer would occur between the thermocouple bead and connecter. The true
gas temperature in the torus was obtained using this method.
Initial tests were conducted to calibrate the flow control valve in the
H 2 and 02 circuits and to check out operation. Accumulators were added to the
H2-O 2 supply lines to attenuate pressure regulator response to changes in
line pressure.
A second series of short duration operations at lower pressure and
temperature to establish start capability revealed oxygen backflow and over-
heating of components located downstream of the oxygen shutoff valve. After
experimentation with the oxygen check valve location, the check valve was
eliminated and an additional oxygen shutoff valve (equipment identification
190, fig. 76) was added between the combustor and the control valve. Retention
of oxygen at approximately 500 psig in the area between the two shutoff valves
effectively prevented backflow. Additional control changes made to prevent
inadvertent shutdown during start included increasing the TIT limit rate by
a factor of 2, increasing the Delta TIT limit to 120 R, and increasing the
delay time on control valve position versus commanded position from 20 to 40
msec.
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TABLE25
COMSUSTORANDCONTROLSUBSYSTEM
CLOSEDLOOPTESTMATRIX
4-
4--
_D
4--
O_
U_
0
r"
i_
0
Turb ine
load hp
(analog
sett ing)
0
tO0
2OO
_00
0-I00
0-200
0-300
0-400
100-200
100-300
I00-400
200-300
200-400
300-400
Test
conclition
number
9
10
11
12
13
14
aLoacl cycling was varied from 0.I to 1.0 cps
during each test.
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Other improvementsto the control subsystem include:
(I) Changedthe filter time constant in the spark detection circuit
to be compatible for a spark rate of 60 sparks/sec.
(2) Changedthe feedback error detector circuit to eliminate nuisance
shutdown.
(3) Developed a circuit to incorporate a 15-sec delay before the hydrogen
shutoff valve was closed to permit hydrogen flow to cool down the
combustor and the turbine area.
(4) Developed a circuit to lower combustor pressure setpoint in normal
shutdown to 50 psig. It was found by later analysis that the
original setpoint at tOO ps g might overspeed the turbine with
cold hydrogen operation.
Valve development.--A 5-Hz oscil ation of the 02 control valve noted during
steady-state operation was eliminated by reducing the temperature loop gain (by
a factor of 4) to agree with control design. Subsequent operation duplicated
the previous conditions (75 percent power, 1920 R, and 500 psig) with no 0 2
control valve oscillation and no temperature overshoot or undershoot.
The steady-state tests also revealed 50-Hz oscillations of the H 2 control
valve, which increased in amplitude with decreasing power. Investigative open
and closed loop tests isolated the instability to malfunctioning of the hydro-
gen valve torque motor, and/or an improperly positioning LVDT in the hydrogen
or oxygen flow control valve. Subsequent operation at zero-to-100 percent
load and combustor temperature settings up to 1660 R caused no reduction in
the instability.
Open and closed tests to determine H 2 valve characteristics indicated
that flow at low-flow conditions tended to close the valve, thereby reeuiring
greater operating signals to obtain operating position resulting in a very high
gain at high flows where the closing effect was less pronounced. Attempts to
improve valve performance with increased spring rate indicated the torque motor
could not fully open the valve. The torque motor was undersized. Its torque
tube, which provided the restoring force for the actuating arm and also served
to contain the H 2 gas pressure, failed repeatedly. The dry torque motor using
a torque tube was then abandoned, and the valve was modified to be actuated
by a rotary electric drive motor.
The electric-motor drive was a rare-earth-cobalt, dc-motor-type (see
fig. 24). Subsequent tests showed that the electric-motor driven H2 control
valve maintained combustor temperature and turbine speed within acceptable
limits. This valve configuration was used for the remainder of the program.
Test results of the electric-motor drive system are shown in figs. 81
through 84. The data show valve response to the command position faster than
that of the 02 valve, causing an increase in O/F ratio and turbine inlet
overtemperature during a transient. This problem was solved by increasing
the volume of piping between the valve and the combustor. The hydrogen valve
v/cm-
LVDT
Position
Output
t
Command
Position
a. 0.1 Hz
2 v/cm 7
LVDT
Pos it ion
Output
Command
Pos it ion
Note: • No flow
• Closed loop b. 10 Hz
02 sec/cm
F-21397
Figure 81.--Response Tests on Electric-Motor Driven H 2 Flow Control Valve.
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vlcm 7
sec/cm
LVDT
Pos it ion
Output
Command
Pos [ t ion
v/cm l
LVDT
Position
Output
Command
Position
I
Note: • No flow 0.02 SEC/CM
• Closed loop b. 20 Hz
-2i358
Figure 82.--Response Tests on Electric-Motor Driven H 2 Flow Control Valve.
I
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2 vlcm 7
LVDT
Pos it: ion
Output
a. 0.1 Hz
1 S ec/cr_
Command
Pos it [on
LVDT
Position
Output
2 v/cm
Command
Position
0.1 s ec/cm
Note: • No flow
• Cl.osed loop b. 0.1 Hz
Figure 83.--Response Tests on Electric-Motor Driven H2 Flow Control Valve.
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LVDT
Pos it ion
Output
Command
Pos i t i on
a.
_0.2 sec/cm
10 Hz
2 v/cm 7
LVDT
- Pos it ion
Output
Command
Pos it ion
Note: • Cold air flow
• Closed loop b. 1.0 Hz
_'-21393
Figure 84.--ResDonse Tests on Electric-Motor Driven H 2 Flow Control Valve.
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was moved upstream about 15 in, which increased the blowdown time of the
volume between the valve and the combustor, thereby decreasing the transient
O/F ratio.
Control subsystem demonstration.--Steady-state operation of the revised
control subsystem showed stable operation during 10-sec dwells at O, 25, 50,
75, and I00 percent load. Thermocouples located in the simulated first-stage
turbine nozzles read 1960 R during steady-state runs.
During transient operation with 25-percent load changes, the maximum
variation in TIT was 78 R for the change fcom 25 to 0 percent load. Figures
85, 86, and 87 show the subsystem dynamic performance for 25-percent load
changes: 0 to 25 to 0 percent, 25 to 50"to 25 percent, and 50 to 75 to 50
percent.
Control subsystem testing conducted from March through July 1974
accumulated 37 min run time and resulted in a subsystem capab e of contro
the APU-T system.
ing
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APPEND I X B
DATA REDUCTION EQUATIONS
This appendix presents the calculations used t3 reduce the H2-O 2 APU-T
test data. Necessary curves used in the data reduction are presented following
the equations.
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Pertinent Equations
Ident
No.
101
102
103
Equati on
Hydrogen weight flow
" 2
60 CD A PI _ "/P2_ _
_/H2 = _/RT 1 _/(K-1 ) ._k_l ]
A = (.2725) 2 _/_ = 0,05832 in.
CD = use curve_
K = 1.41
I_111 K+I.
- m2 --/-I
J
g = 32.174 ft/sec 2
R = 772 ft/ R
2
B = barometric pressure, Ib/in.
Oxygen weight flow
J
:
002 '_/RTI V K-1 .\P1/
A = (.O905) 2 "_/4 = 0,006433 in.
CD = use curve(_
K = 1.40
"K+I
g = 32.174 ft/sec 2
R = 48.25 ft/ R
2
B = barometric pressure, lb/in.
O/F ratio
Data used
P1 = RP67 ÷ B
T1 = RT67
If DH69 < 10
P2 = PI - DL69
IF DH69 > 10
P2 = PI DH69
PI = RP66 + B
T I = RT66
If OH68 < 10
P2 = PI - DL68
If DH68 > I0
P2 = P1 - DH68
Same as for
Uni ts
Ib/min
lb/min
16z_
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
I 04A
L
105
Equati on
Pump or gearbox shaft horsepower
hp = f (G, T)
Criteria hp
SQI9 < 4.5
SQ19 > 4.5, LQ2 < 20 SQI9
SQ19 > 4.5, LQ2 > 20 < 82 LQ2
SQ19 > 4.5, LQ2 > 82 LQ2
a
b
C
d
hp equations
a 31.5
b 2.065G + 30.7
c 2.367 G + 24.6
d 2.442(G-82) + 211.5
see
® ®@
Note: Above equations valid at test points.
Horsepower ambiguous near 82 gal/min.
Above only used up to run 184.
Past run 184 use following:
hp equations
a 27.6
b 2.170G + 27.6
c 2.323G + 24.5
d 2.237(G-82) + 213.5
see
©®
These derived in similar manner to those in@
Specific propellant consumption
SPC = _ x 60
 0.A]
Data used
T = LT2
G = LQ2 or SQ19
as defined from
cri teri a
Same as for
@@®
Units
hp
Ib
hp-hr
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Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
106
160
_08
709
170
I11
Heat of rejection
l hr = C1 C/02
Equation
C1 = 6438 Btu/lb
W02 = (_
--I ..........
Turbine inlet molecular weight
MW = 2.016 (1 + O/F) = 2.016 (1 + {_)
Specific heat ratio
,( = f (O/F)= f (_) use curve(_
Turbine pressure ratio
PR = PI/P2
B = barometric pressure
Adiabatic head
Had =AT( -'Y--) +I z_
y+-'_-= I = 1 -
\PI
A = f (O/F)= f (@)use curve@
Turbine flow
= +_/H2= @ + @
_/ _02
Data used
Same as for
@
Same as for
@
Same as for
@
PI = SP62 + B
P2 = SP64 + B
units
Btu/min
Ib
1b-too 1
Turbine- input horsepower
hp = 33 00_- 33 0o0
Same as for
@®
T = ST62
Same as for
@@
ft
Ib/min
Same as for
@@
hp
I66
Ident
No.
112
114
115
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Lube oil flow
Equati on
C/ = Gp
p = 10.195 - 3.511 x I0"3T from curve(_
Heat rejection to lube oil
Q = (C/T/_TTCpT + C/G A T G CPG )
C/T = SQ83PT PT = I0.195 - 3. 511 x I0"3T T
TT2+ I
T _
CPT = 0.255 + 3.43 x I0 -4 J
Data used
G =SQ83 + SQ85
(turbine)(gearbox)
T = ST17
sQ83
SQ85
T = ST17
TT = ST84
&T T = TT - T
WG = SQ85PG
PG = 10.195 - 3.511 x I0"3T G I curve
TG = ST86
CPG = 0.255 + 3.43 x I0 -4 (TG2 + T
AT G = T G - T
or, WG &TG CPG = 42.5 x @
Turbine horsepower (AT method)
C
hp = _ C/ AT
@Cp f (O/F) f ) see
C/ = 110 bT = TIN - TOU T
Turbine horsepower (mechanical method)
hp = Q + @/42.5
Same as for
@@
TI N = ST62
TOU T = ST65
Same as for
Units
Ib/mi n
Btu/mi n
hp
hp
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Pertinent Equations (Continued)
IdentjNo.
116
117
Equati on
Turbine horsepower (heat rejection method)
l
hp = _ (QG + QH )
QG = @
QH = @ +Q5
Q5 = @
Turbine efficiency (AT method)
I00 AT
_T = TI _y._Y+1
AT = T 1 - T 2
-'Y--= see @Y+I
118 Turbine efficiency (mechanical method)
"qT =('_'{ x 100
|l i
119 Turbine efficiency (heat rejection method)
120 Hydrau Iic hp
I68
Data used
Same as for
@®@
T 1 = ST62
T 2 = ST65
Same as for
@
G 6P
hp = 171--'-'4
_P = POUT - PIN
G = SQ19 if LQ2 < 20
G = LQ2 if LQ2 > 20
Same as for
©@
Same as for
©®
POUT = LPI
P = LP2
IN
G = LQ2 or SQ19
as defined from
cri teri a
Units
i ......
hp
hp
I
Q
Ident
No.
121
121B
121D
121E
121F
122
123
124
125
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Equation
APU mechanical losses
I
JhP = @ x @/100 - (_ =_3'_/42.5,
1
= pump shp + heat rejection to lube oil hp
- pump shp from heat rejection from hydraulic
oi 1 to H20
= (W,Cp AT)curbi ne
- heat rej. to H20 hp
Pump shaft hp (oil heating method)
Data used
Hydraulic flow rate through cooler
_/= Gp
_._.00__ro__or__p =
Recuperator cold side fiow
IT " TI
_R = 2 - _/I_H2
'_H2 = @
Recuperator bypass flow
,i
Same as for
®@
Units
hp
I" = LT2
G = SQ19
T I = ST45
T2 = ST47
T3 = ST51
®
'®®
hp
I'
Iblmi n
I b/mi n
Ib/min
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Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
126
127
128
I
129
130
131
132
133
Equati on
Preheater hot side flow
(T1 - T_)
C/e = (T'1 'T2 ) CVH2
_/H2 = @
Preheater bypass flow
Heat exchanger effectiveness HX #I (preheater)
Cold side eff. =
T2 - T 1
T3 - Ti
_ T_) - T4
Hot side eff. -
T3 - T1
HX #3 (regenerator)
Cold side eff. =
T2 - TI
T3 - TI
Hot side eff. = T_ - T4
T3 - T1
HX #5 (hydraulic oil cooler)
Cold side elf. = T2 " T1
T3 - T1
Hot side eff. = T} - T4
T3 - TI
Data used
T 1 = ST51
T2 = ST56
T3 = ST57
@
0
TI = ST27
T2 = ST31
T3 = ST51
T4 = ST56
TI = ST31
T2 = ST35
T3 = ST39
T4 = ST41
TI = ST35
T 2 = ST39
T3 = ST18
T4 = ST19
®
Units
Ib/min
lb/min
170
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Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
Equation
HX #6 (lube oil cooler)
T2 - T I
Cold side eff. - _33 _1
Hot side eff. =
HX #8 (recuperator)
Cold sideeff. =
T2 - TI
T 3 - T I
_ T.3 - T4
Hot side eff. -
T3 - T I
HX #9 (equalizer) a
Cold side eff. =
T2 - T 1
T3 - T I
T_ - T4
Hot side eff. = T3 TI
see
®
Q HX #I (preheater)
Cold side
q = (h 2 - hl) _h
hI = f (TI , el )
h 2 = f (T 2, P2 )
_ssume PI = P2 = 550 psia w h = Q
aon equalizer, hot side is actually the colder.
Data used
TI= ST.I
T2 = ST45
T3 = ST16
T4 = STI 7
T I = ST45
T2 = ST47
T3 = ST65
T4 = ST66
T 1 = ST57
T2 = ST58
T3 = ST5
T4 = ST7
T 1 = ST27
T 2 = ST31
®
Units
Btu/min
171
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
i,
Ident
No.
)41
IL¢2
143
Equati on
Q HX #I (preheater) Hot side
Q = (h3 " h4)_h
h3 = f (T3' P3 ) see
h4 = f (T4, P4) (_
assume P3 = P4 = 550 psia
V_h = 1_'.6_
Q HX #3 (regenerator)
Cold side
Q = (h2 - hl) _h
hI = f (Ti , P1 )
h2 = f (T2, P2 )
assume P1 = P2 = 550 psia
wh-- @
Q HX #3 (regenerator) hot side
Q = (h3 " h4) _h
h3 = f (T3, p3 ) see®
h4 = f (T3 , P4)
assume P3 = P4 = 550 psi a
_h = @
Data used
T 3 = STSI
T4 = ST56
T I = ST31
T2 = ST35
T 3 = ST39
T 4 = ST41
@
Units
Btu/min
Btu/min
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Iden t
No.
_44
145
i
1
146
I
I
I
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Equa t ion
Q Hx #5 (hydraulic oil cooler)
Cold side
Q = (h2 - h T) Wh
h I : f (T 1 , PI) @
h 2 = f (T 2, P2 )
assume PI' P2 = 550 psia
Hot side
Q = (T 3 " T4) _0 C
PO
V_o= @
_0 =o.=, +_.0_x _o-4('_+_'4)
see@
0.Hx#d (l_beoii cooler)
Cold side
Q = (h2 " hl) _h
hl = f (T2, p1 ) see
h 2 = f (T 2, P2 )
assume PI = P2 = 550 ps ia
Data used
Units
T = S'T3S
1
T2 = ST39
@
T = ST18
3
T4 = ST19
@
T I = ST41
T 2 = ST45
@
Btu/min
Btu/min
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Ident
No.
147
148
149
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Equation
Q Hx #6 (lube oil cooler) Hot side
Q = (T3 " T4) _o CPo
o
+
CP0 = 0.255 + 3.43 x 10
Q Hx #8 (recuperator)
Cold side
0. = (h2- h I ) _R
,hI = f (TI, PI)
h2 = f (T2, P2)
I see
,®
I
assume PI = P2 = 550 psi
Q H× #8 (recuperator)
Hot side
Q" = (T 3 " T4) Wm Cp
; 3
Cp 2
Data used
T3 = ST16
T4 = ST17
©
T 1 = ST45
T 2 = ST47
®
T 3 = ST65
T : ST664
@@
®
Un its
Btu/min
Btu/min
Btu/min
174
Ident
No.
149
Cont.
150
151
Pert inent Equations ((:;ont inued)
Equat ion
v
CP3 = 0.9857 1 + O/F
C = 0.9857
P4
= f (T3)
k = f .(T4)
O/F = @
k-1
I + O/F
Q Hx #9 (equalizer)
Cold side
O. = (h2 - h I) Wh
hl = f (PI' TI)
h2 = f (P2' T2)
see
®
assume P1 = P2 = 550 psia
_h = @
Hot side
If T3 > 500 R;
Q = (T 3 - T4) _0 CP0
GO = @
CPo = 0.24
Data used Units
T| = ST57
_2 = ST58
Btu/m in
Btu/min
I75
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
151
Cont.
152
153
154
176
_f T 3 < 500 R;
Q = (h3 - h4) d0
h 3 = f (T3, P3 )
h4 = f (T4, P4 )
see
©
"-Equat.ions Data used
(assume P3 = P4 = 900 psia)
d ° = @
System heat reject ion
Q=
H;dr oil/water :Hx he._t transfer T = LT5
I
.e
AT W = T 2 - T I. .
!
=8.34 G
W ".
C = 1.00
p
Exhaust heat rejection
$
Q =_ c T
T2 = LT6
G = LQ5
m P i
®®'= + |wm
cp = 0.9857
I_(_IF
"f = f (T) C_)
3
W
g,
Un its
Btu/min
Btulm in
Btulmin
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
155
156
157
Equat ion
Theoretical combustion temperature
T C = f (T I, O/F)
= (T 1 - 530) + 586 + 1714 (O/F)
= T 1 + 56 + (1714 x (_)T C
Note: This is an approximate value
Characteristic velocity, C:"
C<: = pAq 60
P =PI +B
Data used
B
A
= barometric pressure
= turbine first-stage nozzle effective
throat area
• 2
= 0.15i7 in. (in system tests)
g = 32.174 ft/sec 2
Theoretical C:'_
gv -
2 y--'-T
g = 32.174 ft/sec 2 T =
v
"i = f (O/F, T) see curve(_)
R = f (O/F) = 15_4/(_07_
T = ST58I
®
P1 = SP62
G
!_ Un its
! o R
t
I
i
i
I
I ft/sec
ft/sec
177
Pertinent Equations (Continued)
Ident
No.
158
159
160
T61
Equat ion
C* efficiency
_C, = ( @ / @ ) x 100
Gearbox losses
(oil heating method)
h = _GAT Gp CpG
42.5
_G = sQ85 _G
QG = 10.195 " 3.511 x 10-3 T G
CpG = O-255 + 3.43 x I0"4 CG_)
= TG - T see curve t_AT G
Specific heat ratio
See page 3
, . , - ..,,
Effective throat area of turbine nozzle
CDA = __ _W.V/--_T .
 oP, (q) '+'V1544 2 (I -Y)
= @ 9 = 32,174 ft/sec 2
P=PI+B
T = T I
MW = @
Data used
®®
T G = S]?86 '
T = ST17
Sq85
P1 = SP62
T = ST62
®®
®
B = barometric pressure
Units
%
hp
2
in.
[78
1.02
1. O0
Cd
V = 41 2.1 T 1 - TI ftlsec
0.2725
d - - 0.02271 ft
12
P2 Ib-sec 2
.00561 P2 492 = 0.00583-- -
- 32.2 14.7 T 2 T 2 ft4
= 0.08 x 10-5 lb-sec (530 R)
ft 2
i
.......
..........7
.98
0
i_ i _I
__ i _._ L__II_I_, '.¸ . '
I tl I_ _ .... :'
; .. I. ' -, ...... !....... .-_-----
' ;...... " 1 I ,[
.... ,t---_ I -: - _::.:;- I : - i
t !
i .... :i " :- :: .- : L.- .: • I
I:, : : :_.:.." : .I:: 2
:I ::: ::::: :: : :::: ::: : ::::::: :I :
i .'[:i:'i ':.".' : : ::" : :!:-:,, :i_T 1
....-'_ ' b "_ _-P2 =
I ,_ , _ 1 A i ,I
50 _DO _50
_i I
' • i _i
i, "!
_- )Y_._.Zl
= RT67
= RP67 + B
= PI "
PI
Np, x I0-_'
i
: !
_____.......__
J
.......-...
DL69 for OH69 < 10
DH69 for DH 69 > 10
I : I _ I
200 250
S-9}825
O Venturi Discharge Coeff :c'.er,t
V6 Venturi with H 2
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N R = Vdp
V = 104.26
d --
0. 0905
12
• 08921
32.2
= 0.042 x 10-5
\Pll
_//TI [I-(p_RP6) "286] ft/sec
TI = RT66
- 0.007542 ft
PI = RP66 ÷ B
P2 49_2 P2 Ib-sec 2
14.7 T 2 = O.09273 T-'2 ft4 P2 = P1 - DL68 for DH68 < I0
Ib-sec (530 R) P2 = P1 - DH68 for DH68 > 10
ft2
1.02
1. O0
:._ __i.... I. T C !ii - :i__'_- ii t_:_"-]i i_7"E:_--iL---, ' J I " il . i.::t/! • i
Cd
• 98
.:_.... , :_:.__i:__---__-'__
.9'5
.gL_
.92
:__/. :' !;I _:I!__-t: I:_:.:,'_,.-- _-_- _ _'- _-:-'__:? _ _i____,=t_-_--_'----_',,"I': :/: :: :
0 50 1O0 150 200 250
NR x 10-3
. S-9)925
(_ Venturi Discharge Coefficient NASA V5 Venturi with 02
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hp 2.129(GPM) + 27.
GPM >q. 5 < 20
0 20 40 60
SN 109671 and SN 109670 drags 15 hp.
At 0 GPM get 28./_ hp (system)
80 1O0
Hydraulic flow, GPM
120 1 40 160
Sl91927
Calibration of AP27V-3-02 Hydraulic Pumps
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t_
-i-
c/)
_J
3;
0
O-
og
{4
0
r-
r_
r-
ul
rt
E
-I
1
I
3_o
320
200 hp = 2.35 (GPM) + 9.5 + 17.3
GPM > 20 < 82
I
i
120
8O
i ' i
- b
_ ' _.hp = 2.1+44(GPM) ÷
GPM > 20 < 82
hp = 2.b,h4 M-82
GPM > 82
kl,.
Abex data at 700 R
--2.3S(GPM)+ 9. ! 'T_ 0 SN I09G7i--_L--]
GPM > 20 < 82 ! --_"- Z_ SN I09670--T---_,
i _ t i i NOTE: In system operat{on it is assumed that
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At 0 GPM get 34.7 hp (system)
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REFERENCES:
I. Socony Mobil Oil Co. l_tter fr(
E.M. Johnson dated Nov. 4, 1964, i_
and attached Table I.
2. Socony Mobil Oil Co. letter from
E.M. Johnson dated Nov. 20, 1964
(densities)
3. Socony Mobil Oil Co. letter from
E.M. Johnson dated June 16, 1965
(specific heats)
P = 8.58 - 3.511 x 10.3 T(°F)
P = 10.195- 3.511 x 10-3(°R)
Thermal conductivity curve is
drawn parallel to the k of Humbl
2380 turbo oil instead of going
thru the two Mobil test values.
Viscosity at -40°F is 11,078 cs
Pour point is below -85°F
Flash point is 485°F
Fire point is 545°F
Auto ignition temp is 810°F
Vapor pressure at 400°F is
11.33 mm Hg.
Cp = 0.413 + 3.43 x 10 .4 T(°F)
Cp = 0.255 + 3.43 x 10-4 T(°R) I
18.6
!8.0
0 100 200 300
temperature- °F
400
Q Typical Properties of Mobil Jet Oil II
(a MIL-L-23699 Oil)
500
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Constant "A" for Combusted Hydrogen
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Temp,
R
55
60
65
70
75
8O
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
'135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
®
ENTHALPY OF NORMAL HYDROGEN AT
VARIOUS TEMPERATURES (550 PSIA)
Enthal
Btu/1
PY,
b
Temp,
R
Enthalpy,
Btu/lb
Temp,
R
- 45
- 28
- 6
18
48
8O
103
132
153
174
193
212
23O
248
265
282
297
314
33O
346
362
378
395
413
430
447
463
190
195
2OO
205
210
215
220
225
23O
235
240
245
250
255
26O
265
27O
275
28O
285
29O
295
3OO
310
32O
33O
480
498
517
535
553
572
591
610
629
648
568
688
7O8
728
747
767
787
8O8
B28
848
868
888
908
948
988
O28
L •
340
35O
360
370
38O
390
40O
410
420
- 430
440
45O
460
470
480
500
55O
6OO
65O
7OO
75O
8OO
• 850
9OO
95O
IOO0
Enthal py,
Btu/lb
1067
1107
1146
1185
1223
1262
1300
1338
1376
1413
1451
1488
1525
1562
1598
1670
1850
2020
2200
2370
2550
2720
2900
3070
,3240
3420
®
ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) OF OXYGEN AT 900 PSIA
Temp,
R
i4o
150
160
170
18o
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
h 9
Btullb
- 65.2
- 61.2
- 57.1
- 53.0
- 49.0
- 45.0
- 40.8
- 36.7
- 32.3
- 28.0
- 23.2
- 18.2
- 12.8
270
28O
290
300
320
34O
36O
38O
4OO
6.7
2.0
22.0
36.0
47.6
56.0
62.8
69.0
74.8
Ah,
Btu/ib-R
0.40
0.41
0.41
O.4O
0.40
0.42
0.41
0.44
0.43
0.48
o.50
0.54
0°61
0.87
2.00
1.4O
0.58
0.42
0034
0.31
0.29
I
Temp,
R
400
420
44O
460
480
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
85O
900
950
1000
h j
Btu/Ib
74.8
80.3
85.7
90.9
96.0
101
113
125
137
149
161
173
i85
197
209
221
_h,
Btu/Ib-R
0.275
0.270
0.260
0.255
0.250
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
O. 24
0.24
0.24
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APPENDIxC
DATAREDUCTIONFORSELECTEDEVENTS
IN ANALYSISOFAPU-TPERFORMANgE
The computer output in this appendix is a compilation of the steady-state
APU-T system test data used in the analysis of Doth component and overall APU
performance. Definitions for the test data entitled, Data in Engineering
Units, can be found in the section, APU-T System Tests, under the summary of
recorded data, table 8. Station number identification can be found in figs.
27, 28, and 29.
The test Cata has the following units:
Pressure psig
Temperature R
Flow gpm
The calculations listed below the engineer ng data are based on the
equations tabulated in Appendix B.
The test data are shown for runs from power levels of approximately 50 to
380 hp. The events are indicated by the heading, READING, and are listed
consecutively starting with reading (event) 131 in run 90 and ending with
reading 705 in the last performance test conducted (run 187].
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AUN 90. EVENT 1)1
*** H20_ APU p[RFORNANCr le,
DATE 10 ° ,-7_
Tl_[ 11oll ° 2
131
13.53 P_IA
RP66
SPI8
LP2
ST19
_TS1
_T86
L_2
101
160
115
12&
150
158
106
1"5
1,9
155
OAT6 IN ENGIN[£RING UNII$
81_,?E _P67 55b.56 0L68
127.25 S_63
109.00 RTb6
552.6w sT2?
8?6.66 _T56
557.w2 LT2
17.06 LOS
CALCOLAT]DNS
1.370 108
5w.w05 i16
0.000 121D
o.6_q 127
0,_13 135
652.5_6 I"_
IT9.513 151
10".0_" I_9
_0.7U9
II_5.B27
6.51 0L69 5,70 $P5 B?5,B_ SP? 52£,9_ 0H68 6,89 0N69 S,B_
B.20 3P27 553.90 SP58 _?.36 Sp&2 96.95 3Pk_ 0._2 SPN6 0.15 LP1 3988.27
5_2.01 RT6? 539.19 ST5 527.18 ST7 629.00 5T16 555.96 ST1? _66.26 5_18 _79.17
_86.3, ST3I 58_.W6 ST35 w6g.12 $TSq 55_.55 STql _76.0_ STY5 _99.97 STq? 12W0.k2
307.k0 _T5? 731.53 5T_8 752.30 $T62 195e.18 S?6 = 1390._2 ST66 8gV.38 STIW 583.?3
5_5.1w LT5 536.90 LT6 S$8.8W SNSl_2598.S& 5019 ?.q? $08_ O.w2 Sg85 0.63
71.52
1.50, 103 _.61_ 0.000 10_ _?.I78
50.A_? 117 68.307 lla 31.260 119 _9.05_
72.615 121_ 11.168 121P T6.161 122 W3.325
).B_O 128 3.169 129 0.96W 130 o.qg_
0._23 13& 0.8_1 137 0.635 138 .0.10_
628.01_ 1_% ABS.W87 lq_ 8_0.?09 IW6 l_.fllq
-_6.771 152 _2_8.15_ 15I 1155.8_? %5_ ?n_2.125
_._17 161 0.1q q
_ATC 10- .-?W
Ti_[ 11-13"31
108 1,Sb_2S.
lq8 3200.1_$
15_ b238.15S
15w ?C_2.3_5
RUN 90, EVEN" ljJ
*.* M202 _Pb PCRFORWANC_ e*_
105 5.0_ 106 96B8.035 lOT 3.256
112 9.0_W 113 311.206 11_ 119.7B6
1_0 18.052 0.000 I21B 7.322
125 59.099 12_ 1.228 12_ 1.216
151 O.W_O 132 0.756 13_ 0.2_1
159 0._98 I_0 79_.987 Ibl 1211.7._
1"? 1_5._6 i_8 3200.153 I_9 _91,.011
155 I_61.231 15b 8177.220 157 7858.651
READING
BARO_ET[R
RP66
_P18
LP2
5T19
_T51
ST86
LO2
)01
160
115
13,
150
106
DATA lh [NGI_I'ERIr_C. UNITS
678.72 HPfiT
12_.92 SP63
10_.8_ RTb6
5_q.2_ ST2?
91_.I_ _T56
m6_.69 iT2
CALCJL_TIO_;S
_.079 1C_
1._72 108
1W_.22_ 11b
0.000 12]_
1.275 127
e.2_1 135
_16.87_ 1_3
1C2.66W 1_9
15692.
1085.855
5q35.979
557.22 DL6d 13.75 0L69 13.76 SP5 87_.23 $P? _08,_0 OH68 1?.19 OH69 16.02
19.51 SP27 5H6.12 SP58 _30.kD SP6_ 165.5& SPk_ 0.35 SP6h 0.17 LP1 3950.25
502.38 RT6? 5_0._0 FT_ _25.0_ ST? 682.58 STlk %_.05 $7_7 _90.12 $718 580.52
2Tl.?? ST31 _Oq._O ST35 _68.25 ST39 5_.01 STY1 _75.8_ $T_5 _95.C3 STY? 1303._
315.97 ST¶7 72_.T9 5T58 ?_0.6_ ST62 196_.66 ST&_ 1_69.t9 ST66 9_9.9_ ST_b &_0.12
5qu.03 LT5 536._0 L76 %W5.33 SN816_8_.13 3018 7._6 Sg83 O.W_ Sg_5 0.70
2._37 _3 C.597
I_._7. IOq ****=*_ 110 6.517
I_7._30 I17 61._31 lln ,_.306
68.250 121_ lO.16k 121F 69.652
2.80" 128 _.21_ I_9 0.93"
0.790 136 0.q2_ 137 C._68
766.312 l_ n91.0_I Iw51085.855
_.6_9 1_I 0.152
109 1705370.
1,8 592_.973
152 la_3_.b30
15W 13_15.9_D
DATE lO" _-7_
TI_ ll°lb - 1
111 336.80n I]2 _.7,_
119 W3.892 120 109°83&
122 13_.0_B 12_ 53.5w1
150 O.w?6 131 0.w62
138 .0.12_ 13_ 0.7_
I_6 P6_.181 1,7 227.211
_Uh 90. EVENT _J8
• l_ H202 APU P_RFoRN_NC_ e*$
106 sm*m*m$m 10? 3.220
113 372.8_5 ilk 208.710
0.000 1210 8.772
12_ 2.109 125 1.969
132 0.576 133 0.322
IWO 1818.587 1_1 2611.6?6
IqB _928.973 1w9 593_.979
156 8038.578 1_7 1629.839
READIN6
_AROW[T[R
138
13.33 _SIA
DATA I_; E_GI_E._IhO UNITS
RP66 87_.52 RP6? 557.87 OLb8
5PIB 119.,% 5P63 26.86 SP27
LP2 85.50 RTb6 50,._0 RT67
SI19 5_?.5_ _T27 22_.17 $731
_T51 967.86 5756 31_.73 5T57
$Id6 576.8A LT2 551.83 LT5
L02 66.99 LQ5 71._7
C_LCU_TIO_S
I01 _._80 IC2 2.g_5 103
16_ 1.371 108 16._36 109
115 19_.227 116 2_7.097 117
0.000 121_ 68.WS5 121E
126 1.798 127 _.081._128
• 13_ _.2_7 i_5 0.7w8 136
1"2 92_.012 I"3 _3_.289 l_q
150 89_.b_5 151 -I_,.388 152
158 $_5.?68 159 5._0_ 161
106 l@gSO. 109
I_5 II76.I_I ]q8
iw_ 8033.5w3 152
153 7Wlq._I? 15_
13.75 OLkq 13.76 SP= 86m._2 SP? =13.e8 0_68 25.w9 OH&9 21.16
_q2.qh $P58 %|7.22 SP62 _O_.lY SP6, 0.88 SP66 0.18 LPI 3936.50
5w0.19 ST5 519._9 ST? 695.W1 STI8 556.k8 STl? ,95.50 STI8 58q.3_
• 11.15 S_5 _?.08 ST3_ 525.31 STY1 W?W.eO ST"5 _95.16 ST,7 1272.b5
727.12 ST_ 950.17 ST62 lq6_.70 ST65 15_1.l_ S_ _97.&0 STS_ 608.0?
536.73 _T& _k9.16 SNSI62q56.63 $019 - &.R, SQS_ O.qT SGB5 0.80
D.k03
sssssss* 11_ T.875
59._1w II* ,5._83
-3.01_ 121 r 55.585
0.251 129 0,878
0.897 137 0.535
95_.99_ I_ II78.101
***.**_* 15_ 7w1,.519
0.I_7
1791562.
8016.1_6
22_38.732
15_2W.21_
0.800 ]OWA 183.179 105 2.563
ill w2_.83_ 112 10.833
119 _8.7_8 1_0 150.132
122 197._? 1_$ 58.2e3
130 0._89 131 0."_1
138 -0.111 1_9 O._W?
1q6 536.18_ l,T 288.57_
15q e_e_eIO* 15_ IS_0.566
113 _27.1q6 11_ 252.632
0.000 121B 10o050
12w _.967 123 1.913
132 0.w96 133 0,356
lug 2926.785 1_1 _022.908
IW8 8016.186 i_9 &O33.Sw3
156 fl289._05 157 7837.311
ORIGINAL PAC_.._q_-
OF POOR QUALITY
Ru_ 90, EVEN_ 1_3
*el H2_2 &DU PrRFQRMANCr eO0
TIlL 11-17-_5
R_JDIN6
BARONCTER 13.33 psla
aP66 _?L.?I RP67
5P18 I_,Ie SP6_
LP2 _A,07 _TbA
1751 1017.7_ _TSb
_TSb %o3,8_ LT2
L_2 126,6 L Lb5
CALEUL_TIOfl5
101 7.7n0 102
163 ].372 1oa
115 331,363 116
G.O00 I21C
I76 3.363 127
15_ 0.163 135
I_2 966o6n? I_
150 50_.[09 151
258 107.506 _59
106 2960 _ •
1_5 1582.0b_
I_9 15P3_,559
15_ I]_35.671
55d,69 3LAb
505.66 RT67
56v.9_ S757
561,21 LT3
13,75 JckY
517.22 S_R
_2q.SP ST_ =
?_0.32 STY5
5_A,90 LT_
O_T[ 11-11-7_
13.76 SP_ 8_6.36 _P?
_56.55 _P62 $_0,0_ 5P6_
_16.85 ST? 69_._ 5116
7_q.77 _T6_ 1961._ ST6 =
_57.19 SN816_?7._A $015
_.590 103 _.597 0,000
•me_**_ II_ 12,_99
_17._37 117 5_._Bf 11_ _5,082
o9._29 i_I[ 2_,_76 121r _0_,_8_
_.337 12_ 0.2_ 12_ 0.801
0,?13 136 0._3_ 137 0,59_
109 I_721_6.
ISP 3_526._q?
15_ 22591.2_
_0"._50H_ 65._5 0H69 62.09
1._8 5P66 0.10 LPI 38_0.2_
_6..53 5117 500.51 STle _51.73
q75.15 $T15 589.82 5?_? 1196.99
I_I.70 _76_ _3_.96 ST6_ 613._5
6._ SC_3 0._5 5085 0,9_
IO_A _20.5_3
111 7_5.f106
119 _3.75_
122 306,q87
130 0._6;
13_ -O,Oq_
1_6 _8_,03_
155 _oo*_**
_U_ 117. (VE_T _0
• *. H202 6oU P_FORMANCr
105 2,302 I06 .ee=eeee 107 3,215
I1_ 11.661 115 e59,865 I|_ _I0.372
120 2?7._07 0.000 1_10 10.820
t_3 _7.&48 12; S.?q9 125 l,qSl
131 0._25 132 0.3_0 133 0,_12
135 0.615 1_0 5925.6_1 I_I 7602._53
157 326.65_ 1_8 mte_l_o_ t_ *l_ao_ml
I_5 1A29.2_9 156 8_15.B16 157 762?._99
R(&OING
0AROMETER
230
riP66 _71.q_ RP67
5P18 117,07 _Pb3
LP2 9_.89 _T66
_19 571.51 $727
STSI 767.qq 5T56
5T86 58n.60 L12
L_2 3_._2 Lg5
CILCULATIONS
I01 3,3_1 102
115 IIq._2 116
O.00C 121_
125 0.319 127
13_ C,395 I_5
I_0 -137.qu6 151
15_ I63.550 IC_
106 lX6_3,
i15 251.954
i_9 d7_5.7_5
153 &P22.85P
553.29 DL6_ I_.07 PLY9 10,10 5P5 867.63- _P? _0?,¢90H6B 13.32 OH69 10,6_
17,0_ 5_27 5_7,5_ _PSq %26.55 SP62 138._6 5P6_ 0._65P66 0.01 LPl $606,0_
51_._ RT67 537.37 _75 5_?.32 577 677,73 STl6 561._I _T17 557,02 5T16 579,90
5_2.2_ ST31 _2._ $7_5 _5_,68 STY9 _70.17 5T_1 5¢_.a6 S7_5 537,24 STq? 1368,19
721.86 ST57 763,1_ _75_ 751._9 FT6_ 19_9.585765 I_7._5 5T66 1213,_0 STS_ 618,38
_2,9 u _75 528,70 LT6 %W3.95 5elAl_Pk2m,SS 5015 1,16 $_3 0,75 5985 1,20 .
29,97
_,i17
10.997
101,172
37,.20
3._12
0,639
173.1_6
?I,( 13-3o-3o
103 _.61_
I17 5,_.9_7 11p _3.6_6
121[ 2A.O_ 121r 50,170
i28 O.O0_ 129 0,202
136 0._53 I_ 0,262
I_ IR_.09 _ I_ 757.95_
152 *,_•_*$* 15_ 5_22,_
161 U.I_
_09 15861_7.
¢52 I0225.P22
0.000 _O_a 107.n30
111 261.m2 _
119 5e.77s
122 q;,28_
130 0._07
I_ 0.051
I_6 _9,19_
_55 eelo*_
R_N ;17. [YEN ? 235
lee H202 APU P_RFO_ANCr
;05 3.051 106 *_*.**e_ 107 3°297
I}2 16.1a5 113 309.917 II_ I_q._51
I?C 75.3_3 0,000 1219 7,292
I?_ 52.852 126 0.8_2 125 2.588
_31 0,55? 132 0.628 133 0,327
159 0.630 lqO 0.6_7 1_1 51.012
I_7 30.277 lq6 2q_2.SYl lqq 2705.725
I55 1q96.7%7 156 8163.8_$ 157 7883.678
RCADING
8ARO_ET[R
23_
1_._ PSTA
DAT_ IN [_GINEERING U_ITS
RP66 871.30 RP67
SPIE 123.70 5P63
LP2 99,2? AT66
5T19 _73,86 sT2?
5151 765._6 5T56
5T86 596.6_ LT2
LQ2 71.02 L03
CALCULATIONS
101 _.956 102
160 1_367 lOS
115 201.265 116
v. 0,000 121D
126 " 0,556 127
13_ 0,3_4 135
1_2 191._72 163
150 .1_,317 151
156 103.6q9 159
106 2092_.
I55 390,915
l_q 3167,_23
153 6793,593
55_._ 0L68 13.75 DL_9 18,76 SP5 555.01 SP7 565._7 0H68 32.23 O_6q 23.83
$q.00 $P27 5_1,77 5P38 503,17 SP62216.57 S06b O,TR 5P66 O.fll tPl 3625.08
515,55 RT6? 53_*72 _T5 529°3_ ST? 695,57 STI6 575,56 $117 560.96 $116 38?.76
539._1 ST31 5_0,53 5T35 552,06 sT3q 56_,9_ 5Tql 5_.0_ 5T55 561,57 5T_7 13q_.&?
711.00 $757 761.71 _T_ 751°0q ST62 19_.70 _TTq 1530._1 _766 I_51.56 $70_ 627,16
556.33 kt5 528.70 LT6 5_5,87 5N01_259_.30 SQlq 6,72 5_83 0,77 SQ65 1.33
29.97
. 3.250 i03 _.655
16.1_9 109 *.oeee** 110 5.205
175,_05 11? 51.051 118 56,_51
26._61 121[ 3_,q55 121¢ 5_.338
_,611 126 0.00_ 125 0.237
0.670 136 0,959 137 0,203
263.507 16_ 297,099 I_% 390.915
-129.668 152 _*em*ee* 153 6793.593
_.119 161 0.1_6
109 17_199_.
1_6 3526.675
_52 2895_.6_&
15_ 22161.090
0°000 lOqJ 152,?16 I_R 2.55_ 106 **$0o*.* 10? 3.337
111 _$3,31e 112 i?._10 113 36_,201 11_ 221,_78
119 _0,_50 1_0 15_._32 0.000 I@IB 6.565
1_2 166._3q I_3 _9.203 12_ _ 1.213 125 3.955
130 0._91 1_1 0.535 132 0,500 133 0.389
138 0.0_ 139 0.?15 150 18.622 lql u5.119
1#6 135.371 ]q7 li_.lqq 1_8 3526.695 lqq 3167,_23
155 eeoooet* I_5 1530.535 156 3202._56 157 7505,$96
195
R_N 117, EVENT 261
*ll H202 APU PERFORMANCE *I*
DATE 11-11-7_
TIME 13-32-51
READING
8AROMET[R 13,_ PSfe
DATA IN ENGZN[[RING UNITS
RP&6 668,69 RP67_?.5_ OL&8
$P18 11_.07 5P63 59.55 SP2T
LP2 70.06 RT66 317,65 RTG?
S719 577.92 ST2? 537.33 ST31
5T51 763,92 S156 ?05,28 ST57
$766 605,92 LT2 5?5.22 LT5
L02 129.52 LGS 29.07
CALCULATZON$
101 7.757 102 S.007 103
160 1,368 106 2_,034 109
115 33_,032 116 281.307 117
0,000 1210 32.26_ 121E
126 0._ 127 7,313 128
139 0,260 133 0*709 i36
1_2 296.807 i_3 _16.313 l_
150 -263,7_5 151 -19_.912 152
158 I0_.371 159 5.585 161
106 3223_. 109
I_5 625.98_ 1_8
1_9 5208.337 152
153 11035.271 15_
DATE 11-11-7_
TIME 1_'19-19
13.75 0L61 13.76 SP5 835.16 SP? _98.98 0H60 82._6 nH69 62.20
520.78 SP_6 _93,71 Sp62 349.1_ SPT_ 1.6_ SPk6 O.C& LP1 3595.05
332.59 FT5 $25,96 ST7 691.5_ ST16 5A8.26 ST17 _62.07 $718 60_,70
537.69 S735 _R,ll ST3q 567,39 STY1 _1.97 ST_ _60.99 STk? 1383.72
760.09 ST56 750.38 ST62 19_6.38 ST6_ 1;06._ ST6b 1220.97 ST6_ 633.83
528.?5 LT6 _72.90 SNB1_2935.3R 5_19 5._8 S_B3 0.7B 5085 1,99
C.695
***u*$ee II0 12.765
_,66_ lIP _5.7_8
67,201 121r 88,989
0._01 129 0,23?
0,970 137 0.221
O,lq_
1910191,
5_77.69_
_3757.1_9
0.000 )O_A 327,_56
111 7_8._9_
119 38.n71
122 270.931
130 O._B_
138 O.n_1
1_6 250.127
RUN lIB, EVENT 251
H202 aPU PERKORN6NCr
103 2.35R I06 ae***e** I07 3.317
112 10.711 113_5.230 Ii; 359.820
120 2A6.379 . 0.000 1218 IC._75
1_3 39.7_ 12_ 1.908 125 3,8_
1_1 0.539 132 0.320 133 0._90
139 0.706 I_0 9.3_$ i_I 90._25
1_7 _22.)_9 1_8 5_77.6_8 1_9 5208,337
I_ 1912.7_ 156 8319.210 157 7695.193
REAO|NG
BAROMETER
251
DATA _N ENGInEERinG UNITS
RP66 669.08 RP6?
SP18 96.2_ SP63
LP2 66.32 R766
S719 575.22 5727
STSI 766._8 ST56
STB6 590.55 LT2
LO2 29.1T Lg5
CALCUL^TIONS
101 2,_22 102
160 1.366 108
115 IC0.766 116
0,000 121_
126 0,22_ 127
13_ 0,531 135
lq2 102.968 193
150 -96.0_5 151
15_ 109.520 159
106 10352.
I_5 200._67
1_9 2090.683
153 q_01.259
5_5.9_ DL6B 7,_0 0L69 5,72 SP5 065,;2 SP7 522._9 DM6a 7.80 0H69 6.09
9.73 SP21 59_,97 S038 525.87 5P62 105.96 SP6_ -9._5 SP66 -&1.31 LP] 38_0,0_
518.33 RT6? 5_0.77 _75 _35.91 ST? 665.5_ 5T16 563.73 STI? 561.0_ 5718 565.13
395.55 ST31 596.00 ST35 _58.69 5T39 5?6._6 51_1 "59._I STY5 561.80 STY? 1293.66
723.7_ ST57 762,51 5T58 751.19 ST62 t9_a.26 ST6_ 13_3.71 ST&6 1100.97 STS_ 620.68
3_o._9 LT5 530.77 LT6 _6._8 5rJ81_27_0,13 S_lq q.81 S_83 0.77 5085 1,22
31.32
1.608
33.269
10_.650
32.783
2.198
0,652
136.789
-50,222
3,113
O_TE 11-11-7;
TINE 1N-21- 0
i03 0.663
I09 *_**eee 110 ;.030
117 51.510 11_ q0.91_
1_1[ 3.225 121_ 28.901
128 0,002 129 0,193
136 0;935 137 0,310
1_ I_.2_7 195 200._67
152 ee=_=_e 153 q001.259
161 0o138
109 2016279,
1_8 1729.0_2
132 13_73.175
15_ 9_71.917
0.000 tOgA 93.35_
111 2_6,267
1)9 _2._91
1_2 97._1
130 0._16
138 O.O_q
1_6 17.799
15_ 9_71.91?
_JN 118, EVENT 2S5
*t_ H292 APU P_;(F_HMA_Cr
10_ 2._02 I06 ==*====- 107 3.359
112 16._2 n 113 302.150 11_ 126.;;3
120 63.B_5 0.000 1218 7,109
1_3 35._72 12_ 0.677 123 - 1.7_5
131 0.353 132 0.672 133 0,37_
139 0.572 1_0 3.663 1_1 33.60_
1_? 19.?_A I,_ 1729.0_2 1_9 209_.683
155 im_._ 156 0675.100 157 7920.98_
READING
BAROMETER
255
13,;_ PSIA
DATA _I LNG[rEE_I_G UNII3
_P66 R_?.O? RP67 5_.63 DL6_ I].75 DL_9
SP18 95.8_ SP63 23.61 SP21 535.75 SP58
LP2 7F.2_ _¢Tb6 51_.qq RTb7 537.61 _T5
5T19 57_.50 _T27 592.17 5T31 Sq3,27 $135
_751 76_.9_ 5T56 71_.3_ ST5? 760.uq _T5_
5T96 597.6_ LT_ 55_._5 LT5 53_.71 LT_
LQ_ 67.17 Lg5 31.17
CALCUL_TIG(;3
_01 _.2_q 102
160 1.367 105
115 192.0_6 llb
n.o00 1210
126 C.316 I;7
13_ 0.3_3 135
192 1_1.0l? i_3
150 -I,7.66_ 151
158 10F.003 1_9
106 I_C_I.
i_5 _08.106
I_9 2793.19_
153 6906.5_I
13.76 Sm5 85_._0 S_?
_05.67 SP62 10P.66 SP6q
• 33._7 ST? 691.01 ST16
_53.85 5T39 570.51 57_I
750.17 5T62 1999.58 ST6_
_5E.50 Sl_81_2_6_.BR SQ19
_.799 103 _.637
_6.15_ 109 *==***,* II_ 7.05R
171._78 117 _8.385 119 _3.777
28.319 i_I[ 2_,690 121_ _8,527
3.9_2 128 O,OC_ 12u 0.232
D.65q 136 U;95_ 137 0,226
21_.008 Z_ 237.76n 14_ 308.106
*1C6.109 152 *.0=**** 153 6706.5_1
_,063 161 d,lq3
IC9 2051229.
I_ 2977.235
152 2_7_.0¼7
0,000 _O_A 1A3.603
I11 a38,T75
119 39.172
122 1k3,395
130 0,38R
138 0.q_3
I_6 I]8._q_
512.95 0_66 2q,06 0H69 17,89
*7,_5 SP6b o10.00 LPl 3782.09
S76,R6 ST17 562,70 3710 586.I0
_55._ STY5 563.5_ STY? 1337.6&
1372.5_ 5766 1189,19 ST8_ 628,05
q,72 5¢A3 3.78 SG65 1,3_
lP5 2,30_ 106 eoo*=*** 107 3.390
112 17,_U3 113 360.529 11_ 211._22
120 I_5.239 0,000 1216 80_B3
123 3%639 129 1.102 125 3.137
)31 0.560 132 0,_86 133 0,955
139 0.69& 1_0 IS,682 1_1 5?,2_8
1_7 111,960 1_8 2977.235 1_9 2793.19_
I_5 1932._5 156 8385.051 157 7910.19_
196
RLq 118 EVENT 260
t.t H202 APU PERFORMAN(:r e*Q
DATE II-1]*?_
TI_£ Iw-23-15
READING
BAROMETER
260
13,W_ PS|A
CATA I_, ENGINEFHIr, G U:JITS
rip66 861.27 _D67 5WT,7W _L&_ 13,75 DLA9
SfIB IDI._F 5P65 5O,O5 SP_? 51W.09 Sr_O
LP_ 5_,7@ RTb6 52J,95 RTGI 53W,h8 _T5
%T19 57P.OW 5T_T 53_.76 ST31 53_qgq 5T35
S751 _b1,59 SIS& 707.76 sTS? 75g.0_ %1_
SIB6 6C6,8A LT; 575,WW LI5 538,7? _16
L_2 129.67 L_5 _1.27
CALCULATION5
101 ?,_m 102 N._26 I03 C,6w_
160 1.3_ 108 36,263 109 a*_***** 110 12.26W
115 33P.6_1 lib 290.20_ 117 _6.9q_ lIP _W.36_
0.000 1210 _0.16_ I<IE 59,1?1 121r 78°608
126 o. Sq6 127 7.C52 _28 0.005 1_ q 0,?_2
13_ r;2_% l_b 0.732 136 0.q75 137 0.233
150 -2_5;lL? 151 -192,P99 152 **_***** l_ **_****_
1%8 105.0_ 159 5,_56 161 O.l_b
106 3107_, 109 2053620.
I_9 5103,372 152 w3J16.157
153 11_31.622 lOW 31564,_39
13,76 SP5 832,76 FP? W98.70 0_68 77.10 0H69 57*96
_0,20 FP62 333,9P S_6W -3.06 5P66 -6.76 L_I 3620,06
5_9,_6 $77 695.w_ STI6 590,_1 S717 563,39 STIO 60W,90
850.73 S739 _GK.GW STWt _3._5 STem 563.31 STY7 136_.72
7_9.67 $T62 lqqS.l_ sT65 13eW.kl 5T66 1192.73 STeW 635.09
_7,.60 SN_162551,13 S_Iq 5.11 5083 0,81 SOe5 1.50
0.000 IOWA 327._2P
111 763.252
119 $0.¢22
122 279.q79
138 0,0_%
IW6 2_5,65_
15q tttllllO
RUN 120. EVENT 2_C
H202 APU PERFDRI_ANCr
105 2._ww 106 .*0.**** 107 3,32W
117 19,0;7 113 W55,976 IIW 358,080
120 270.0_0 0.000 1218 10.728
123 3?.07? 12_ 1.0_3 125 5.595
131 0.529 132 0.330 133 0._96
13_ 0.?22 1NO 29.526 1_1 73.186
1_7 23_.570 IWe 51_2.579 1_9 5103.372
15_ 191?._17 156 8295.601 157 7098,113
RtiCIN6
B&RON[T[R 13.$9 PSI&
DAT_ I'_ (NGINEEHING UNITS
RP66 R?W.11 RP67
SPI8 110.W5 $P63
LP2 88.8; RT66
_T19 66_.08 5127
_T51 7g_,50 ST56
STe6 579,51 LT2
kS2 1e.77 LOG
C_tCULATION$
101 2,296 102
160 1,3_3 IC8
115 56,501 Ii_
0,000 1210
126 0,191 127
13_ 0,616 135
150 -295.852 151
150 12_,_18 159
106 k_19,
1_5 879,891
I_9 2732.057
153 *_._5
551.33 DL68 3.07 0L69 5.13 SP_ 802.0_ SP7 510._3 DW6B W.97 0H69 3.36
7.69 SP2? 552.7_ SR¢e 535._7 SP62 97.65 SP6_ 0.19 SP66 0.00 LPl 3789.09
513.62 RT67 5W,.69 _?5 _8.70 ST? 620.89 5T16 333.07 $117 563.2_ ST16 687.30
Wge.37 5?31 501.65 STY5 _83.33 ST3q 670.96 S7wI 5R_,k5 STY5 55W°36 STw7 1353.10
7_2.20 STS? 788.30 5?_8 751.W9 $762 19_9.50 $76_ 1_5.01 5766 1110.0_ STO_ 683.32
6w2,eo LT5 530,9_ LT6 _35,02 SNe162692,88 Sglq 10,_3 SO83 0,77 SOB5 1,17
-0.12
1.C12 103 0._;8 0.000 IO_A S2._q? 105 3.800 106 6519.535 107 2,905
8,171 IC9 **00"*** lln 3,309 111 160,9a5 II_ IS.mR5 113 18_._21 11_ 99,179
20,%_2 I17 60.39_ 118 35.160 119 12.752 120 22.521 0.000 1218 w.339
_6oq36 121[ q0.39_ 121r 02.9R5 122 16.183 123 72.80_ 12_ 0.68; 125 1.611
2.10_ 128 _.011 12q 0.171 130 0._02 131 O._&6 132 0.8w2 133 0.10_
0.5w2 136 0.896 137 0.376 138 0.083 139 0.619 lq0 25.w1_ 1_1 - 33.755
651.097 i_q _92.039 lq_ 879.891 lq6 ._63.798 1_7 -213._0 l_& 1906,600 l_q 2732.057
-71.953 152 8989.60_ 153 -_,2_5 15_ 8993._5q 155 1563.3_7 156 9628,09e 157 ?59q.065
1.650 161 _.13C
1(}9
152
15w
OAT£ 11-25-7_
TIW[ 13-_3-w5
160_838.
lq06.600
_969,6_R
8993._5W
_N 120, EVENT 276
M202 APU P[RFORNAN_r
READING
OAROqETER
27k
13.39 PSIA
DATA IN (NGINEERING UNITS
RF66 871.90 RPG?
SPIe 122.30 S_63
LP2 9g,S? RT66
S?19 659,12 sT27
$151 793,51 5T56
STO6 506,58 LT2
L02 W1.62 LG5
CALCULATIONS
101 3.785 1(}2
160 1.368 I08
115 131,7_5 116
0.000 121D
126 0.257 127
13_ O.W1W 155
1_2 1681.008 1;5
15(} -517.05_ 151
158 106,36_ 159
106 15629.
I_5 2069,200
Iq9 3203.819
153 .3,697
551.66 DL6U 13,75 OLk9
21.11 SP27 5_6,99 SP58
516,21RT67 557.61 ST_
375,25 S?31 380.39 ST_
750.17 ST37 789,20 ST88
675.21 LT5 529._8 t?6
-0,12
15,39 SP3 911.51 GP? _O0,wO OH6S 17.67 OF*69 13.82
521.82 SP6? 16q,66 SP6; 0._8 5066 O.O0 LP1 3787.09
331.12 sT7 652,61 ST16 550,85 _Tt? 5_1.50 STI8 7_.97
511.qqST39 6_O.(}7 STWI _26.7_ _T;% 536.72 STW? 1591.09
750.17 _762 19q8.9_ ST6_ 1_38.7_ ST66 1202.37 STOW 615.76
x33.q3 SN6162_03.88 SOlq 10._3 SO_3 O,6g SOBS 1.08
2.q27 103 0.6_1' 0.000. 10qA 123.12_ 105 5.027
12.820 _09 **ee**** 110 6.213 111 511.2_6 112 1_.77q
_9,658 117 53,_2w 118 W2,3W_ 119 15,gS_ 120 _.352
• 3.563 121[ 90.806 121r 125.70(} 122 _O',qOg 123 ?1._31 12_ 1.137
5.528 120 0.012 129 0.1_1 130 0._91 131 0._53 152 _.705
0.395 136 (},gW? 13? 0.262 138 O._e_ 139 0.701 1_0 63._08
1358,7_ IWq 17_5,756 I_20_9,200 IWGl_6,Flq 1_7 62.376 l_e 3386,TgG
-207.208152 *_*_*_s_ 15_ -3,697 1Sq *seeees* 1_5 lq0_.37_ 156 8592.799
W,20W 161 3.1_3
109 1653153.
IW8 338G,7_6
152 16201,5_7
1SW 1620_.2wR
106 ******** 107 3.306
113 368._5 11w 166.609
C.OOO 1218 8.669
125 2,6W7
133 0.237
1_I 57.039
l_q 3203,819
157 7889.101
197
OATE 11-26-?w
T|M[ 15-52-26
RUN 122, EVENT 208
• me H202 APU PERrOR_&NCr ee*
RCADING 30_
BAROMETER 13.58 aSIA
DITA IN [NGZNE[HING UNIiS
RP6& 872.50 RPb? _56.21 0160 o13.75 DLG9 -13.76 SP5 831.5& $P? wqO.R8 0H68 8W.ql DH69 64.64
SP18 128.76 sPA3 55,99 5227 511,02 5P58 Nql,ql 5P62 5;7.78 SP6; 1._1 SPA6 O,OW LPI 3656.07
LP2 61.36 R766 513,20 R767 531,01 ST5 321,97 ST? 503.q_ _TI& 577.03 STIT 538.19 ST18 703.39
5719 622.31 5?27 213.53 STS_ 3_b.33 S135 467,R; $TSq 562.99 STql ;_7.1_ $T_5 503._W ST;7 1316.23
ST_ 46W,59 STS_ 325,47 ST57 718.0q ST_B 7_0.08 STA_ lqN?.2_ ST6 m 1WO&,_O _T&k qGB.lq STBW &19,12
5T86 595,1_ LT2 G75,69 LT_ 529.58 LT6 58W,51 $NOLk?NT2,3P SOl@ q,tO SOB3 0._4 SOS5 1.00
_g2 129,37 LOS 15,?2
CALCULATIONS
101 7.88_ 1_2 5,09B 10_ 0.646 0.000 104_ 327.189 1_5 2.381 ICb teesee=* 107 3.319
160 1.360 108 2402_7 109 l**_*o** 11_ 12,986 111 751.3_3 112 12,_64 115 364,30q llN 36q,484
115 335.079 116 237.6;0 117 18,193 11_ 41,703 119 51,_24 120 2_9.q_3 0.P00 1210 8.684
0.000 1210 37._99 121[ 106.927 121r 135.537 122 228.951 1P3 &2.330 12W _._75 125 3.415
126 2.672 127 5.215 128 0.23C 12q 0.R50 130 0.;61 131 O.;2q 132 O.q03 133 0.34w
l_q 0.101 135 0._15 136 O,qO_ 1_7 0,463 138 =O,nOA 134 0,q2 _ l_O 4_41,32_ 1;1 5853.250
1N_ 2111.260 115 2009.580 lq4 2526.982 145 3133.456 1q6 430._8_ 1N7 _25._qk 148 lleilltl 11_ llmeOltl
150 78,;$6 151 -270.2_6 152 _-*e_*** |5_ 7203.157 t_ *_ee*ee_ 1_5 191_.7_q 156 _1_.197 157 7897,392
156 103.125 159 4,907 161 0.117
106 32B24. %09 1909172,
14_ 3133.156 148 12646._9
119 11760,102 152 34765.1w9
153 7203.u57 15W 27561.k96
// [_ 20 FEB 75 !;,_51 HRS _JN Ill, EVENT _15
000 H202 AP_ PERrOR_NCr $8$
D_T( _2" ;07;
TIME iN-16-30
READING 515
BAROMETER 13.2& P$1s
DATA I_l [NGIN[[RING UNITS
RP66 874.3_ RP67 058.20 DLG8 ;.07 DLk9 3.00 SP5 802.;6 SP7 519.05 _6_ 3.89 DH69 3.29
SP18 09,1] 5P63 2.51 SP2? 558.63 SPS8 538.85 $P62 73,75 S_64 -10.05 SPA6 -11.10 LPI 3626,08
LP2 75,94 RT66 ;8_,20 RT67 517,11 ST5 513,92 ST7 50_,45 5716 5_,_5 ST1? 548.24 ST18 679,19
gTL9 657,2_ ST2? 463.3_ STSI 466,50 $T35 962.99 ST_9 661,6_ ST;1 167._1 $Tq5 qU3.95 ST;7 11q3.62
$T51 770.04 S156 731.26 5757 766,2W $158 752.30 STA_ 1955.3N STA_ 124].60 STY& 952.59 5t04 540.3_
ST86 567.16 LT2 621.82 LT5 525,_9 LT6 527,21 5NBIA2755.88 SOl9 8.72 SQ83 0.71 S08_ 1.05
102 13.97 L_5 15.72
CALCULATIONS
101 1.832 102 1.205 103 _.65_ 0.000 10qA _0.70q 105 3.?;2 106 776,.061 107 3.3;2
160 1.567 108 27.118 109 *e_$**_* 110 3.338 111 179.79R 112 I;.623 113 182.9_ 11; 10_._3_
115 5_.013 _16 21.1_4 LIT 58,20_ i1_ 29,;_5 114 l_.q$_ 120 19.0_1 0,000 121_ _.304
0,000 1210 55.&29 121[ 53,153 121r 8_.N78 122 19.86_ 125 61._9_ 124 _.637 125 1.194
126 0.179 127 1.653 128 0.010 129 0.126 130 O.Ng_ 151 O.qet 132 0.64_ 133 0.108
134 0,68q 135 0.436 _36 0.866 137 0,481 138 O.DSF 139 0.29_ IWO 19.568 141 21,312
112 595.356 145 569,501 _41 617,88_ I;_ q;I.196 146 .145._55 1_7 .96.=2n 1;d 14_2,063 149 2352.569
150 089,399 151 -21,_73 152 6258,571 1_ 226,L76 _; 6032.395 155 1936,_a4 15= 8387.576 157 7916._94
158 105,9"5 159 1,718 161 0.11_
136 ?76;, 109 1952896.
115 841.196 140 1142.CA3
149 2352.569 152 6258,571
153 226.176 154 60_2,395
.R_N I16, EVENT ]]6
$*_ H2C2 A_b Pt'RFORWANCr eee
DATE 12- 6-74
TIVL 14-5?-30
READING 336
8ARONET(R 13,46 PSIA
DAT_ Tr_ EN_lrlEE,(I_ u_IIlh
_P66 ReF.3w R267 557.5_ DLGB 3,Rb OLGg 3,13 SP5 _81.15 _P7 5_0,36 D_6_ 4,02 DH69 3,0_
gp_8 8_.;_ 5P63 _.15 So27 582._ _PSR _.9_ FP62 76.1_ SP&N .10.46 5PAb -LI.SW LPI 3805.0_
LP2 76,11RTb6 _95,09 RT67 533,_3 _T5 _20.93 ST? 63_,36 5T16 _wq,4_ STI7 545.7_ $111 6_6,51
5T1_ 85_.76 5T27 _17.2_ 5T_1 421._P 5T35 %q3.05 _TSR 6_1.8_ 5741 RUG.4? STA_ _45.35 STA? 1253.20
5TSL 76q.To sT5_ 7_._I 57_7 762._1 STSe 748,6_ _T6= 1964.67 576_ 1319.56 576b I035,q6 STBN 60_,93
5186 577.9_ LTP 609.44 Lib 525.q0 LT6 _26.20 S_R1_2171,6_ S_19 6,)q SC83 0,71 S085 1,0e
L_2 1_.97 LQ5 13.07
CALC_L_TIOh5
1_1 1.810 _2 1.167 ,0_ _.AqP 0._00 _;A 13._ q 1_5 _.0_1 106 7514.019 107 3.31Q
160 L,SGA IC0 ¢0,M69 109*ee***e_ iI_ 2,986 111 180,_39 112 11,564 113 274,B_3 11_ 101,065
115 50,316 11_ _;.550 117 55,_82 110 27.856 119 13,57_ 120 13,916 0,000 1218 &,_66
n,O00 1210 57.155 1_1E 32.292 121r 82,q81 122 18.003 123 45._9_ 124 0,565 125 1,255
1_6 0.125 127 1.690 128 _,011 1_4 0,092 1SO 0,50_ 131 0.q71 112 0,016 133 0,239
131 n,777 135 0,519 136 0,414 137 0,366 138 0.056 159 0.R65 110 24,70_ 141 1_.526
1W2 74_.095 I_ 7g_.122 _44 736,111 115 989,699 116 -19,025 I17 -8.251 I_6 1389,379 149 183q,979
150 -07.546 151 -51.513 152 670_090 153 52,_39 154 A671,65_ 155 Iq05._5_ 156 8788,17? 157 7886,99;
155 111,4_6 159 2,_95 161 0.137
106 7514. 109 1996158,
115 _59.699 148 1309.379
149 IR34,Y79 152 670_,090
153 32._9 154 66TI._S_
/1 E'm 28 FE_ T5 13.98N HRS
198
OAt( 12*16°7_
TIN[ 13-_2-30
RUb 1_. EVENT )7_
m** Wa02 APU P[RFORMANCf
RCAO|NG
BARONET[R 15._2 PSI&
RP6&
SPIB
LP2
5T19
5151
STa6
LG2
101
160
115
126
lq2
150
158
106
109
153
OATA IN (NGINC£RING UNITS
B72,30 RP67
215.83 5P63
81.8; qTb6
&72,87 5T27
765._6 5T56
5&3.56 L12
22.17 LG5
C_L.CULAT|ONS
2,1_0 102
1.366 108
59.030 116
0.000 1210
0.15_ 127
_.6q7 135
926.567 l_3
-93.212 151
111.272 159
9169.
q95.593
lql,067
&7.920
557,71 Ok68 5,87 DLG9 _.31 SP5 072,2_ SP? 5_0,06
5,91 $P27 $51.1_ SPS_ _38.98 5P62 93.8_ $P&_ *9,_8
501.77 RT67 532.0? ST5 525,$9 ST? _S.Tq $T16 5_9.11
q13.70 $T31 q19.72 5T_5 _q7,71 ST3q &76.2_ $T_1 _5._9
?l&._l STY7 762.11 STSB 7_9.67 STY2 195_.3_ $T6_ 1331.n7
&_6.52 LTb 526.20 LT6 526.91 5N81226_5.63 $019 10._3
1_.77
I._2_ 103 0.663 0.000 10qA 52,_q2
28.666 109 l.ester, II_ 3.565 111 212,_2
30.97q 117 5_,269 118 27,28& 119 lq0580
62.61e 121[ 3_.8_q 121r 90,67_ 122 .2_,[_6
1,9&0 128 0,012 12q 0,133 130 0,_98
0.393 136 0.92q 137 0,321 138 0,032
885,630 lqq 9q0.003 1_ 995.593 1_ =30.q$%
*_2.1&_ 152 _296.917 15_ 87,920 15_ 8208,99_
3.089 161 0.136
109 1966_38.
I18 1599.213
152 8256._17
15U 8200.q50
O_TE 12-16-7_
TI"[ 13-_5- 0
_u_. iz,_, EVENT ]78
H202 AnU PERrOI_M_,NCr
DH68 5,8q _H69 q.q2
SP6& -10.90 LP| $?Ae. OB
STITS51.5e STl8 69e.5_ -
ST_ _50,9B STY? 1_73,10
STA_ 10e0.53 STS_ _09.30
$083 0.?_ 50_5 1.11
105 q.09q 106 9169.315 IOT 3.557
11_ 15.3_g 113 210.185 115 11_.#61
1_0 _T.635 0.000 1218 6,787
1_5 T2,6_9 12_ 0,63S 125 1,S0_
1_1 0'_?112_ O*B 75 133 0.1_7
135 0,521 1_0 _3.762 1_i _5,091
I57 *16._92 1_8 1599.91S l_q |_lq.00T
155 19q5,932 156 8812.535 15T 7919.268
READING
B_ROm(TER
3TO
13,_2 PSli
RF6b 87_.7_ flmb? 55_._9 CLAb 10.;1 OL6? 7.71 SP5 A6_.63 _P?
S_18 12n._ S_63 1Z.05 SP_7 5_7.7_ SPSq _33,_8 _P6_ 122.96 $P6_
LP2 9n.06 HTb6 501.52 RTA? 53n,_4 ST5 _25,02 STT &88.0_ $T16
STl9 676.3_ 5T27 _17.57 _TSl 305,_1 5_3_ _.q3.28 STS_ 673.22 ST_l
_TSI 765._6 ST56 '713.53 ST57 761._0 STSfl Tqg.86 ST62 195_.0_ ST&5
ST86 591.6 _ LT2 675.&,LT: 526._8 LT6 _26.80 SeJStA_S9_,3_ SOl_
Lg2 20.T2 L_5 i_.2_
CALCULAT]O_S
101 ;.820 I02 l,bbC 103 C.A55 0._00 IO#A q_,.qSq
IGO 1.J67 11_ 32.fl50 i09 eesJ_ee* 11_ q.250 IJl _qI._20
115 IC2.6_ 116 5].079 i17 5_1._8 _ |1_ 35.701 119 17.513
_.030 121_ 51.766 _21E 59._69 121_ 103.3_1 1_2 _3._
126 0.2_6 1_7 _.O23 128 -0.0_7 125 0.116 130 O._Og
13_ _.q_ 135 D.299 136 O.q45 13T 0,27q 138 0._5)
1_2 l?_r.9?g i_3 1613.300 i_ 17_.197 I_5 I277.16_ lq6 270._6_
150 -12_.007 I_1 -?3.571 l_2 *w$**e** lfi_ Sq.Aq7 )5_**ee_ee_
158 110.25b i_ 3.699 161 _.ISA
106 121U_, 109 2025736.
I_5 177T.Ib_ i_8 226_.?_9
I_9 2362.q73 152 IIA}5.155
15_ _.6_T 15_ 115_0._07
DATE 12*16-7_
Tl_[ 13-49-31
RUN 1_, EVENT 38E
08* H2D2 AaU P[RFOR_ANCr
501._2 DHbe 10.23 DH6q 8.27
-q,13 $¢_ -10.q3 LPI 376T.08
566._5 STI7 550,33 $T18 713,21
508._5 STY5 53_,_6 STk? 1315.56
1362,03 _T_6 1131.52 5T84 619,_2
1_._3 $U83 0.67 5085 1.0_
tO5 3.001 106 *****=o* 10? 3.336
112 I_.158 113 327.057 11_ 1¢6,726
1_0 63.?6R 0.000 121_ 7.69_
173 71._3_ 12_ 0.8q3 125 2.026
151 0._9 132 0.813 133 0.1?5
139 O.6qO 1_0 *113,180 1_1 _,75_
1_7 11_.703 1_8 2288,7_9 1_9 2362._T3
155 1927.87m 156 _715.T12 157 7905.787
READING
BAROMETER
3B_
13.q2 PSI_
DATA IN ENGINE[kING UNITS
AP66 86S,39 RP6?
SP18 118,9_ SP63
LP2 82,9B RT66
5T19 675,05 $T22
ST51 8Vq.07 STS&
$T06 _01.22 LT2
LG2 71_62 LQ5
CALCULATIONS
101 SOD&2 102
160 1,362 108
115 203,505 116
0,000 1210
126 1o050 127
13_ 0,285 135
lq2 ?6_,&Oa 1_3
150 305.511 151
_58 I06,322 159
lOG 21279.
I55 2865.156
I_9 5_8&,2_2
153 3356.135
559.01DLAB 13,75 OLk9 13.?6 SP5 857.01 SP7 _97,36 _64 32._9 OH69 2#,3_
3G.38 5P27 5_0,30 5m56 511,82 5P62 22T,67 SPA_ -S,83 SPAk -9,0_ LPI 3205,08
SOU.?1RY67 _27.92 ST5 517,19 sT? ?O0.2A STl_ 990._3 STI? 5_7,36 $118 733.19
22_._9 ST31 311.36 $T35 u6k.38 sr3q 6_,.15 STY1 591._0 STq5 519,73 ST_T 1336.00
2_.0_ 5T57 730,10 ST38 7_7,33 5762 _957.q0 5T65 139q,a7 ST6k 1091.71STB_ 626,36
205.18 LT3 526.32 LT6 _3q,51 SN81_2_EA.13 Sglg 10._3 3083 0.63 $q_5 1,07
1_,57
3.305 103 0.652
36,60_ lOqSee=eJ_O 110 8.360
159.9_2 117 56.955 118 38,822
51.773 121[ 52.813 121F 93,336
;.032 '128 0.1_0 12q 1"01_03
0._3_ 136 0.955 137 0.3_6
2616.013 1_ 30_g.2q9 1_ = 28&5,156
-1_5,226 152 _*=v*s*o 153 3336,155
q.932 161 O.]q3
lOq 2867181.
I_6 3215._22
152 22961.1_i
15_ lq605.00T
0,000 tOq_ 1q;.23_
111 5_k.?Ol
]19 30,51L
122 150,_91
130 0,_65
130 .0,080
lq6 _BI.IB?
15_ =ee=**e*
195 2.5&_ 106 ,seemse* 107 3,332
!1_ lq.0_1 113 353.151 11_ 2qA.n2&
120 151.592 O.OflO 1218 9.250
123 70,201 12_ 1.963 125 3.099
131 0.55_ 132 0.63_ 133 0.232
135 0.359 1_0 13?6.302 1_1 1930,561
I_7 272.336 lq8 5715.072 1_9 54&6.242
155 1922._15 156 8_57,275 157 T89_._0_
.
199
OAT[ i2-16-?;--
TtN[ 13-53-33
RUN ;t._,, EVENT 39_
olo H202 _PU P[RFORNANCr feb
_(_OINg 39_
BAAOMETCfl 11.12 PSI°
DATA IN [NGINCER;NG UN;TS
Rp£$ 866,69 RP6? 562.12 DL68 13.75 D169 13,76 5P5 831.7& SP? _0_,39 0H68 80,32 0N69 59,26
SP18 102°67 $P63 53.71 SP2? 520.2_ S_58 158.17 _P62 360.2P SP6; -3.7_ SP6b *6.?N LPI 5575*0;
LP2 60.50 RT66 500.2_ 5767 525.90 575 51W.77 ST? 891.91 ST16 601._6 5717 956.33 STI8 113.91
5T19 666.27 $T27 176.06 S731 3_5*59 S735 _65.;J S739 606.3_ $Tql 195.4N 5Tq_ 516°10 57N7 1311.70
$751 909.55 S756 291.82 $T57 719.12 S758 7_6.11 ST62 19_7.90 $765 lqOt.R3 S766 1097.89 5TB; 633.51
STY6 609.?7 LT2 713.90 LT5 526.62 LT6 582.77 _N81_2$?7.Sn $_19 10._3 5_8_ 0.67 $0_5 1.25
LO2 130.37 LG5 1_.02
CALCULAT|ONS
101 7.£77 102 5.033 103 _.6_5 0.000 101A 329.63! 1_ 2.31_ lob el*flees 107 3.337
160 1.367 108 58.617 109 lem*.oe= 110 12.710 111 _02.31, 112 15._C 113 ;28.058 11_ 368._;
115 339.?05 116 250.313 117 15._95 11_ 12.310 ]]9 51.19_ 120 267.3_2 0.000 121_ 10.071
0.000 1210 38.812 121( 99.;_2 121K 1_8.203 122 _0.2_1 123 69.837 12_ 3.656 125 _.018
126 2.363 127 5.31_ 120 0.209 129 0.865 130 0._59 131 0._33 132 0"505r 133 0.2?8
131 0"209 135 0"918 136 0"932 1_? 0"399 138 "0.130 139 _.865 110 3_38.31_ 1_1 1976"261
192 3072.257 113 2913"075 111 3611.979 1_5 3;99"822 1_6 586.28_ 1_7 519.155 1_6 e_e_eeo* 1_9 9699.169
150 717.375 151 -213.9_0 152 _*eet_** 153 6566.269 151 _e**_*_e 1¢_ 1925.796 156 8610.1_1 157 7899._0
158 108.9_6 159 5.595 161 3.1qC
106 32_0_. 109 2083003.
115 3_99.822 1k8 10511.667
119 9699.169 152 35u78.6C6
153 6565.289 15_ 28510.31_
RU_ I_5, EVENT _C
s_o H202 _P_ PERFORM_NCr _ee
OATC 12-17-71 R_ADING _OO
T_ 15-56-21 BARO_[T[R 13.3. PFT^
O^TA IN ENGINEERING UNITS
RP66 e81.935P67 553.96 0168 R.16 0169 _.73 SP5 800.6 SP7 517._2 DN6e b.02 OHGR _.65
SPl8 103.60 sP63 6.96 5P27 518.19 $P58 535.7_ SP62 96.75 5P6_ -9.53 SP6b *11.00 L_I 3760.08
_P2 7_.66 RT_6 501,_0 R767 525.0? $15 521.1E ST? 602.72 $T16 5_1,5_ $717 5_5.15 5_18 691.75
S719 675.99 sT27 121.91 ST31 12_.01 S135 551.5_ STSq 6_.E7 5_1 _59._ ST;5 5_2.61 ST;? 1197.66
_?51 765.16 $756 723._8 $757 763._2 5758 750.17 5762 ]960.1_ ST?_ 1297.01 ST66 958.26 5781 591.33
S786 560.07 LT2 6_8.29 LT5 865.60 LT6 529.91 SN8162677. 3 SO1; 21.99 3U_3 0.69 S¢&5 1.0_
Lg2 22.97 L15 19,17
CALCULAT|ON$
101 2.250 102 1.967 103 0.651 O._O0 10,_ 7_.79_ tn_ a.8_1 106 9q_6.393 X_? 3.33_
160 1.367 100 20.877 10_ *_***** 11_ 3.?17 III 2_3.71_ 112 1q.;26 113 205.39" 111 128.188
115 82.631 116 -906.660 117 57.559 11_ 36.935 119 -_5.267 120 98.5_1 _.000 1216 _.632
0.000 1210 50.690 121C 991.12_ 121r 1039.982 122 *911._93 123 173.903 12_ 0.765 125 1.;B_
12_ 0.095 127 2.152 12S 0.001 129 0.122 130 0.691 131 0._7% _32 0.912 133 C.127
131 0.596 135 0.995 13_ 0.868 137 G.qk9 138 0.055 ]39 0.336 110 12._69 1_1 19._5q
112 977.163 1_3 9_9._95 111 1_05.99_ 11_ 2012.560 1q6 -1_3.636 117 -56.3_R 116 17_%.5q1 119 2710.290
150 *105.993 151 *_8.719 152 ******_* 153 *****_*_ 151 7619.061 155 1923.631 156 8672.792 157 7903.318
158 109.735 159 2.055 161 0.]39
106 _16. 109 1_857;2.
1"5 2012.560 1_8 17_5.5_1
119 2710.210 152 -32125.121
153 .397;¼,qS& 15¼ 7o19,061
RUN 1_5. EVENT _06
e:e H2_2 ^P_ PE_FORNANCr ***
_ATE 12-I?-?; REkD1NG _06
B&RONCT(A 13.3w PSI4
OAT_ Z:e EN_Lr;C[_;_G U_ZTS
RP&6 fi7?.92 RP6? 55_.97 DL?_ lO._q CLk9 8.08 $P5 873.6_ 5P7 503.8; Dw6e 10.71 0H69 8.Z?
$P18 1_.11 SP63 13.01 SP27 5_6.05 SP58 _50.33 _P62 13).06 SPew -9.02 SP6b -11.10 LPl 57_7.08
LP2 70.58 ffTb6 W99,87 RT&/ 527.E7 ST5 _1.90 ST7 679,63 S?16 5_3.97 STI7 537._ S718 7_2.33
_719 68_.? _ ST2? 3_5.q_ $T3L 335._3 $T31 ;q5.32 STR9 6e_._% 5T_$ _10.&0 ST_b 530.1? ST;7 1106.;0
_?5| 7bP,_ 5T56 71_.21 ST57 75_,9_ $TSn 7q_.35 ¢T_ ]95_.50 $76_ 1351.86 ST6; 1119.09 $T8_ 610.07
STSb 5&_.61 L_2 681,18 LT_ 56_,60 LX6 _27._3 S_61_2519,63 591 q 2_.qq SOftS 0.63 _965 0,95
LO2 29._ LQ5 lq._2
C_LCUL^TIUNS
101 2.933 1_2 1.931 1_3 3.65_ 0.000 ]O_A 91.P_ 105 3.099 106 *e_**_*o 107 3.3W_
160 1.367 108 33.;18 109 o_*m_ lie _.868 111 299.662 112 13.21_ 113 330.320 11_ 112.96_
115 I02.021 116 -_78,766 I17 5|.]5_ II_ 3q.nw5 119 -293.252 120 62.77_ 0.000 1216 7,772
D.O00 1210 58.715 121E 98_.56_ 121F 1¢39.503 122 *886._3_ 123 170.31_ 12_ 0.878 125 2.05S
126 O.lkl 127 2.772 128 C.0_5 129 0.108 130 0,_57 _51 0._98 132 0.639 133 0,169
15w 0.951 135 0._81 136 _.9_1 1_? 0.265 138 o,nws 139 0.662 1_0 195.021 1_1 27.3_
I12 1561.561 I13 i738,062 IWN 1_88.920 11_ _233.0;0 lq6 192._13 I_7 96,627 lq8 2571.610 I_9 2_69,?23
150 -119,56; 151 -7_.2_; 152 ***_e_* _5_ e_*_*_* 15_ **$_*_ I_5 193_.706 156 6665,675 157 7909,36_
158 109,817 159 _.7A8 i6l O,13n
106 12156, 109 2011065.
I;5 1233,0_0 1_ 237_._10
119 2;69.723 _52 -27_02._62
153 -39166.831 15; 1166_.261
200
RUN 145. EVENT 412
• == H202 APU PERFORM_NCr =ee
RP66
S_18
LP2
_T19
STSI
STB&
L:2
101
160
115
126
13;
150
106
DAT( 12o17o74
TIrE lb- 3-11
OAIA I_ EhGENCEdlNG U_IT5
873o31 RP67
110.74 SP63
7q,b9 kTG_
66q.8_ sTY?
8w_,8A $T56
594.84 LT2
70,52 Lg5
CALCULATION5
_,053 102
t,368 108
2Or,lq1 llb
0,000 1210
0,993 127
C,284 135
292.054 151
111,210 I_9
2103_.
-i491,606
5_60.432
.3740_.873
556,89 _L_b
31,13 SP27
499,56 RT6T
218,5_ 5T31
284.04 5T57
7lj,85 LTb
14,12
_EADING
BAROMETER
DATE 12-1A-74
TI_E 15-25- 0
13.75 OLk9 13,76 SP5 861.82 SP7 504,05 D_68 31.45 0H69 _,26
536.82 $P50 506,68 _P62 235,97 $P64 -&.?8 SPG6 -9,38 kPl 3683,07
526,0B ST5 L14.09 qT7 690,08 S716 576,$5 ST17 S40.0?ST16 650,67
313.55 ST3_ 4_7,40 ST39 654,14 STW1 492.10 STq_ 516.10 Stq? 135E,_3
731,43 ST_ 747.9_ STG_ 195_.94 ST65 1390,42 ST66 1082,12 ST8W G19,_7
865,60 LT6 _47,36 Sfa_16248_.13 5Q1q _,99 5983 0,50 5005 0,98
3._66 103 _,646 0.C00 ]OwA 191,53_ 10_ 2.606 106 eeooO$o* 107 3,319
3_,003 109 ****$$** ii0 8.319 111 525,_24 )12 13,105 113 367.996 114 246,882
-798,150 117 4_.q40 Ita 38,086 119 '151,8_ 120 148,266 0,000 1218 8.658
55.350 1_1[ 1007.000 121F 1053,692 122 *806,_0_ 123 167.34_ 124 1,962 125 3,090
4.059 128 0.152 129 . 0.894 130 0,451 131 0._75 132 1.019 133 -0,105
0,430 136 0,956 137 0,352 138 mO*07_ 139 0*0q5 I_0 1502*?85 IR1 1e76,9=?
2774,983 14_ _199,450 14_ eee_e*_* 146 408,194 1_? 212.264 140 5711._36 149 3560,432
-I_3.618 15_ *=-**=** 155 0$*$$=00 154 **#=oo=* 155 1911.99k 156 6?75.077 157 7891.210
4.647 161 _.137
L09 208487_.
148 5711,436
152 -18JgW,_23
15_ 19344,346
RUb 167, EVENT _20
$** H202 AnU P[RRORWANCr eoe
READING
BAROMETER
13,5e PSI&
420
13,33 PSIA
RP66
SP18
LP2
SXI9
$T51
S786
L02
" i01
160
115
126
134
142
150
106
I;9
DATA IN EN_I
86T,Og HPt?
IIA,90 SP63
Bg,w5 kT66
66_.39 _T27
763.9_ 5T56
57_,0_ L_2
1_.97 L_5
CALCULATIONS
2.159 102
1.367 I0_
b_,3_6 ' 116
C,OOO 121U
n.126 1P?
_.546 133
II0_,259 143
-I61.004 151
112.543 159
920P.
1537,502
1831.862
-42_63,R03
raEEhING UNITS
5_9,06 OLE_
_.qO 5P27
502,38 _T67
353._ ST31
715,7_ STY?
6_.89 LT_
15,17
I..SC
_9,E77
-97_.3AR
52.739
_,032
C,_47
1162.18_
-_3,921
DATE 12-18-74
Time 15-25- 0
5.47 OLd9
550,4? 5P5R
536.26 _T5
357.96 ST3S
76|.10 STg_
ShR*60 LT6
4.48 SP5 R?I*q3 SP7 S_6*Sq
_36.41 SP62 95.05 5P_4 -9,_8
_22,62 ST? 6S0,_7 Stl_ 5=3,74
_1_,23 _T3q 6TC.16 STy1 520.11
747,74 5T62 195_.66 5T6_ 1556._7
_26.91 SraO1_2642,_A S_lq 13,_2
103 0.664
L09 *e_==e** llq 3.589
I17 52,347 II= 30,q79
1_1E lO_b._Se l;]r 10_2._84
12@ 0,011 124 0.117
i_6 0.9_ 137 0.290
144 1173,65w 14_ 1537.502
192 *****,** 15_ e*_$_=_e
161 5,13 =
109 i_752?7.
_4_ 169_,6_4
i_2 -34_77._19
15_ U_86.277
0_68 6,23 OMGg _.e$
SP66 -10,80 LPI 3775,09
ST17 542.06 ST16 689,10
5T45 538,50 5T4? 1315,56
STGa 1119.09 5_04 60_,04
S_83 0,65 5u05 0,96
0.000 i04_ 5R._3n 1RS 3.661
111 214._7_ 112 13.435
1t9 .4_3,463 170 29.24_
122 °9H0,944 123 95.22?
130 0,487 131 0.400
1_8 0,056 134 0,536
146 133,014 147 6_._84
154 _5_6,217 155 1936.967
RUN 1_7, EVENT &2h
=*8 H202 APU PERFOR#ANCF
106 9206.348 107 3,351
113 278,620 114 • 111,540
0,000 1218 6.555
124 0,626 125 1,533
132 0.094 133 0,143
140 53.219 1_1 21.391
148 1695,62_ le9 1631,882
156 8908,202 151 7911,007
READING
BARONETER
424
13,33 PSI_
RP66
SPI8
LP2
STI9
ST51
ST86
_Q2
101
160
115
12&
13_
142
158
149
DATA IN ENGINEERING UNITS
865,_8 RPGT
123,33 5P63
00.50 RTk6
664.67 S727
810,37 5756
388.18 LT2
88,92 _g5
CALCULAT|ONS
5,764 102
1,367 108
_3G.T39 11b
0,000 1210
1.416 127
0,23G 135
260_,017 143
432,48_ 151
107,094 159
24328,
5900,43T
7051,360
.42893,897
559,99 OLGO
37,60 5P27
505,13 RTGT
_23.14 S131
284.04 5T57
?0_.81 LT5
15,17
13,75 0L69 13,76 SP5 A52.20 $P?
5_0,57 SP58 _00.47 SP62 262._? SP64
529,53 ST5 520,69 ST7 695.15 5716
332.12 S735 467.72 $75_ 629._4 5741
726.30 ST58 747.74 ST62 1956.62 576_
065.60 LT6 526.68 S40162440.86 S019
3,??6 103 0,655 0.000 I04A 228,410
3T,116 109 =*0**$*_ 110 9,543 111 50&,17_
-926.792 117 47.263 IIR 39,5T6 119 -13_,956
54.0G0 121E 1171.8&0 121r 1217,600 1_2 -9_5,121
4,348 126 0,168 L2q 0.q05 130 0,45A
0.453 136 0.945 137 0,30Y 130 -0,104
2667,146 1_4 3151,227 1_ 3900,4_7 146 328.142
-158,222 152 8ee.*_.* 153 **=0==0$ 154 ee***oe*
4,496 161 0,142
109 2068362.
140 72_I,4_5
152 -21529.696
154 21364,196
501,01 OH68 , 43.63 DH69 32,01
-5,90 SP66 °8.65 LPl 3?04,08
563,7_ 5TtT 531.42 ST18 T31.6_
492,ql 5743 30g,29 5TqT 13_1,03
1386,&3 5T66 1045,82 ST64 615004
13._5 SQ83 0.53 5g65 0.92
1_ 2,50G 106 ***evee* 107 3,33?
112 12,190 113 353.964 114 282,47_
120 187.946 0.000 1228 8,328
123 90.545 124 2.502 125 3.262
• 131 O.4&O 132 0,612 133 0,254
139 0.840 140 1980.630 141 2823,017
147 174.740 1_6 7241,465 149 7051,360
1_ lq27.266 156 0_63,482 157 ?902,795
0111Gll_A.I.,_AO'_ 1_
voov,Qua,
20[
RUM Ih7. EVENT 432
8=e H202 _P_ PER_ORMANCr eeo
OAT[ 12-18-7W
TIN{ 15-29- I
R[aDING
BAROMETER
w32
t3.33 P$IA
DATA IN ENGINEERING UNITS
RP&6 666.69 RP$? 559.50 DL6U 11.91 DLGq 8.99 SPq 870.23 SP?
SPt8 112,1? SPk3 13,60 SP27 556,22 Sn53 592,22"SP62 1W1,86 $_/W
LP2 77.82 RE66 50&.53 RT£7 529,82 $T5 519,99 ST? 097,87 STt_
SI19 715,q3 $121 227,07 S131 23W,_2 ST35 UGS.&t $T$q 717,88 $TW1
STSl 767,2W SIS6 505,92 STS? 755,5W 5158 7_6,01 ST£1 195_,06 ST£ x
ST8£ 599,23 LT2 733.56 LT5 865.60 LT6 525.25 SN8162519.63 SClq
LQ2 31.6a LOS 15,32
CALCULATIONS
101 3,tO& 102 2,01W 103 O.kWB 0o000 10Wa 9q. WS£
160 1,368 IC8 3w.630 109 .eeee=eo 110 5,121 )It 317.859
115 108,3q2 116 -951,751 117 _&,873 1Ln 5_,M85 119 -299._2_
0,000 1210 55,859 121( 1068,9e0 121F lIIS,qSq 122 .960,637
126 0,139 127 2.967 120 0.013 129 0,_85 1_0 0._7_
I_W 0,WIG 13_ 0.q02 136 0,950 1_7 0,271 138 O.0*C
1_2 2339,]_0 IW3 2_3q,706 1q_ 2_73,266 1_5 3_86,931 1N6 _17,565
150 -103,639 151 -86,2w5 152 8emGsBt; 153 ;etllle* 15W etlgtlge
I58 112,W91 159 q.595 161 0,135
106 12969. 109 20w8251,
1W5 3286._31 I_8 2_e6.071
1_9 2551.505 152 -30867.011
153 ._3500,377 LSW 12633.362
DATE 12"18-?q
_IME 16" 9- I
RUN IL,.B, EVENT 4_;
=om H202 JPU PERFI_RWANCr oIe
511.39 OW&R 11o93 D_Gq 0,90
-8,05 TPG6 -10,_5 LPI _699,05
5_,06 S?17 5W5,50 5T18 772,60
_RG.I_ 57_5 S_8.1W STW7 1337,5_
137w,IO ST66 11w_.15 ST8_ 625,$6
13.7& SO_3 O,&2 S085 0,99
105 5,0_9 106 eaae=oe= 107 3,323
112 13,3a9 113 377.680 11N 155,316
1_0 66,819 C.000 1210 8.886
I_3 91.n_q 12_ 0.923 125 2.183
131 0._15 13a o,e21 133 0,175
13q 0,755 I_0 70.966 )ql 12_,658
1_7 251,680 1_8 2506._71 1w9 2551.505
I_5 1913.511 156 8875.330 157 7889.750
RE_DI_G
UA_OMET[R
qw_
13.33 P_IA
DATA IN [NGINEERING UNITS
qP66 856,06 RPGT 553,62 DL66 _3.T5 DLA_ 1_,67 SP5 _58,_1 _P7 5_5._?
SP18 103._q SP63 15,78 SP27 5_9.93 5P58 _39,39 _P62 I_3,86 $pkW 0,33
_P2 69,69 RT66 502,56 R767 527,98 ST5 523,10 ST? &??.el 571_ _87,_2
STI9 627,_8 $72_ 206,99 5?31 392,91 ST35 .68.35 STSq G20,2W ST_l qRS.Sq
3TSl 810,99 sT5£ 301.03 5757 7_6,62 S_S& ?_9.67 $762 195_.22 ST&% 1W_0.51
STD6 602,55 LT2 626,3w LT5 865.60 LEG _25,72 S_F$62566,_ S_19 13._2
LQ2 29,52 LG5 15,32
0H68 13,97 _69 11,13
SP6& -0,00 LPl 3765,08
5717 5_3.93 5T18 665,05
5_5 523.22 57_7 1369.19
5T66 1133,55 STBW 619,37
S_S3 0.&1 SG85 0.97
CALCULATIONS
101 3,qW1 102 2.172 103 _.631 0,000 10WA qw,w6_ 1_ 3.56_ 10b *=so*oee 107 3,209
160 1.369 168 ll.qqw 109 _**e*ee 11_ 5,61_ 111 279.95_ 112 15,178 113 377.670 11_ 153,82_
115 103,372 116 -971,713 117 55,69W 11_ 37,596 119 .353.W1_ 120 £3.656 0.000 1218 6,806
0,_0_ 1210 59.3_2 121E 10_3.971 121r 113_.926 1_2 -9_0,600 123 99,556 12_ 1.170 125 2.270
12G O._3w 127 3.006 128 0,106 129 0,973 130 0.952 131 o.qq3 132 0.772 133 0,190
13_ 0,352 135 0,_18 136 0,922 137 0,33W 138 -0,01_ 139 0.692 1_0 620.&25 1ql 752,362
1_2 I_q0,187 1_3 1588.111 IW_ 176w.01_ i_5 2166,673 I_6 _&2.051 lU? 257.39_ IW8 39_7.737 1_9 3779,322
150 39,127 151 -80.69W 152 ****e=e* 15_ eee_e*es iSq e*oe_=_- 1"5 18_&.195 156 8200.305 157 7875,162
15_ 10_,128 %59 _.921 161 0,1_b
tO6 13989, 109 161617W.
1_5 2166,_73 IW8 3_N7,737
1_9 377_,322 152 °29587,259
153 .93_39.519 159 13852._5_
_J_ 1_9. EVENT _g
,Be H202 APU PERFOR_ANcr
DATE 12-19-T_
TIRE 13-51- 1
R[ADI_G
BARONETER
qq9
13.36 PSl£
DATA I_ ENGINEERING UNITS
RP_6 860,87 RP67 553,95 OL&8 W,9W DLA9 3,78 SP_ 86W.&2 SP? 52W,31
_P16 130,8T 5Pb3 3.38 5P27 551,9_ $P_8 538.55 $P62 62.WS SPG_ -q.qt
LP2 92,86 RTG6 503,2_ RT&7 537,20 5?5 _2k,30 ST? &2W.0? 5T16 _30.&_
$719 57_._6 5127 385,3W $731 372,16 5T35 _81.76 STSq 576.69 STY) _87,_5
$T51 ?bT,_q $T56 728,50 STS? 763,62 STS_ ?_q.R? S762 lqso.gG STY5 1512.65
STSG 559,67 LT2 5_1,01 LT5 665,60 LT6 _23.10 SN81_2708.63 $019 13.08
L_2 20.3_ 195 _,52
CALCULATIONS
101 1,_88 102 1,293 103 0,650
160 1,3£7 1_8 _7,?W3 log ==e*o==e 110 3,282
115 6;.007 116 IIIOeIII 111 56,0_6 118 32,788
0,000 1210 51,522 1_1( 2839,97T 121r 2605,218
126 0.197 127 1,791 120 -O,OS_ 129 0.102
13_ 0.553 135 0,671 136 0.899 137 0.;05
IW2 733.295 I_3 59_.738 lWq 63;.167 1_5 788,q39
150 -9_.726 151 -30,9el 152 _meIoeeo 15_ ooeooooe
150 108.207 159 3.095 161 0.1_0
106 833C, 109 19637_0.
1_5 788._39 1w8 1770._20
1;9 2299.167 .. 152 Ie I*i4;;le
153 _¢***_we.* 13_ 69_,_16
OHGR q,?6 ON69 _,_7
SP_ -11,22 LPl Te_.0e
SYL? 501,£5 S718 587.76
sTq5 511,36 SEW7 123_.17
ST6& 907,68 S?8_ 506,1_
SOB3 O,_q S065 O,&$
0,000 lO_A 5T.725 105 3._11 106 8330,153 _07 3,327
111 195.3_0 112 9,079 113 26&,9|2 11_ 109,298
119 *e_e*_* 120 _q.?k? O.OOO 1210 k,_8_
122 OOmOOOJe 323 96.663 12_ 0,?06 I_S 1,281
130 0,5_5 131 0._56 132 0.095 136 0.11_
138 0.057 139 0.916 IW0 -05._ql 191 26,939
1_6 160,57 _ 1W? 113,771 1_6 17700_28 1_9 2299016?
15_ 69_5._1_ 1_5 1921,135 156 8Se9,_33 157 ?_00.9$5
202
RUN 151. £V[NT L_,
8.,. H202 APU P[RFORN&MCF. 8oe
DATE 12°19-7N
TIME 15-_?- 0
RCAOZNG
8AROMCTER 15.36 PSIA
RP66
SP18 127,87 SP63
LP2 92.2L kTbA
5119 &60.1_ $727
5T51 891,17 5756
ST86 509.10 LT2
LQ2 78,22 LQ5
CALCUL_TIONS
101 _.309 102
16C 1.36_ 108
115 213.316 116
0,000 1ElO
126 1._75 127
13_ 0,2_9 135
150 _qI.SR_ i_I
158 10_,711 159
106 21953.
I_5 3_Yl,857
1;9 711200;2
1_3 e*eoee*ee*
OATA IN [h_IN[[_INO UNITS
072.91K:67 561.96 D168
_3,06 SP27
505,_9 RT67
207,5_ ST31
2_,0_ STS?
&93,22 L_5
_2.92
3,q09
57.671
**eet*oe
3.R36
2529.751
DA?[ 12-19-?_
Tie[ 15-50- 1
13.75 31a9 13.76. _P5 862._2 5P7 _93.71 DM60 3_.8_ OH09 26.75
5_.,_ SPSO _12.09 SP62 232.57 SP6_ -6.A_ SPS_ -9._0 LP1 372_.08
528.10 $T5 521.78 ST? 695.05 ST16 565.A2 ST17 532.5_ STI& 721.91
333._3 5735 _6&.!6 STS_ _32.26 ST_I q_l.=q STY5 510.51 57_7 1333._3
722.?1 ST_ ?;9.16 ST6? 1953._2 ST65 1586.18 5?66 1010.39 S_8_ 619._
865.60 LT6 _21.07 SN8162;25.13 $019 13._6 SQO3 0.55 S085 0,91
103 0.6_2
109 ..*****e 110 8.?19
117 _7.13_ 11 _ 30.767
1212 30_6.0_2 121 _ 3_92._28
128 0.18_ 12_ 0.488
[_6 _,9_q lj? 0._29
i_ 29_6.321 I_% 35_|,857
152 e_eeee_ 15_ eeee_eeo
161 0.I_6
109 200230_,
IN_ 7030,609
152 e_e_ee_oe_
159 18962._01
0.000 IC_A 205._2;
111 5_0.2_?
119 -513.311
122 **o=***e
130 0,_50
138 -0,131
I_6 3_5.105
_ON 15I, EVENT _7
H202 _PU P£RFOR_ANCr
1_ 2,551 106 **eeesee 107 3,310
112 12._05 113 352.92_ 11_ 2590_52
120 161.516 0.000 1210 8.292
125 91.270 129 2._5S 125 2*OSq
131 0.;T1 132 0.6_6 133 o,293
139 0.062 1_0 2105._87 1_1 30920600
lq7 178.983 1_8 7050.689 1_9 7112.0_2
1_ 1905.87_ 156 8259.765 157 7880.100
RE&DINS
BA#O#[T[R
_67
13.36 PSIA
DATA IN [NGIN[EI(ING UNITS
RP66 070.90 _P67 562.77 OL6e
SP18 106.35 SP63 b_.30 SP27
LP2 53.9_ .T66 50b.?7 _T67
5T19 662.q_ 5127 177._3 ST_I
STS1 951.97 _756 300.78 3757
5786 601.50 LT2 TlI.6_ LT5
LO2 13_.0T L_5 _2.97
C_LCULAT|0hS
101 8,2_3 102
160 1,36_ 100
115 363.315 llb
0.0_0 1210
126 2.903 127 5,379
13_ 0.189 135 0._83
1_2 _21t_.763 1"3 2957.607
150 661.916 151 °21_.91_
150 1_.7P2 159 5.866
106 3383_.
195 _8_.395
I_9 11568.779
153 ,sss_o_e_e
13.75 DL&9 13,76 sP5 837.97 SP? *_0.q_ DH68 89.36 OWN9 6_.67
515._3 SP_O WW_.39 5P62 568.58 SPS_ -3._6 SP66 .6.68 LPl 3586.0_
526.68 ST5 516.N6 sT? 607.62 $T16 _FO.;I $717 538.8_ S718 7_0._8
3_q;57 STY5 _66.63 _T39 601.56 5TWI _7W.q5 $T_S 510,76 STW? 1298.58
725.07 STS_ ?_,0_ ST6? 19_?,06 5T6S 1382.15 ST66 q87,68 STON 626,03
665.60 L16 _5_,89 S_1r2330.63 5_19 13._3 SOS3 0,60 SQOS 1,09
5.256 _03 0.63(
3_.9w0 109 ***.8_.. II0 13._69
*o***s*_ 117 ;6.56', 11_ _2.355
96.7_2 1_1[2693.665 121r 2930.011
128 0.222 129 0.830
136 0.90,| 137 0.452
LqW 3736.93_ 1_ W_.$95
15_ _se*e_e* I5_ ¢osom_se
161 ').I_
109 20_6090.
1_8 12632._7
iS2 *_2615.716
15_ 287_5.70_
0.000 lOqA 350.P77
]L1 953._5_
119 -295,633
122 s*s*oses
13_ 0._6_
158 .0.]10
1_6 Q_l._?q
15_ *_ttteoo
OAT[ 12*19=79
Yl_( 15=52 - 1
RUN 151, EVENT _9
ais H202 APU P(RFOR_ANCr
_05 2.306 106 eme'**,* 107 3.303
112 lq.110 113 qN3.55_ 119 397.659
1_0 286.5q8 0,000 121E 10,_36
123 09.37_ 12_ q.610 $25 3.622
131 0._25 132 0._92 133 0.28_
13_ 0.82_ 1_0 _571.3_9 1W1 6388.963
1_5 tsq_._36 156 8292,196 157 7880,6_7
REAOING
8AROMCT[R
w6q
1_.36 P_Xa
OATA IN ENGINEERING UNITS
NP66 872.10 RP67 559.99 0_68 10.1_ 0LA9 7.59 SP5 873.2_ SP? _98.98 OM6_ 10.36 DH69 7.85
SP18 107.59 SP63 11.96 SP27 557.16 SP58 5,2.36 5P62 129._6 SP6W -9.3_ $P66 011._2 LPl 3736.08
bP2 76.98 RT66 506.65 RTb7 528._1 ST5 518.69 ST? 6_5.08 ST16 588.38 STIT 559.15 S718 730.13
ST19 702.92 5T27 205.20 ST31 236.27 ST35 q6_.26 ST39 ?05*18 STql _85.33 ST_5 533.51 STY7 1329._1
STY1 Tg_,51 sTaG 28_.0_ sT57 9_9.57 5758 7;7.03 ST62 1955.02 S765 1375._6 ST66 1108.23 STBW 631.3q
ST86 603.21 LT2 708.12 kY5 865.60 LT6 526.68 5N8162535.38 SQI_ 15.75 $083 0.69 5085 1.03
L02 28.32 LG5 W3.02
CALCULATIONS
101 2,056 102 1.88_ 103 0.659
160 1.367 108 35.50W 109 _mmoooii 110
11_ 99.868 116 o*o*oee* 117 _8,778 11_
0,000 1210 51.669 121[ 2906.209 121r 29_9,655
126 0.281 127 2.606 128 0.052 12_ 0.866
;3W 0.q67 135 0.283 136 0.9_? 137 0.315
192 2122.618 1N_'21_0.0_8 lqq 2395.5_2 1_5 2872.906
150 -25,308 131 -79,772 132 oloeeioo 153 iillitii
.158 !I!.589 1_9 3.920 161 0,136
.
106 12130. 109 20_82W5.
1_5 2872,906 _98 2597.0_0
199 2709.072 152 iee*eoo*li
153 **elieisis 15_ 112_8.751
0.000 10_A 91.6;5
W.7;2 111 29_.330
33.928 119-950.60_
122 llsisile
130 0,"06
138 0.0_0
1N6 q63._69
15W *oOeleee
105 3,109 106 ileleeoi 107 3.3_
lll 1_.12_ 113 3WI.q8S 119 1_3.31.
120 60.977 0.000 1216 8.223
123 92.q15 12_ 0.937 125 1.920
131 O._k_ 132 o.6_2 133 o.165
139 0.263 ]qO 276.169 lqI 939,690
1_7 187.160 188 2597,8_0 1_9 2TOg. DT2
17_ 1932.q3_ 156 6820.116 157 7906.201
203
D&TC 18°19o78
?Zm[ ISo87o 0
RUN151, EVENT _74
ese H2G2 &PU PCRFORMANCf
13,$6 PSIJ
OJTA |N [NGIN[£RZNG UN|TS
RP&6 871,30 AP6? 55',01 016| k,_3 DLA" _*?2 5PS 673,_; SP?
SPZ8 129,70 SP6| 6_$5 5P87 559,_q SPS8 g18,71SP68" 107,56 SP6_
Lff2 99,81 flT?£ 506110 RT6? S26,75 ST5 _21o;_ ST7 695,3& S716
S119 ?26.3; $T87 222.67 ??St 210._2 ST$_ _70.2& 5739 738.8? ST;I
ST51 762.15 5T56 &88.62 5757 ?5?.O& 5758 ?95.71 ST62 195_.0_ 5T65
STB6 611._2 LT8 713.37 LT5 865._0 LT£ 521.19 5N6162661.38 SOl9
L02 10,88 Le5 82.32
C&LCULAT[ONS
101 2.2q9 102 1.151 103 0.66_ 0.000 10;A 59.160
160 1.3G6 10B 3_.2_ 199 e*_e*_o* 110 5.7_; 111 230._79
115 69._81 116 oeoeeest 117 _0.085 116 30.120 119 oo**eeeo
0.000 121D S5.&_ 121( 8678.87, 181F 292;.557 128 emeeeeee
126 0.155 127 2.0'8 _26 O.03Z 129 0.136 _30 0._61
13_ 0.599 135 0.,@0 136 0.g_6 137 0.270 138 0.0_8
112 163?.668 113 1939.7_5 l_q 20_.718 1_5 2_80,337 lq6 199.215
150 -89._07 151 -62.395 15_ *eee.**_ 153 o**eee*e 1_ 91_2.77_
IS8 115.961 159 q.976 161 0.126
106 9£88. 109 2031210.
11_ 2500.337 118 1636.S_9
1_9 1760,363 152 eaoee*o*oe
1_$ eoeeeeoose 1_ 9112.77_
OJT( 1- O-?S
TZM[ 15°81-_1
QUN _5_ EYEleT 501
*ee H2Q2 APU PCRFOR_ANCr
_17.35 0_63 £.63 D_k9 _.B5
-9.82 SP66 -lt.11 LP1 3761.08
60_.3? ST]? 558._6 ST18 769.52
_87.38 ST_ _3.13 S7_7 1318.2_
1361.61 STG6 1192.80 STY; 637,3_
13._2 5_3 0.72 SOBS 1.08
10_ 3.778 106 9622.26? 107 3.355
117 11.911 113 _23.372 111 11_.109
120 q;.5_ C.000 1216 9.961
123 93.26_ 12_ 0,613 125 1,635
131 0.50; 132 0.897 133 0,137
139 0.738 110 12_.796 1_1 39,992
_? 320.7_9 lq8 1636.820 1_9 1760.363
1_ 1910.326 156 9_89.029 1_7 7910.090
RCAOING
8AROM[T(R
301
13.21 PSIA
OATA IN CNGIN(CRING UNIT5
RP66 669.28 RP67 596.89 DL66 ;.67 0L69 3.2& SPS 862.02 SP? 51$._0 CH68 ;.76 DH69 5.52
5P18 1_1.90 SP_5 3.77 5P21 _58.83 3P_8 5_k.95 SP_2 _,85 -10.97 SP6_ .10.97 L_I 3780.0,
LP2 82.50 RT&6 893.09 RTG? 518.73 STS _11.00 ST7 681.31 5_1_ 570.57 ST1? _25._1 S718 $83.00
ST19 ?07._9 5T27 50.81 5731 3_9.70 5T35 166.18 5T39 572.61 ST;I ;72.17 STq5 _2b.10 STY7 1200.80
ST51 1100.07 $T_6 28;,0; STS7 731.63 _T_8 7q7.91 S162 1952.7R STGS 13_7.G6 STGk 789.7; STR_ _16,8_
S786 562.83 LT2 322.86 LT5 512.77 _T6 _17,71 $_8162866.13 SgI9 13.08 5983 0.31 S_83 0.63
L88 16.87 LGS 67.72
COLCUL4TXON$
101 1.880 102 1.273 103 0.676
160 1.365 108 93.897 105 eeeeeeoe 110 3.153
11_ &b. Q6_ 116 89.6_8 117 _9.19_ 118 32.908
0,000 1210 ;0.53? 121( -15.125 121F 1_.738
125 0.819 127 1.031 188 0.28_ 129 0.77?
138 0.59_ 135 _oqS£ 13_ 0,82t 157 0,_78
112 731.586 1_5 _3_._32 1_ 673.719 115 *eosesse
ISO 107.350 131 -_2.036 132 8009.852 15_ 2?89.796
156 119.820 159 ;.088 161 0.131
105 6195. 109 2100755.
1_ -7_03._8 1_8 3753.9n2
1_ 3722.98& 152 8009.032
1_3 2769.796 15_ 5220.05?
0.000 IO;A _7.715 10_ 3.278 lOb 819_,8_ 107 3.380
111 200.763 312 11.571 113 355.030 111 93.253
119 _.753 120 28.228 _.000 121_ 8.353
122 81._9_ 123 97._76 121 1.599 123 0.280
130 0.522 131 0._50 132 0,911 133 -1,065
138 -0.073 139 0.771 110 1917.073 t_1 237_.881
1;6 312.913 1;7 230._07 198 373].902 1_9 3722.186
15_ 5220.057 1_ 196_.1_2 155 9106.696 157 7931.26_
_OP; 'S_. EVENT _19
st* H202 APU P[RFORMAN[r
OaT( 1" 8-75
TI_( 15-25-3&
R(ADING
BAROmCT(R
310
13.21 PS16
D_T_ 1_ [NGINEER]NG UNITS
RP66 8?_.11 RP6? 337.38 OL6U _.52 D_69
SPI_ 1_3.1_ 5P63 _._& SP27 _.69 SP58
LP2 79.0_ RT&£ _93.53 R767 518.79 S?_
5:19 725.26 ST27 19.31 ST3; 338.36 ST35
ST51 lllg.lq sT56 28_,0_ $757 727,02 STS8
5?86 _89.83 LT2 $25.72 LTb 511008 _Y6
LQ2 29,17 LG_ 67.57
C4LCULATIONS
101 2.596 102 1.73; 103 0,667
160 1.366 108 55.331 109 _o.8.,, 11n _.331
1_ 67.2_6 116 138.073 117 _6.712 118 23.;15
0.000 1210 76.237 121[ -61.853 121F _,610
126 1.217 127 1,379 128 0.270 129 0.760
13; O._ql 133 0.537 136 0.803 137 0.679
1_2 1097.736 113 708.866 1_; 768.326 1_5 eooessmo
150 182.7_9 1_| -76.390 152 *ee_*eee 133 _716._31
158 112._8 1_9 _.132 161 0.139
106 11161. _: 109 2188178.
1_3 -91_3.925 . 198 5387.0_5
1_9 _265.619 _52 1193_.183
153 _718._31 13_ 7213.731
// C_ 17 _R 75 11.11_ HR_
6.18 SPS 870.23 SP? 506.66 0H68 8._0 0H89 6.63
5_5.31 SP6? 118._k -10.83 S_8_ -10.S$ _Wl 5751._8
510.13 ST? 693,69 S716 3_;.73 ST17 S23,&6 $TlB 570.06
q&_.28 ST39 _53.0_ ST_l q71,q_ STq5 321._; ST;7 1198._1
?17.13 $?62 1958.2_ ST?_ 1361.36 ST66 790._9 STBq 622.31
519,15 $N816275_.88 $01_ 12,96 5083 0.55 5065 0.81
0,000 lOqA 57.q77 105 _.321 108 eeeeeeee 107 3.368
111 287.187 112 12.250 113 e13.117 11; 133.715
1_9 _8,3_6 120 63.2_9 0.060 12LB 9.768
122 129.109 123 96.570 128 2.290 125 0.306
130 0._90 131 0.3?7 132 0.82? 133 -1._80
138 -0,092 139 0.8_6 1;0 2565.;93 111 $103.$02
1;6 _39,769 1_7 329.0;_ 118 5187.035 195 526_.619
158 7213.751 l_q 1917.8_8 136 0903.282 157 7917.611
204
RJN 160, EVENT 525
Be.. H202 APU PERFORMAN¢r oel
DATE 1-10-75
TINE l&- 0-31
B2S
L|.|? PSZA
DATA IN [NGZNEERING UNITS
AP66 883.8_ RP6? 555.26 D168 _._q 0169 3.33 SPY 886.8? SP7
SPZ8 125.60 SP63 3.80 SP2? 555.02 SPSq 5,0.33 SP62 82.q5
LP2 88.19 AT6@ "_8.58 RTB? 522.50 ST5 _16._6 ST? 637.93 ST1@
ST19 696.38 sT2? 59.62 S731 377.16 STS5 _72.3@ ST59 571.2C ST"I
ST51 1096.21 sTS6 28_.0. 5T57 7_.59 STY8 ?77.30 5T62 195A.5. ST6_
ST86 565.10 LT2 525.72 LT5 518.13 LT& 525.B_ $f18162551.13 $019
LQ2 20.07 LG5 18.77
CALCULATIONS
101 1.892 102 1.2,? 103 0.659
180 1.367 106 36.00? 109 m,cress, 110 3.190
115 6_,697 116: 50.212 117 52.632 118 33.062
Q.O00 1218 q$.QIO 121[ 21._?6 121r 52.99_
126 0.819 12? 1.073 128 0.306 129 0.?83
13. 0.506 135 0.690 136 0.753 137 0.758
1_2 606.129 I93 509.779 lq_ 629.63_ lq_ eesee_*m
150 21&.661 151 -36.37_ 152 5898.680 I_ 1207.23_
156 112.005 159 3.60, 161 0.13,
106 _03_. 109 2056327.
1_5 -6_.9.360 lu8 3Y55._76
1,9 _165.5,_ 152 5898.600
153 1207.23_ 15" ,691._6
DA?[ I'I0-?5
TIN[ 16" 2-31
525.$8 DH68 q._1 DH69 3.38
-10.81 gP6" *10.611P1 383?.08
559.59 STI? "91._1 3718 580.16
_76.,9 5T_5509._1 5?9? 1126.78
1328.?_ S?&_ 107,56 STBk 595.68
13.07 5G83 0."0 SGBS Q,63
0.000 IO_A 57.705 105 3.265 106 8033.188 107 3.3,3
111 195.683 112 8.7?8 113 217.175 11_ 10_.718
119 2_.660 120 _3.908 0.000 1_28 6.992
122 93.220 123 97.389 12_ 1.796 125 0,09_
130 0._90 151 0._77 132 0,916 353 -1,077
158 =0.195 139 0.512 1,0 2057.569 191 228@.6@0
1_6 198.081 1,? 160.085 1,8 3855.276 199 ,163.5,,
15" _691._;6 155 1963.352 156 8927.633 157 79?0.683
_JN 60 E_EHT 529
H202 APU PERFORMANCr
529
13.27 PSlA
DATA IN (NGIN£ERING UNITS
RP66 882,5q RPG?
SP18 13;,02 SPb3
LP2 88.02 kTb6
STI9 692.06 sT2?
STS! 1111.65 sT56
ST86 572.27 LT_
Lg2 30.22 LU5
CALCUL_TIOr;S
101 2.613 102
1_0 1.366 108
115 10_.029 116
O.O00 1218
126 1.206 127
139 0.3_3 13b
1_2 735.682 1,3
150 19_.79_ 151
lSB 107._0 159
lob 11273.
I"5 -6615.7?2
I_9 5509.180
153 2391.T21
0A7[ 1"10-75
TIME 16 ° _-$6
555.09 0L68 8.69 OLd9 6.32 SP5 88,.06 SP? 510.33 OHk@ 8.5_ 0H69 6.55
10.91SP2? 552.07 SPS8 535.33 SP82 113.56 -10.02 SPB_ -10.02 LPI 3822.08
q9b..O RT67 521.97 _T5 515.7_ 5T7 1098.,0 ST16 551.R3 ST1? 501.16ST16 578._
53._6 ST31 386.99 ST35 _70.$3 STS9 560.99 S?_I 977.11 STY5 505.751T_? 1173.19
28_.0_ STS? 729.59 STSR 750.88 ST62 1961.10 sTT_ 1351.n8 ST66 757.0, STS_ 609.37
536._3 LT_ 517.95 L16 533.31 5r181_2988.13 5019 13.03 5_81 0._2 SOBS 0.69
18,67
1.751
39.072
82.925
_1.366
1.q06
0.67_
737,238
-2_q.861
_.152
lOS 0.670
109 ,,,,*,_* 110 9.36_
117 50.253 118 37,877
121[ 2S.989 121_ 62._69
128 0.315 129 0.782
136 0.789 137 0.?02
152 9335.375 153 2391.721
161 0.1_1
109 2076839.
1_8 5500.I_8
152 . 9335.375
15_ 69_3.659
O.OOO IO_A _6.1_2 105 2.723 106 *Be.teD= lOT 3.366
111 P71.6_8 112 9."37 113 335.172 11, 137.508
119 30.193 120 65.8_7 O.OOO 1218 7,886
122 ?5.039 123 96.,95 12_ 2.3?2 125 0.2_0
130 0.,78 131 0.182 132 0.830 133 *1.050
138 -0.099 1_9 2.72_ Iq02935.903 1"I 392_.375
1_6 253,70_ 1"7 208.298 1_8 5500.128 1_9 5509.160
15_ 6993.65_ 155 1955.,s, 156 8511.,6_ 15? 7928,665
RU_ 160, EVEN _ 53_
*-o H202 APU P[R_ORMANcr e_e
READING
BAROMETER
OATA IN [NGIN(ERING UNITS
RP66 801.93 AP6? 585.91 0168 13.75 0L69 13.76 SP5 87_.2_ SP? ,98.78 ON&8 30.63 0H69 23.18
SP18 138.56 S#63 2B.75 SP2? 5_1.77 SP58 511._8 SPA2 219.67 -7._3 SPB_ -?.95 LP1 3760.08
_P2 81,97 RT&6 996.90 RT67 522,27 ST5 511.12 ST? 696,;1 S?16 555,81 ST1? 511.63 5?18 588.93
5T19 728.55 ST2? _9.93 ST31 317.90 5?35 .69.76 $T39 5,6.61 ST¼1 ,79._9 ST,5 _99.9T STY? 1176.76
STSI 1129._9 ST56 317.39 5T57 ?33.78 ST58 ?50.88 5?62 1962.38 ST6_ 13_3.05 ST66 785._6 3T8_ 612.52
$T86 380.30 LT2 556._5 LT5 517,65 L?6 _50.6T St_8162377.88 S019 12.93 Sg83 0._5 5085 0.81
LO2 7_,92 LOS 18.72
103 0.65_ 8.008 lOqA 201.9;7
i09 ,-_,=._, 110 6,202 111 529.133
117 q6.857 11_ 39.805 115 30.27?
121[ 59.090 121F 56.265 122 151.512
122 0.2_8 129 0,752 130 @.66_
136 0.76_ 137 0.676 138 -0.076
152 _oe**se* 153 5156.318 159 o_e_8*o*
161 0.1,5
109 2128777.
1"8 10_3_.966
152 16833.086
15, 13676.767
CALCULATIONS
101 q.957 102
160 1.367 108
115 210.633 116
O,OOO 1210
126 2.qlS 127
15_ 0.266 135
1q2 2302.687 1.3
150 29_,765 151
158 105.165 159
!06 20091.
1_5 -8167.028
1,9 10522.637
153 5156.318
105 2.,37 106 *o_***o* 107 3.335
112 I0.668 113 368.719 11" 2.7.798
120 160.783 O.OOO 1218 8.675
123 9_.720 129 ".62_ 125 0.332
131 0.292 132 0o6_ 133 -1.171
139. 0.832 1_0 _555._0 1_1 6?.8,061
1"? 206,517 198 @ms*ere* 1"9 *eeeo_eo
155 1928.829 156 8316.775 157 ?908.300
3.2,5
.3.598
160.208
_5.850
2.591
O.5BO
1116._20
*1_.303
_.7"5
53,
13._7 PSI_
205
OATE _L-13*73
TZU( 1P,-27-56
RUN 161. EVEHT 541
lee H202 APU PERFONMANCr
nEA01NG
BAROMETER
5Wl
13.11PSTA
DATA 1_ ENG|Nt[RZNG UNZT$
RP66 873.51 RPk7
SP18 126.08 SP63
LP2 85.58 R766
5T19 710.07 S727
5151 1082.75 S756
S786 569,19 LT2
Lg2 21.07 Lg5
CJLCULATIONS
101 1.929 102
160 1.367 108
115 65.120 116
0.000 1210
126 0.828 127
131 0.506 135
1W2 866.929 1_3
150 333.251 151
150 110.099 159
106 8083.
195 -7022.262
199 _256.6_0
153 2_05.975
556.73 0b68 ;.67 0169 3,5; SP5 875.01 SP? 520.8? DN68 ;.67 0_69 3.52
3.?1 $P2T 557.70 $P58 5N1.95 5P62 61.05 -10.78 SP6_ -10.78 L=1 38;6.08
511.99 RT67 535,90 ST5 928.98 ST? 633.97 STlk 5_5,19 5T17 193,90 S718 5?8,66
63.20 ST31 336.79 $T35 _71.5_ ST39 57_.1_ STY1 978._; $79_ 507.22 5T_7 1130916
281.01 $757 728.25 $T58 777.60 $T62 196_.62 5765 1330._3 ST6k 707.82 STS_ 593.,0
525.01 LT5 519._5 LT6 522.7_ $N0162710.13 S_19 13.12 5083 0._3 $Q85 0.62
87,67
1.255 103 0.650
36*11E 109 *eas***e 110 3.185
79.999 117 52.00_ 118 32.580
17.637 121E -7.006 121r 53.308
1.100 128 0.273 129 0.779
0.726 136 0.756 137 0.756
-31,_88 152 7190,105 153 2905.9?5
3.682 161 0.138
109 2070828.
1_8 3720.996
152 719C.185
15_ 9789.210
0.000 101A 57.?9?
111 199._?8
119 39.7_
122 72.12_
130 0.510
138 -0.2_?
I96 189.398
15_ _789.210
OaT[ 1o13o75
Time 15-55-56
RU'4 163, EVENT 5_
*** H202 JPU PERFOR_ANCr
I05 3.306 I06 8083.552 107 3.327
11_ B.92_ 1i3 311.199 II_ 105._35
120 _6.23_ 0.000 1210 7.322
123 97.T61 121 1.720 125 0._0_
131 0._01 132 0.9_8 133 -1.226
139 0.529 1_0 1798.226 191 2209.953
1;7 1_0.2_? 198 3720.996 199 9256.6_
_ 1998,910 156 8759.856 157 7960,293
R[60|NG
BAROMETER
5_6
13._1 _SIA
DAT_ IN ENGINEERING UNITS
RP66 073.31RP67 560,65 0168
SPl6 131.21 SP63 ;.16 SP27
kP2 89,_7 RT66 511.26 RT67
ST19 562.93 sT2? 56.02 5T31
$T51 1097.80 S?56 289.01 $757
5T86 566.25 L_2 519.27 LT5
L_2 23.57 LG5 87.62
C_LCULATION$
101 1.909 102 1.275 103
160 1.366 108 35.750 109
115 65.012 116 89.833 I17
0.000 1210 13.822 121E
126 0.851 12T 1,052 128
13; 0.515 135 0.727 136
I_2 1235.5?0 1w3 590,95_ lqW
150 110,631 151 -32.530 152
15_ I11,962 159 3,901 161
lOk 8211. 109
195 613.656 1_8
1_9 _19.589 152
153 2872.632 15_
D_TE 1-1_-75
TIUE 1_- 3"]1
W.81 0L69 3.38 SP5 872,61 SP7 520.26 0_68 9.67 DH69 3.10
559.03 S_58 51_.12 5P62 82.95 -20.7_ SP69 -10.?_ _Pl 3839.05
528.81 ST5 926._2 ST? 632,19 5T16 536.P6 SIlT 192.10 5T18 579.11
272.21 5T35 _69.50 ST39 567,78 STql _75._3 $T95 506.85 5797 -211.59
733.70 ST58 750.38 5762 1961.7_ $T65 1331.87 ST£6 T36.7_ STS_ 59_.12
509.87 LT6 513.80 5N816272;.38 $G19 13.03 S083 O.WO S685 0.62
0,669
******e* lIB 3.180
52.690 lIB 32.969
-17.372 121r 21.030
0.207 129 0.781
-0.870 137 0.721
629.976 1_% 613,656
779W.qT1 153 2872.632
0.135
20W7516,
3927.7_1
_921.839
0.000 ]O_A 57.622 105 3.311
111 197.311 112 8.75_
119 95.528 120 51.566
122 82.91_ 173 97.927
130 0.667 I_I 0.312
138 -0.079 139 0.511
196 _02.16_ lq? 16_.719
l_q 9921,839 155 1959.2_0
EUN 170, EVENT 573
*** H202 APU PERFORH_NCr
106 8211.525 107 3.366
113 315.333 llt 1_3.qq5
0.000 1215 7.919
12_ -1.566 125 3._71
152 0,939 133 0,I0_
190 1_51.599 1wl 2376,072
190 3927.781 1_9 9019,509
156 8875,390 157 7927.057
READING
B_AOMETER
CATA t_ ENGINEERING UNITS
RP66 869.30 RP6? 562.12 DL6_ 13.75 0L69 13.76 SP5 093.18 SP7 987.03 DH68 68.67 OH69 W7.58
SF18 1_9.50 SP63 _&.T2 SP27 530.1_ 5_8 _77.90 SpT_ 319.98 -5._0 SP6_ -5.80 LPI 3712.00
LP2 _2.59 kTb6 527.86 R767 526.30' $T5 527.59 sT? 696.9_ 5716 556.73 5717 _17.11 $T10 60_.59
STI9 682,91 sT2? 52.2_ ST31 _0q,13 5T35 u68,55 5739 538.55 STgl 980,_2 STY5 U96,77 STY? 1169.37
STSl 112T.68 S756 39W.83 5757 737.97 ST58 7W9,77 5T62 1962.3_ 5T65 1391.90 $T66 802.27 STSi 616,1_
5786 58A,92 LT2 57W.09 LT5 520.77 LT& _67,61 $N0162_90,8_ 5Q19 12.91 S_03 0.97 5G85 0.90
L_2 117.92 LG5 21.72
0.C00 10_A 299.228 105 2.512
111 7_2.186 _]2 11.51?
119 33.371 120 2_9.716
122 238.35l 123 93.91_
130 0._59 131 0.9_6
138 -0.056 15q 0.00_
1U6 377.209 lu? 200.WU?
15q _***.** 155 1932.217
CALCULATIONS
101 6,958 102 _.573 103
160 1,367 108 93,270 i09
115 308.555 116 2_?.bBl: LIT
0.000 121D _1.610 121E
126 _.700 127 3.258 L2B
13_ 0.210 135 0.521 136
1_2 1_0_.650 1_3 135_.390 1_W
150 287.911 151 -185,913 152
158 105,933 159 5.350 161
106 299_2. 109
I_5 -,_75.605 I18
1_9 1_657.011 152
153 8W87.173 __11 15W
0,657
*'0"**** 110 11.531
70.207 1218 102.987
0.331 129 " 0.681
C.?w_ 137 0,659
16_.766 195 *_**Io_o
*******i I_3 8;R7.173
0.14_
212386_.
15239.978
28107.818
19620.69q
106 lilileel 107 3.390
113 356.522 119 3_0,838
0.000 1218 9.329
129 6,527 125 0.W31
132 0.51_ 153 .0.575
lqO 6913.031 191 9379.653
190 eolilim* 199 liSil*_
156 8339,155 157 7909.385
575
13.59 PlZi
206
DATE 1-1;o75
TI_[ 1; ° 6-31
RUT fTO EVENT $79
slo H202 APU PEAFORMANCr eaJ
R[iDING ST9
BARON(TER 13,$9 P$|A
DATA ]_ [NG|NEE_ING UNITS
RP66 869.70 RPb7 565.;3 DL&_ 13.75 OL&9 13,76 SP5 859.77 SP? _82,57 DW68 77.5; OH69 52,6_
5P18 133.29 5P63 _9.73 SP27 527.16 5P58 _70.17 5P62 339.78 1.19 5P6_ 1.19 LPX 3689.08
LP2 6;.61RTbk 528.75 AT67 527.81 575 530.89 $77 699.11 5716 87_.01 ST1? 533.78 S718 612.58
5T19 671,?_ sT27 52.58 5731 ;0&.59 S735 _&7.33 _T39 5q0,13 ST;1 ;80,19 STY5 ;99,_3 STY7 1217,8_
$T51 113;.68 $T56 ;DS,IO STST 737.36 $T58 T;8,;5 ST62 1960,;6 5T&_ 1_29.79 $T66 839.65 STS; 625,85
$766 591.29 LT2 5_2.10 LT5 520.71 LTk _?5.16 5_8162_56.63 5019 12.93 SG83 0.5_ $G85 0.96
L02 117.72 105 21.77
CALCULAT|G_5
101 ?.281 102 ;.828 103 . 0.663 0.000 10_A 298.?;0 105 2._32 106 ****lo*e 107 3.352
160 1.36& 108 21.201 109 t****II* 110 12.109 111 701.006 112 12.59_ 113 395.305 111 333.868
115 30M,0;1 116 28;.029 117 q7.663 11_ N_,9;2 119 ;0,517 120 2_8.9;; 0,000 121B 9,301
O.O00 1210 35.1_8 121E 33.315 121F 59.160 122 27_.726 123 93.429 12_ 6._38 125 01812
126 3.965 127 3.315 128 0.32? 129 0.6?_ 130 0.151 131 0.;18 132 0.501 133 -0._01
131 0.207 _35 0.122 136 0.771 137 0.63; 138 -0.05_ 139 0.790 1_0 8732.236 191 eetIlee*
1_2 1503.857 113 1_b_.251 111 1787.550 1_5 ._sesoo* I96 177.55q 1_7 219.831 IN& *o*_om*e 1_9 lemonade
150 282.718 151 -189.131 152 _***_*e_ 15_ 9888.3q5 15_ o_o**wo* 155 1910._83 158 8511.251 157 7_1_.323
158 107.921 159 5.019 161 0,1;0
106 31C83. 109 191_3_8,
115 -3356.;12 1_8 16065.0_0
119 15300.C86 152 31_05.901
153 _88,395 151 21517,50?
DATE 1-1_°75
TIME lq" 8-56
_JN 170 EVENT 585
*** H202 APU PERFORNANCr e**
R(ADING 56_
BARONET[R 13._9 PK[*
OATS TN [NGINE£R;kG UNITS
_P66 87C.5_ R267 561.30 _L6d 13.75 DL69 13.76 SP5 858.00 SP7 ;_&._2 OH68 39.15 DH£5 28._&
SP18 128.90 5P63 33.33 $P27 511.98 SPSR 512.19 $P62 252.07 0.70 5P61 0.70 LP1 37_1.08
LP2 69.0K RTAG 528.16 RT6? 530.65 ST5 _32.20 ST7 703.28 S716 589.9_ ST1? 528.70 ST18 806.53 "
5T19 5?3.92 ST2? ;5.76 S731 360.08 5735 ;85,99 S739 551.9_ 5T_1 q?Tekl $T15 906.36 ST;7 127_.65
5751 113_.23 5756 33_.21 S757 750.10 ST58 ?_7.7_ $T#2 ]9&0.78 S765 1_19._& $?64 863.31 S781 630.25
ST86 596._o LT2 572.2? LT5 520.65 LTb 563.90 $_0162172.38 SQ19 13._; 5G83 0.58 $G85 0.98
LQ2 71.82 LG5 21.72
CALCULATIOrJ5
101 _.q&2 100 3.533 103 0.6;6 C,O00 lOqA 201,71_ 105 2.875 106 *_*_w*_ 107 3.320
160 1.365 108 18.E19 109 ***_*_** 11_ 8.995 111 _97.19_ 112 13.099 113 _57._91 11_ 2_1._0_
115 212.175 116 232.386 117 _8.137 118 12.731 119 16.739 1_0 160.301 0.000 1218 10.761
O.O00 1210 39.69; 121[ -9.1_? 121r 19.?R2 122 221.622 123 gq.73k 121 ;.;75 125 0.968
126 P.75_ 1_7 2.7C2 128 0.2_ 129 0.?3_ 130 0.55_ 131 0.3_7 132 0.611 133 0.232
13_ 0.255 135 0.5;5 136 0.81_ 137 0.621 138 -0._89 139 0.86_ 110 _853.695 111 ?602.3;3
1.2 1936.;18 113 1366.285 1_; 15_2.05_ lq_ )7_0.362 I96 532.16_ 117 358.3_3 118 e_o*io*o 199 o_te_me
_50 337.257 151 -115.077 1%2 ******e* 153 7836._9_ 151 eemee**_ 155 1912.538 156 86N2.511 157 7891.3_9
1_8 IG9.519 159 5.699 161 0.139
IC6 227;_, 109 1823961.
I;5 I780,362 I_8 I1922,_15
I;9 11;01.057 152 2;;;0.602
153 7836.893 15_ 166_3.712
OAT[ 1-1_-7S
7%M( 1_-11-_1
AUN 170, EVENT 593
so* H202 APU PrRFORI4ANCr e8o
R[AD|NG 593
BAROMETER 13.39 P_IA
DATA IN ENGINE(RING UNII5
RP66 871.50 RP&? 559.18 DLAA 15.75 0169 9.93 SP5 868.63 SP? 199.59 DH68 11.?1DH69 10.37
SPle 120.01 SP63 19.97 SP27 555.29 SP58 5_1.11 SP62 160.66 0.31 $P6; 0.31 LP1 3808.08
LP2 75.99 RT66 327.?3 R767 531.83 ST5 533.31 ST? 705.56 5T16 589.9_ $717 5_6.03 5718 603.?1
5719 5?8.89 sT2? 50.52 ST31 3k?.87 5735 ;65.61 $739 3?3.88 ST_I _95.15 5715 523.3_ 57_1 1361.05
S731 1096,89 sTSG 28;,0q 5757 72;.6G 5758 7;6.93 5T6_ 1955,98 S785 1_85._9 ST&6 956.62 578; 633,67
STAG 598.62 LT2 558._0 LT5 520.17 LTG S_6.55 5N8162503.88 S019 13.21 $083 0.60 S085 0.9G
LG2 29.?2 LQ5 21.72
CALCULATZONS
101 3.$26 102 2.19_ 103 0.659 0.000 10_4 99.959 105 3.188 106 eee*e*** 107 3.3;5
160 1.367 108 12.692 109 **e***em 110 5.521 111 275.928 112 13.029 113 379.929 111 135.279
115 103,898 ll& 199.912 117 99.232 118 3?.859 119 55.627 120 6_.T23 0.000 1218 6.939
0.000 1210 q0.320 121[ -37.079 121F .5.699 122 1_@.973 173 9_.923 12_ 2.269 125 1.057
128 1.523 12T 1.803 128 0.303 129 0.776 130 @.q?; 131 0._79 132 0.743 133 0.179
13_ 0._19 135 0.382 136 0.873 137 0.5_9 138 -O.llG 139 0.900 1_0 3591.669 1_1 _2_3.739
112 1090.193 1_3 1109.203 111 1212.112 115 1388.133 1_£ 3_1.725 1_T 257.363 1_8 66;2.79; 1_9 £293.00;
150 259.233 151 -90.611 152 ee_*som 153 ;779.2£0 15; _I_*o*_* 15_ 1935.58_ 138 9232.712 157 7906.563
156 116.773 159 q,361 161 0.130
196 1;127, 109 1610278.
1_5 1388.133 112 66;2,79;
1_9 6293.00_ 152 16023.596
153 _779,260 151 112_.33_ (_11IGI_AL PAGE
2C7
RU_ 170. E_£_; $57
eee H202 APU PERFORNANCr as.
DATE Z'l%°?5
Tl#[ 15-12-6&
R[AC;NG
BAROMETER
599
13.39 PSIA
DATA TN [NGINECRING UNJT5
RP66 8?1,70 RP67 5S9.01 D168
SP18 120.07 SP63 10.55 SP27
LP2 61.11 RT66 527*%5 RT&?
5T19 591.11 $727 58.3_ 5T31
5751 1067,09 $756 28_,0_ 5757
5186 600.01 LT2 556.16 LT5
Lg2 1?._7 Lg5 21.62
9.06 DL69 6.12 SP5 869,%3 SP? 507,09 DN6B 9.19 0N69 6,%0
5sg.?o 5P58 5%9.25 5P62 127.66 0._1 5_6_ 0.21 LP1 3831.08
531.95 5T5 533.87 5T7 T05.56 $716 899.73 5T17 556.?9 5T18 61,.26
33_.67 5735 _63,61 5759 592.06 STY1 q?q._8 $T_5 53w.a2 5T,T 1392,_
725._8 5T58 T,7.03 _762 195_.06 ST6_ 1501,_3 5766 987,68 ST8. 63,.37
520.35 LT6 _36.78 SN8162566.86 5_19 13.33 3083 0.63 5QB5 C.99
CALCULATIONS
101 2.555 102 1.?26 103 0.675
160 1.365 106 10.357 109 es****** 110 _.282
115 66.179 116 103.257 117 50.111 11_ 33°259
0.000 1210 _2.00_ 121[ .29.129 121_ _.927
126 1.115 127 le"qO 12B 0.28| 129 0.760
1J_ 0.581 135 0.3_2 136 O.BB? 13? 0.531
192 111_.361 153 1010.132 1_% 1086.90_ 15_ 1320.B06
150 192.710 151 o71.150 152 _****oa* 15_ 7963,66_
]58 121.683 159 3.691 161 0.12_
106 11116. 109 1533393,
155 1320.806 l_B %?39.067
119 ,697.066 152 I109_.820
153 2963,66W 15_ 8932,15?
D%T[ 1-22-75
T[#[ 15- 1-30
0.000 tOgA 58.231 105 q._12 lob *eto*lo_ 107 3.37R
111 198.982 112 13,_11 113 337,796 11_ 100.236
119 51,892 120 29,169 0,000 1218 ?.9_e
122 95.309 123 97.665 12, 1.576 125 0.969
130 0.50_ 131 0._56 132 0.850 133 _.155
136 *0.112 139 0.896 110 2502.93_ 151 2989.W_
IW6 5_0.091 |q7 261.055 lU6 _739.067 I"9 ,697.066
15_ 8932.157 15_ 1961.077 156 96_6.71_ 157 7927.?00
H202 6Pu PERFOR_NCF
_[_DING
BArOmETER
#-31
13._1 PSI^
DATA IN [NGINE£RIN8 UNITS
RP66 869.70 RP6? 55_.93 0L66 13.75 0L69
SPl8 126.08 SP63 52.62 $P27 51u.63 SPS8
LP2 66.80 RT66 511.99 RT67 523.52 5T5
STl9 667.?1 5T27 53.16 5T31 36_.0_ 5T35
5T51 I083.?1 5756 365.95 5757 733.58 STY3
ST86 586.08 LT2 71_.37 LT5 526.26 LT6
LQ2 120.17 LG5 13.2?
CALCULAT|0N5
101 7.53T 102
160 1.368 108
115 313.956 116
0,000 121D
126 3.6?6 12?
13_ 0.20? 135
lq2 2653.188 1%3
150 521o613 151
158 103._27 159
106 31W93,
1_5 _361.27?
I_9 13899.759
153 3_18.525
13.76 5P5 8_0.17 SP7 ,_7.63 D_66 77.02 D_69 57.55
55_.93 5P62 333.26 1._7 SP6_ 1.27 LP1 3603.05
517.92 ST? 688.56 STl6 5_9._9 $T17 526._0 5710 ?,3.18
_69,06 ST39 615,15 5T_1 "96,2_ $T_5 507.3" 5T_7 1262,82
7_9,57 5762 19_._6 576_ 1_26.88 ST66 q09,31 5TSW 615.15
557.1_ 5N016259_.38 5019 13.37 5_3 0.52 $_85 0.91
_,891 103 0,699
23,589 109 ,**=**e, 110 12.%29
176e518 117 _?,Ok9 IiO "3.B36
31.905 121[ 1_5.630 121r 166.823
3.060 128 0,301 129 0,696
0._39 136 0.821 137 0.562
3016.190 1,_ 3713.218 195 5361.277
-200,3_ 152 *_**** 15] 3_18.5_5
%,699 161 0.1%7
109 1898380.
1we 15102.356
152 27589.673
15" 2_171.I,9
0.000 $O_A 30_.72_ 105 2._17
III 715.009 112 12.095
119 2_.607 120 2,7.939
122 167.605 173 89._95
130 O.UlB 131 0.973
138 -0.07_ 139 0.791
I56 281.57_ 1.7 12_.8_ q
15_ oeeoooo* 155 1917.960
DAT£ 2- 5-75
TIW{ 11- 3-_6
RUt; 187, EVENT 6BB
**e H202 APU PER_OR_Cr
106 ***=**** 10? 3.32_
113 3?0.285 11_ 336.628
0.000 1218 8.712
129 5.750 125 1.786
132 0,532 133 0.275
1_0 7970,023 1_1 9100.251
1"_ ll_e_$1_ 1_q mel_eeoe
156 816R.820 157 7898.003
R£AO|NG 6BN
13.39 PSI%
OATA IN ENGINEERING UNITS
RP66 873.71RP6? 550,03 DL66 II,65 0L69 9,W3 5P5 $70,W3 5P7
$p10 117.2_ 5P63 Iq.97 5P27 5_W.71 sPse _2w.66 5P62 130.76
LP2 80,95 RT66 W88.50 RT67 523.3w ST5 _16.59 5T7 657.33 5716
STI9 552.29 5T27 55.?_ 5731 I0.66 5T35 "68.86 ST39 598.5_ 5T%1
$T51 1127.2_ 5T56 252.22 ST57 731.?_ ST58 750.6R 5T62 1956.6_ 5T65
5T86 558.52 LT2 536.37 LT5 .516.99 it6 531.66 SNSI626WS,63 5D19
LQ2 31.72 Lg5 1_,67
C_LCULATION5
101 3,1?5 IC2 2,033 103 0,6_0 0.000 IOWA 9a,197
160 1.360 lOB 10.550 109 ******** 110 5.209 111 2q7.551
115 I0%.908 116 69.091 I17 57.390 11_ _2.q10 119 29.90q
0,000 1210 _w,283 121£ .2,687 121_ 80.180 122 62.300
126 1.935 127 1.750 128 -0.092 129 0.816 130 0.851
13_ 0.319 135 0,893 136 0.801 137 1.251 130 -0.088
IW2 ,96_.707 IW_ 768.187 I%_ _53.093 Iw5 1022.833 1w6 166.853
150 210.597 151 -68.698 132 _726._32 153 179%.668 15_ 2931.763
158 i02.721 159 3._97 161 0.159
106 13D93. 109 1568079.
I_5 1022,833 i_8 7006,2.9
I_9 15230.960 152 ,726.,B2
153 i7%%.668 15_ 2931,763
512.96 DM6B
0,26 SPO_
525.13 5717
"76.73 STY5
1"36.95 ST66
11.28 Sg83
105 3.183
112 7.736
120 68.02_
123 93.518
151 0.133
139 0.659
1_7 113.098
155 1909.330
11.63 0H69 9.69
0.26 LP13756.08
_81.89 ST_O 57_,1_
_92.16 $Tq? 12_9.&2
263.66 5T8, 589.05
0.36 5g85 0.5%
106 _oleeloo 107 3,307
113 286.615 11% 1_2._61
0.000 121B 6.790
12_ 2.662 125 0.513
132 0,757 133 0,207
1%0 -52w.336 1_1 q293.303
158 7006.2_9 I_9 oeolouse
156 8103.690 157 7886,9_6
2O8 •
DATE 2- 5-75
TIM[. 11- '*-51
OATA IN ENGINEER|NG U_ZT$
RP66 8?4.71RP£7 550.68 0L68
SP18 114.80 SP63 7.72 SP27
LP2 80.58 RT&6 489.19 RT67
$T19 569,;9 sT27 5T,68 5T31
5751 2093.9¢ S756 20G.89 STS?
ST86 562.25 LT2 537.62 LTS
LQ2 1?.32 LG5 "14.69
CALCULATIONS
101 2.228 102 1.UT2 103
160 1.367 I08 7.q76 109
115 54.782 116 -3.614 117
0.000 1210 44.889 121E
126 0.914 127 1.311 128
134 0.;40 135 0.814 136
142 5480.284 143 719.410 144
150 156.48_ 151 -53.677 152
158 108.286 159 3.504 161
106 9481. 109
145 993.399 148
149 15565.019 152
153 -12W5.358 15_
D_T[ 2- 5-?5
71wE 11- 5-51
RUN I_7, EVENT 692
*ms H202 APU P[RFORMAN[r mse
READING
BAROM[T£R
6.10 0L69 4.65 SP5 8?3.44 SP? 516.21 DMO8 6,06 0H69 4.93
549.13 SP58 533.98 SP62 94.85 0.17 SP64 0.17 LP1 3772.09
523.94 ST5 51_.52 ST? 666.39 ST16 _31.01 ST17 406.01 5T!8 590.16
10.66 ST35 468.48 ST89 571.80 ST41 475.78 ST45 500.10 STw? 1320.70
729.59 ST58 749.67 ST62 1968._6 ST65 1_63.R2 ST86 -502.30 ST84 596.84
51?.11 _T6 527.2? 5N8162692.80 5019 11*34 5083 0.41 SOB5 0.55
0.000 %OWA 52.321 105 4.241
111 159.503 112 8.280
119 -2.266 120 24.556
122 -11.0T_ 123 04.2t9
130 0.819 131 0.1?1
138 -0.09_ 139 O.70&
146 184.054 147 159.989
154 **s$e=** 1_5 1939.452
0.661
***'**** 11_ 3,69q
60.89_ 11_ 37.480
70.8_? 121F 108.286
-0.045 129 0.856
0.851 13? 2.040
774.657 1_ 995.399
m*wmemmi 1_8 ImOeO$*O
0.140
1422459.
4596.790
-5162.448
m3917.090
_UN IB7. EVENT 695
• ** H202 aDU PERFORMANCr Ioo
106 9481.236 107 3,349
113 317.080 114 97.211
0.000 1218 7,460
124 1.611 125 0.615
132 0,849 133 0.169
140 -383.$81 141 2757.473
148 45_6.7_0 14_ IOOeOO$$
156 0570°6?? L57 7914.80T
READING
BAROMETER
692
16.36 PSIA
695
13.39 PSIA
DATA IN ENGINEERING UNITS
RP66 R74.51RP67 551.17 CL6B
SP1B 118.15 SP63 14.16 SP27
LP2 77.62 RT66 488.88 RT67
$T19 555,06 5T27 49.6_ STSI
STSI 1128.58 5756 25_.02 STS?
5T86 566.42 LT2 518.78 LT5
Lg2 31.47 105 14.97
CALCULATIONS
101 3.146 102 2.030 103
160 1.368 108 ii.055 109
115 105.460 116 96.034 117
0.000 1210 39.872 121E
126 1.w33 127 1.713 128
134 _.333 135 0.807 136
142 _911._3_ 143 783.620 144
150 207.6F8 151 -82.667 152
158 I0_.420 159 ,.104 161
106 13070. IC9
145 1n62.762 14_
149 22691.102 152
L53 2030._65 154
D_T[ 2- 5-75
TIME 11 ° 6-51
11.58 DL69 9.26 SP5 870.83 SP? 505.67 DM68 11.5& 0N69 q.7w
547.79 SP58 526.14 SP62 137.86 0._6 SP64 0.28 LP1 3?87.09
523,52 ST5 510.39 ST? 680.05 5T16 536.78 ST1? 48T.45 ST10 577.76
IQ.h6 STY5 u67.7_ ST3Q 549.63 5T41 475.&5 $T45 4_b.02 ST4? 1283.83
730.30 ST58 749.16 ST62 1985.34 S_6_ 1449.49 S766 -500.32 5T84 601.61
517.11 L76 533,37 5N8162629.88 Sg19 II.26 5C83 C.38 SO05 0.61
0.645
*****_** 110 5.176
55.121 II_ 42.383
37.268 121_ 69.29?
-0.036 124 O.&lO
0.82_ 137 2.128
867.85_ 145 1062.?R2
*_**.*e* 153 2C30.265
0.1,1
1586124.
6917.A_6
-4363.793
-6384.059
0.000 104_ q?.61k 105 3.181 106 *,_*em** 107 3.316
111 248._24 112 8.544 113 353,355 114 137.408
119 33.557 120 68.118 0.000 1218 7.843
122 68.191 123 8_.321 124 2._26 125 0.620
130 0._48 131 0.137 132 0.T44 133 0.206
130 -0._85 134 0.771 1_0 .449.145 141 4284.787
Iq6 217.923 lwT 181._3 148 691T,626 149 $o*_*oo*
154 *.o***** 1_ 1911.0ak 156 8556.T14 15T 7092.12T
RUN '@7, EVENT 690
SOO H202 APU P[RFORNANCr Osm
READING
BCROMETER
698
13.54 PSIA
DATA IN ENG|NEERING UNITS
RP66 01_.71RP6T 551.50 0L68 6.05 0L69
SPl8 118.18 SP63 7.93 SP27 550,33 SP58
LP2 01,56 RT6£ 489,56 RT67 523,16 ST5
STI9 572.05 $T27 53.16 5731 10.66 5T35
ST51 1013.71 5T56 205.85 ST5? 725.89 ST58
STO6 568.58 LT2 204.04 LTS 517.41 L76
L02 15.62 LOS 14.62
CALCULATIONS
101 2.204 102
160 1.366 108
115 60.500 116
0.000 1210
126 0.913 12?
134 O,q_ 13_
142 3439.648 143
150 177.154 151
158 111.117 159
206 9436.
145 1159.911
149 12370.594
153 1332.690
4.5¢ SP5 872.04 SPT 523.81 ON68
535.47 SP62 96.85 0.18 SP6_
508.80 STT 660.?9 5T16 542,_q ST1?
467.65 ST3q 573,7_ STql 474._2 57_5
748.86 ST62 1462.30 S?65 1473.45 ST66
528.34 5N0182771.63 SQ19 11.38 S683
6.23 CM&9 4.85
0.18 LPl 3772.09
494,08 ST18 593.23
505.13 STY? 133_.10
-104.15 STOW 605.31
0._4 5005 0._3
1.465 103 0.66_ 0.000 IO;A 52.300 105 4.210 106 9436.674 107 3.356
8.116 109 _**_ooe* 110 3.6T0 111 158.575 112 9.178 113 348.541 114 93.26?
58.CT6 117 $8.T93 118 38.152 119 36.623 120 24.508 O.OOO 1218 8.200
40.967 121[ 10.625 121R 43.392 122 49.875 123 95.T?0 124 1.565 125 0.634
1.291 120 -0.040 129 0,055 130 0._11 1_1 0.176 152 0.8_4 133 0.168
0,712 136 0,856 137 1,629 138 -0.105 139 0.792 140 -343.119 141 2755.866
T35.504 144 787.021 145 1159.913 1_6 228.915 187 192.906 14& 4512,466 149 ee_*ow$,
-&0.501 152 528.475 153 1332.690 154 .80N.215 155 1944.584 15687_7.862 157 T917.626
3,997 161 0.136
109 1425038.
1_0 4512.463
152 526.475
154 -804.215 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
POOR
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OAT( 2" S-?S
TIM( 11- 3-51
RU_ 187, EVEq" 705
aeo N202 APU PCRFORMAMCr ooo
RCAOXNG T05
8A_DNCTER 13.39 PS[J
DATA ZN (NGIN[(RING UN|TS
RP66 873.11RP6? 558.69 DL68 13.75 0L69 13.76 SP5 B60.O| SP? 5_;._5 D_66 31._9 OH69 25.02
SPt8 123.81 SP63 30.83 SP27 5_5.65 $P58 509.39 SP£2 25;.57 O.m9 SP6, 0.59 LP| 37_6.08
LP2 ?_,01RT66 qgB,82 RTT? $21.55 STS 505.66 ST7 693.90 5T16 553.56 ST17 _00.5_ ST18 58_,3;
ST19 553.?q ST2? _6,_0 ST31 10,66 ST$5 _66,?6 5T$9 536,5_ STY1 _7_.8_ ST_ _9_.29 STy? t205.SL
$T51 1139._2 $T56 333.36 ST5? ?33.27 ST50 7_8.55 $T62 1950.86 ST6m 1;19.05 STY& °q56oT3 ST8_ 610.71
ST66 57&.69 LT2 5_3.0; LT$' 517.0_ LT6 5;6.20 $rJ_162598.38 $Q|q 11.20 $083 0.,3 Sn_$ O.?q
LQg ?_o22 LG5 t_.72
CALCULATZDN$
201 S.160 102 3.30_ 103 0.6_0 O.O00 IO_A 196.92; 10_ 2._78 206 18seeees tOT 3.306
160 1.$68 108 18.939 109 oe._ooee 110 8._6q 111 q6?.?_5 112 9.9_ 113 375.962 1_; 236.72C
115 205.771 116 121.661 117 50.502 118 _$.992 119 26._1_ 120 1_8.9_e 0.000 121B 8._&
0,000 121D 39,?96 121( 92,956 121r 123,906 1_2 112.81_ 123 82,201 12; _.680 125 0.;79
126 2._99 _27 2.$60 128 -0.032 12q 0.737 130 O.g£? 131 0.115 132 0.593 133 0.260
13; 0.237 135 0.682 136 0°?69 137 2.028 138 -O.06k 139 0.828 1_0 -S?5o_bO lq] 7218.155
lq2 8036.069 1_3 105_.607 1;q 121_.;9_ 1;_ I_lT.ggO 1_6 323.616 1;7 230.0?8 1;8 eeo_¢_e lq9 o.ooo.e_
1_0 275,980 151 -150.e63 152 _eoomeo 155 3S79,620 1_ e_se_e_8 1_ 1902,123 156 9167.$9E 157 78B_,3_
158 116.276 159 _.785 lb$ 0.131
106 21272. log 18236C$.
1q5 1;17.880 1_8 11559.5_0
1_9 3q3_9,929 152 -q&Tt.?95
153 35?9°620 15_ -8251._17
210
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